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The BT Young scientist

Business 
Bootcamp
in its 4th year the bT young Scientist business bootcamp is preparing the 
country’s future business leaders by introducing them to entrepreneurial 
thinking. 30 participants from the intermediate and senior sections of 
the competition are selected to experience first-hand the world of 
technology commercialisation and entrepreneurship.

What happens to the best business 
ideas, after the science exhibition?
We at bT believe that the bT young Scientist business bootcamp 
programme helps bridge the gap between the worlds of education and 
business, by mentoring the next generation of young innovators and 
entrepreneurs. bridging this gap is critical and urgent if ireland is to be a 
competitive player in the global economy. 

We have created a programme to provide the missing link in the 
innovation process - the steps required in moving a scientific idea 

toward commercial reality. We also want to provide our young scientists 
with commercialisation skills to carry forward into their careers and lives.

The talent that exists in schools across the island is evident each year in 
the bT young Scientist & Technology Exhibition. We have taken students 
a step further, to arm them with the business skills they need to turn 
good ideas into potential commercial opportunities.

Students who win places on the bT young Scientist business bootcamp 
will take part in a residential programme in novauCD, belfield, Dublin, 
from Monday 4th March to Thursday 7th of March 2013.

in 2012 participants heard from Dame Ellen Macarthur on business 
sustainability, James Whelton from Coder Dojo and Paddy Cosgrave, 
founder of the Dublin Web Summit.

Past participants of the bT young Scientist and Technology Exhibition 
also told inspiring stories about their businesses and research.

More information about bT young Scientist business bootcamp will be 
posted on the website throughout the year.

The 2012 bootcamp was captured on 
film for RTE’s The Science Squad -  
http://url.ie/gcy8

Bootcamp Individual Winner 
Daniel Hobbs, Maynooth Post primary School

Dame Ellen Macarthur with the participants in the  
bT young Scientist business bootcamp 2012.

a short video of the bootcamp can be  
watched here: http://url.ie/gcy7
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Foreword by 
Colm O’Neill

Welcome to the 2013 BT Young scientist & 
Technology Exhibition. 

We are delighted to welcome you here to the RDS for the 2013 bT 
young Scientist & Technology Exhibition. 

it’s been a great year to date for the exhibition, and we’ve made real 
progress on our goal to make more and more people engage with the 
sciences and technology.  49 years on and it continues to set new 
records.  never have so many projects been entered by so many 
students – more than 4,000 young people from across the island of 
ireland, unearthing ideas and solutions to create a better future. 

The projects you see here this week are the culmination of many long 
hours of research and development by students, and provide fascinating 
insights into the world around us.  These students through their 
curiosity, critical thinking, and commitment, are bringing science, 
technology, engineering and maths alive beyond the classroom and 
showcasing here the depth of talent that exists on our island.  

bT is one of world’s leading communications and iT companies, and we 
choose to organise this major exhibition because research and 
development are core to staying competitive, and skills in science and 
technology are key for companies, economies and society to develop 
and grow.  We want to play our part, and each year a vast team of bT 
employees (more than 130) work together to organise all aspects of this 
remarkable exhibition.  in addition, we are working with a range of like-
minded organisations on this common objective, and in particular we’d 
like to thank the Department of Education & Skills in the Republic of 
ireland, the Department of Education in northern ireland, analog 
Devices, Elan, intel, RTE and all of our other supporters whom you’ll see 
listed in our guide.  We’d also like to thank the judges, the teachers, the 
parents, the bT Redcoats, and most importantly the students themselves. 

as well as the fantastic 550 school projects that can be viewed, we have 
also brought together a compelling line-up of exhibitors, special acts 
and entertainment that will hopefully enthral the tens of thousands of 
visitors like you who come to visit the exhibition. 

The bT young Scientist & Technology has the feel-good factor – people 
focused on the positive, on creating a better future and having some 
fun along the way. We hope you’ll find it as inspiring and uplifting as we 
do.

Thank you once again for visiting the exhibition, and showing support 
for these students, the creator’s of tomorrow. 

Tá ríméad orainn fáiltiú romhaibh chuig an Taispeántas 
Eolaí Óg agus Teicneolaíochta 2013.
is iontach an bhliain í go dtí seo ó thaobh an Taispeántais de, mar go bhfuil 
dul chun chinn suntasach déanta againn len ár sprioc a chomhlíonadh chun 
i bhfad níos mó daoine a mhealladh chuig an eolaíocht agus an 
teicneolaíocht. Tá níos mó tionscnaimh ná riamh curtha isteach ag an 
oiread sin mic léinn – breis agus 4,000 daoine óga ó cheann ceann na tíre, 
agus iad ag nochtadh smaointe agus réitigh a chuirfidh feabhas ar an 
todhchaí.

is toradh iad na tionscnaimh atá le feiceáil anseo an tseachtain seo ar na 
huaireanta fada taighde and forbartha atá curtha isteach ag na mic léinn, 
agus tugann said léirgeas geal dúinn ar an domhan mórthimpeall orainn. 
Tríd a gcuid fiosrachta, a gcuid smaointeoireachta criticiúil agus a gcuid 
díograis, tá na mic léinn seo ag cur beocht san eolaíocht, sa teicneolaíocht, 
san innealtóireacht agus sa mhatamaitic, agus iad ag síneadh taobh 
amuigh den seomra ranga ag léiriú a gcuid saothair agus na talainne atá 
chomh forleathan sin ar fud an oileáin go léir. 

Tá bT ar cheann de na comhlachtaí Teilechumarsáide agus Teicneolaíochta 
Fáisnéise is aitheanta ar domhan, agus is é ár rogha é an mórthaispeántas 
seo a eagrú mar go gcreidimid go bhfuil taighde agus forbairt fíor-
thábhachtach le bheith iomaíoch, agus go bhfuil scileanna san eolaíoch 
agus sa teicneolaíocht riachtanach do chomhlachtaí, d’eacnamaíoctaí agus 
don sochaí le fás agus forbairt a bhaint amach. is mian linn ár bpáirt as 
ghlacadh agus ‘chuile bhliain bíonn foireann bT féin (breis agus 130 acu) 
ag oibriú le chéile leis an taispeántas suntasach seo a eagrú. Chomh maith 
le sin, tá bT ag comhoibriú le heagrachtaí eile leis an aidhm chéanna, agus 
ba mhaith linn buíochas ar leith as ghabháil leis an Roinn Oideachais agus 
Scileanna sa Phoblacht agus leis an Roinn Oideachais sa Tuaisceart, le 
anaog Devices, Elan, intel, RTÉ agus leo siúd go léir a thugann tacaíocht 
dúinn agus atá luaite sa lámhleabhar seo. ba mhaith linn buíochas a ghabáil 
freisin leis na breithiúna, na múinteoirí, na tuismitheoirí, lucht na gCótaí 
Dearga bT agus, ar ndóigh, na mic léinn iad féin.

Chomh maith leis na 550 tionscnaimh iontacha atá le feiceáil, tá léirithe 
iontacha eile curtha le chéile againn ar nós siamsaíocht speisialta a 
chuirfidh faoi gheasa na mílte cuairteoirí cosúil leat féin a thagann chuig an 
taispeántas. 

is iontach go deo an spiorad a ghabhann leis an Taispeántas Eolaí Óg agus 
Teicneolaíochta bT mar go bhfuil daoine ag díriú ar an dearfacht, agus ag 
déanamh spraoi ag an am chéanna. Tá súil againn go mbainfidh tú an leas 
chéanna as chomh maith.

Gabhaim buíochas libh arís as cuairt a thabhairt ar an taispeántas agus bhur 
dtacaíocht a léiriú do na mic léinn, cruthathóirí ár dtodhchaí.

Colm O’neill
Príomhfheidhmeanach, bT ireland

Tá bT ar cheann de na sár-chomhlachtaí cummarsáide agus seirbhísí 
teicneolaíochta fáisnéise ar domhan. le breis eolais a fháil, tabhair cuairt ar 
www.btireland.com

Colm O’neill
Chief Executive Officer, bT ireland 

bT is one of the world’s leading communications and iT services companies. For more information on bT in ireland, visit www.btireland.com
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THE 

aWarDs
See listed below all the awards that will be made at the bT 
young Scientist & Technology Exhibition 2013.

BT Young scientist & Technologist(s) of the Year 2013 
Individual or Group
•	 BT	Young	Scientist(s)	of	the	Year	Trophy	(perpetual)
•	 Cheque	for	€5,000 / £4,500
•	 The	chance	to	represent	Ireland	at	the	European	
union Contest for young Scientists

Best Individual or Best Group
•	 BT	Trophy	(perpetual)
•	 Cheque	for	€2,400 / £2,160

runner-up Individual and runners-up Group 
•	 BT	Trophy	(perpetual)	
•	 Cheque	for	€1,200 / £1,080
Please note if the title bT young Scientist & Technologist 
of the year is awarded to an individual, a best Group 
award will also be made. if the title bT young Scientist of 
the year is awarded to a Group, a best individual award 
will be made. 

There are 36 prizes for individuals and 36 prizes for Group 
projects. The prizes take the form of 1st, 2nd and 3rd in Junior, 
intermediate and Senior sections of each of the four 
categories:
• biological and Ecological Sciences 
• Chemical, Physical and Mathematical Sciences 
• Social and behavioural Sciences 
• Technology

The prizes are as follows:
• 1st prize of €300 / £270 for both Individual and Group 

projects 
• 2nd prize of €225 / £202 for both Individual and Group 

projects 
• 3rd prize of €150 / £135 for both Individual and Group 

projects 
in the event of a tie in any category, the prize money will 
be split equally. a number of Highly Commended and 
Display awards will also be awarded in each category by 
the panel of judges.

main awards Category awards

WINNErs ErIC DOYlE aND mark kEllY
sixth Year students from CBs synge street, now studying at UCD and TCD,
won for their project “simulation accuracy in the gravitational many-body 

problem” and went on to win the EU Competition for Young scientists in 
Bratislava in september 2012.

reverend Dr Tom Burke Bursary

Fr Tom was one of the co-founders of the project and sadly 
passed away in 2008. in memory of his contribution to the 
project, a €1,000 bursary is awarded in his name to an 
individual participant who is deemed by the judges as the best 
communicator. This will be paid to a student to help them in 
their second/third level education.

This bursary will be open to participants of all categories 
across all ages groups - but the winner cannot be either the 
overall individual Winner or Runner up.
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Travel awards
sTUDENT aWarDs
l analog Devices student award 

This award is presented to an individual or Group for 
outstanding work exhibited in the Technology 
category except where the project has been selected 
as bT young Scientist of the year winner.

 The prize consists of a trophy plus an all expenses 
paid trip to america as the guest’s of analog 
Devices, visiting San Francisco and los angeles. in 
addition, analog Devices will donate €2,500 to the 
school of the winning student’s as a contribution 
towards its science laboratory equipment fund.

l Intel student award 
This award is presented to the best placed project, 
either Group or individual, in the Chemical, Physical 
& Mathematical Sciences category, except where 
the project has been selected as bT young Scientist 
of the year winner. The prize is an all-expenses paid 
trip to the uSa to compete in the intel international 
Science and Engineering Fair in Phoenix, arizona, 
May 12-17, 2013. The teacher/mentor of the 
winner(s) of this award will also receive an all-
expenses paid trip to iSEF

l Elan award for Excellence  
This award is presented to the best placed project, 
either Group or individual, in the in the biological or 
Ecological Sciences Category for outstanding work 
with a Sustainability Theme.  The prize is a trip to 
compete in i-SWEEEP in Houston, Texas from 8th to 
13th May 2013.

EDUCaTOr Of EXCEllENCE aWarDs
These awards will be presented to the teachers whose 
commitment and encouragement has consistently 
enabled their students to participate successfully in the 
following subject areas for the purpose of the exhibition: 
Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Technology and 
Computing

l analog Devices Educator of Excellence award 
The winner receives the analog Devices Trophy plus 
an all expenses paid trip to america.

l Intel Educator of Excellence award 
The winner will receive the intel Trophy plus an all-
expenses paid trip to the uSa to attend the intel 
Educators’ academy. This is run in conjunction with 
the intel international Science and Engineering Fair 
also in Phoenix, arizona, May 12-17, 2013.

linda Garvey presenting the analog Devices Student award to Sean Duffy 
and Killian Enright,  from Desmond College, limerick.

Eamon Sinnott, GM of intel, presenting the intel Student award to aoife 
Gregg from loreto College, St Stephens Green.

Visit us on Facebook

Facebook.com/bTySTE

Follow us on Twitter 

twitter.com/bTySTE
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We are pleased and proud to have such a fabulous range of Special 
awards at this year’s Exhibition. Each award is industry-sponsored 
and details of each organisation and awards can be found on 
the awards section of our website www.btyoungscientist.com

This year Special awards will be presented by our partner 
organisations. Special awards recognise excellence in specific 
areas, examples include projects which have a focus on 
innovation in technology, physics, chemistry, sustainability, 
recycling, the environment, research or improving cancer 
awareness.

Full details of all the Special awards and the criteria for each 
can be found on our website www.btyoungscientist.com

schools awards
Each year two school awards are made, one for best School in 
northern ireland presented by MaTRiX and one for best 
School in Republic of ireland presented by naPD.  These are 
presented on a points based system and cannot be won by the 
same school in a three year period.

special awards
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BT Young scientist  
& Technology Judges 2013

BT Chairperson special award
Maureen Walkingshaw Professor Eoin O’neill

Technology
Mr Colm buckley

Dr Mike byrne

Dr Sarah Jane Delany

John Dunnion

Dr Carol Gibbons

Professor Jim Greer

leonard Hobbs

bill Hunt

aaron McCormack

Dr Diarmuid O’brien

Tom O’Dwyer

Dr Mary Shire

Julie byrne

Mr barry Kennedy 

Dr Peter Taylor

ann O’Sullivan

Social and behavioural Sciences 
Professor Joe barry

Mr Sydney blain

Dr Joseph brady

Dr barry brunt

annette Cahalane

Prof Catherine Comiskey 

Ciaran Ennis

Dr yseult Freeney 

Professor Des Gillmor

Dr Kevin Hourihan

Professor Desmond 
Hourihane

Dr Jones irwin

Dr angela leahy

Dr Maeve Martin

lynda Mc Sweeney

Dr Ciaran McCullagh

Dr Elizabeth nixon

Mr Patrick O’Dwyer

David Silke

Paid McGee 

Seamus Mcloone

Ruby Morrow

aidan  Ryan

Professor Des McCafferty

Dr Mairin boland

Dr anne Hickey

Dr Joyce Senior

biological and Ecological Sciences 
Professor Michael Doherty

Hubert Fuller

Dr Jervis Good

Professor Marie Guidon

Professor Michael Hennerty

Professor Des Higgins

Dr Mary Kelly-Quinn

Professor Deirdre McGrath

Dr Declan Murray

Professor John O’Halloran

Dr Padraig O’Kiely

Professor bruce Osborne

Dr Donal O’Shea

Dr brid Quilty

Dr Julian Reynolds

Dr Dagmar Stengel

Dr Dermot Walls

Dr Kathy O’boyle

Professor Jennifer McElwain

Professor Grace Mulcahy

Dr lucy byrnes

Chemical, Physical and Mathematical Sciences 
Professor Tom brazil

Professor Stephen Connon

Professor Seán Corish

Professor Padraig Dunne

Professor Orla Feely

Professor Pat Guiry

Dr Graeme Horley

Professor Frank imbusch

Professor Thomas laffey

Dr Michael McGrath

Professor Ronan Mcnulty

Dr Rachel Quinlan

Dr Tony Scott

Dr Dominic Zerulla
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County school Name stand Number

antrim

belfast Model School For 
Girls

2420 2426

Rathmore Gs 1422

St Killian's College 4416

Wellington College 1559 1564

Carlow
borris Vocational School 1556

St. leo's College 2574

Cavan breifne College 2509 4610

Clare

Ennis Community College 1563

Mary immaculate 
Secondary School - 
lisdoonvarna

1202 1215 1305 1402 
1409 1415 1426 2206 
2302 3404 3409 4202

Meánscoil na Mbráithre 3603

Rice College 1307

Scoil Mhuire 1529 1542

St John bosco Community 
College

3420

Cork

ardscoil uí urmoltaigh 1523

bandon Grammar School 2411 2432 2544 3413 
4511

beara Community School 2211

boherbue Comprehensive 
School

4529

Christ King Girls Sec. 
School

1610

Christian brothers College 1303 2210

Clonakilty Community 
College

1510 1526 3512

Coláiste an Chraoibhin 1603 2626

Coláiste an Spioraid 
naoimh

4108

Coláiste Choilm 1209 1212 1302 1412 
1502 1509 1515 2444 
2513 2522 2589 2602 
2609 3205 4411 4503 
4524

County school Name stand Number

Cork
(continued)

Coláiste Muire - 
Crosshaven

2218

Coláiste Pobal bheanntrai 1425 1550 2565

Colaiste Treasa 1611

Davis College 4105

Gaelcholáiste Mhuire 2581 4537

Glanmire Community 
College

2601 4606

Kinsale Community 
School

1508 2106 2111 2401 
2404 2407 2409 2421 
2424 2425 2433 2438 
2507 2561 2622 4103 
4415

loreto Secondary School 1543 2541

Midleton College 1518

Millstreet Community 
School

3506

Mount St Michael 4303 4526

Patrician academy 1428 2108

Presentation College 3521 3526

Regina Mundi College 1521 2305 3530 4510

Sacred Heart Secondary 
School

1536 2548

Schull Community College 2550

Scoil Mhuire Gan Smál - 
blarney

2429 4211

St aloysius College 1533 2545 4528

St aloysius School 1413 1513 2102 3408 
3507

St Mary's High School 3608

St Mary's Secondary 
School - Macroom

1206 1520 2205 2543 
2572

youghal Community 
School

2570

Donegal

Choláiste Cholmcille 1309

biological and Ecological Sciences   1101 - 1613

Technology 4101 - 4612

Social and behavioural Sciences  2101 - 2626

Chemical, Physical and Mathematical Sciences 3101 - 3612

Quick search - Project Category

Quick search - school Name
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County school Name stand Number

Donegal
(continued)

Coláiste ailigh 1110 1427 2303 2309 
2590 3402 3411 3419 
3426 3527 3611 4540

Deele College 2566

loreto Convent - 
letterkenny

2307

Magh Ene College 1403 1511 1540 1608 
3405 3508

Pobalscoil Ghaoth 
Dobhair

2408 2516 2587 2624

St Eunan's College 2103

St. Catherine's Vocational 
School

3421

Down
St Colman's College 2107

St louis GS 4403 4418 4504

Dublin

alexandra College 3416

ardgillan Community 
College

1401 2101 2207 3102 
3105 4401

balbriggan Community 
College

2427 3609 4602

belvedere College 1601

blackrock College 1522 4536

Castleknock College 4109

Coláiste iosagáin 2441 2511 2578 3524

Coláiste Phádraig - lucan 2105 2203 2536 2580 
2586 3209 3306 3407 
3504 4601 4603 4607 
4609 4611

Colaiste Pobail Setanta 1304

Dominican College - 
Drumcondra

1527 2534

Donabate Community 
College

1418 4205

Gaelcholáiste Reachrann 3520

Gonzaga College 2219 2582 3529 4204 
4214 4306 4424

Holy Child Secondary 
School

2512 2520

Jesus and Mary 
Secondary School, Our 
lady's Grove

2508

John Scottus Secondary 
School

3203

loreto abbey Secondary 
School

1211 2214 2532

loreto College 2575

loreto College - Crumlin 
Road

2505

loreto College - Foxrock 2104 2563

County school Name stand Number

Dublin
(continued)

loreto College - St 
Stephens Green

2220 3528 4541

loreto High School 2514 2517

loreto Secondary School 
- balbriggan

1102 1109 1204 1560 
1562 2113 2418

lucan Community College 4102 4414

luttrellstown Community 
College

3206

Mount Sackville 
Secondary School

1555

newpark Comprehensive 
School

1104 1205 3103

Our ladys School - 
Templeogue

2431 3414

Sandford Park School ltd 4410

Skerries Community 
College

1411 1606 2521 2524 
2526 3307 3514

St andrew's College 1108 1308 2615

St benildus College 2523

St Colmcille's Community 
School

2110

St Conleth's College 2430

St Dominic's High School 2415

St Joseph's College - 
lucan

1604 2621 4508

St Michaels College 3610

St Pauls College 3211

St. Fintan's High School 2540

St. Tiernan's Community 
School

2610

Sutton Park School 1407 4404 4406 4420

Tallaght Community 
School

1404 2604

Templeogue College 2576 2593

Terenure College 4104

The High School - Dublin 2301

The Kings Hospital 2414

Willow Park School 4412

fermanagh St Fanchea's College 3424

Galway

Coláiste Éinde 2306

Coláiste Ghobnait 2592

Coláiste iognáid S.J. 1538 2549

Coláiste na Coiribe 3607

Coláiste naomh Eoin 1612

Dominican College - 
Galway

1414 1607 2531

Garbally College 2436 4531
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County school Name stand Number

Galway
(continued)

Jesus & Mary Secondary 
School

1506

Portumna Community 
School

1419

Presentation College 4301

Scoil Chuimsitheach 
Chiaráin

1213 2556

St brigids Vocational 
School

1541

kerry

Causeway Comprehensive 
School

1105 4612

Coláiste Íde 2428

Coláiste na Sceilge 4530

Gaelcholáiste Chiarraí 4532

Killorglin Community 
College

2551

Presentation Secondary 
School - Milltown

2217 4304

St. brigid's Secondary 
School

1534

St. Joseph's Secondary 
School

3415

kildare

Cross and Passion College 3525

Kildare Town Community 
School

1430 1548 1561 1605 
1613 2416 2560 2569 
2584 3522

Meánscoil iognáid Ris 2413

newbridge College 1420 4203

Salesian College - 
Celbridge

2502 3605

Scoil Mhuire Community 
School

2109

St Wolstan's Community 
School

1557

kilkenny

Castlecomer Community 
School

1532 2547 2557

Coláiste Pobal Osraí - 
Kilkenny

1410 2410 2537 4516

loreto Secondary School 
- Kilkenny

1549

Meánscoil na mbráithre 
Criostaí

1535

laois

Heywood Community 
School

1306

Mountmellick Community 
School

1429

leitrim

ballinamore Post Primary 
Schools

3210

Mohill Community 
College

2608 2614

County school Name stand Number

leitrim 
(continued)

St. Clare's Comprehensive 
School

2525 3509 3519 4523

limerick

ardscoil Ris 1519 4509 4522

Castletroy College 2585 3410 4212

Coláiste Chiaráin 4201

Coláiste iósaef 2579 2583

Colaiste Mhuire - 
askeaton

2304

Desmond College - 
limerick

1602 2402 3101 3511 
4402 4405 4407 4413 
4417 4421 4425 4506 
4525 4538 4605 4608

Gaelcholáiste luimnigh 1103 1501 2403 2501 
3406 4101 4501

Glenstal abbey School 4302

Hazelwood College 2442

John The baptist 
Community School

1421 2215 4518

laurel Hill Secondary 
School FCJ

2209

Presentation Secondary 
School

1208 2202 2213 2519 
2535

londonderry

lumen Christi College 1551 3518

Oakgrove integrated 
College

1424

St Mary's College 1101 1107 1201 1207 
1545 3104 3303 3308 
3403 3502 3513 3602

St Mary's limavady 3304 3501 3601

Thornhill College 4515

longford

lanesboro Community 
College

1106

Meán Scoil Muire 2619

Mercy Secondary School 
- longford

3517

St. Mel's College 1553

louth

bush Post Primary School 2625 4527

Coláiste Rís 4210

De la Salle College 2515 2571 2603 2611 
2623 3204

O Fiaich College 2558

Our ladys College - 
Drogheda

1524 3207 3418

St louis Secondary 
School

1417 2435 2440 4423

St Vincent's Secondary 
School

1423 1531 1544 2204 
2212 2419 2564 3510 
4409
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County school Name stand Number

mayo

Coláiste Mhuire 4535

Davitt College 2112 2568 4507 4539

Mount St Michael 4106

Sacred Heart School 2216

St. Gerald's College 2533 4208 4513

St Joseph’s Secondary 
School

3305

St. Mary's Secondary 
School

4213

meath

loreto Secondary School 
- navan

1547 4514

Ratoath College 2422

St Ciaran's Community 
School

4520

St Oliver Post Primary 2437

St Patrick's Classical 
School

1406 1431

monaghan

ballybay Community 
College

1537

Coláiste Oiriall 1408 2405 2518 2605

inver College 2529

largy College 2503 3202

Patrician High School - 
Carrickmacross

2527 2554

St. Macartan's College 3606 4422

Offaly

Gallen Community School 2555

Oaklands Community 
College

2552

banagher College Coláiste 
na Sionna

4206

roscommon

C.b.S. Roscommon 4502

Castlerea Community 
School

1214 2577 3523

Scoil Mhuire 1554 4519

Scoil Muire gan Smál - 
Roscommon

1210 1405 1505 1514 
1530 1566 2201 2406 
2506 2510 2538 2588 
3301 3503 3516

St nathy's College 2434

sligo

Colaiste Mhuire 2443

Grange Vocational School 4305

Jesus & Mary Secondary 
School

1416 2208 4534

Summerhill College 2620

ursuline College 2530 2562

Tipperary
borrisokane Community 
College

1558 2591 4505

County school Name stand Number

Tipperary
(continued)

C.b.S. Thurles 2542

Cistercian College 1507 1525 2308 2504 
2613 3302

Presentation Secondary 
School - Thurles

1516 1552 2567 2573 
2612 2616 4521

St Mary's Secondary 
School - nenagh

4207

St. anne's Secondary 
School

3417

ursuline Secondary 
School - Thurles

1528 2559

Tyrone loreto GS - Omagh 1565

Waterford

blackwater Community 
School

1503 1539 2539 3201 
3612

C.b.S. Tramore 4542

De la Salle College 2607 2617

Meánscoil San nioclás 1203

Westmeath

Marist College - athlone 4512 4517 4533

Moate Community School 1504 1546 4209

Our lady's bower - 
athlone

1301 1512 1517 3208 
3505 3515

Wexford
Coláiste bride 2528

Presentation Secondary 
School

3423

Wicklow

arklow Community 
College

2423

avondale Community 
College

1609 2606 4408 4419

Coláiste bhríde 4543

Coláiste Raithín 2439

Dominican College - 
Wicklow

2412 2417 2618 3401 
3412 3422 3425 3604

Gaelcholaiste na Mara - 
arklow

1432

Scoil Chonglais 4604

St Gerard's 4107

St Thomas' Community 
College

2546

Visit us on Facebook

Facebook.com/bTySTE

Follow us on Twitter 

twitter.com/bTySTE
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JUNIOr INDIVIDUal

Stand no: 1101
Title: an environmentally friendly slug 
catcher
Overview: This summer has been 
very wet and slugs have proliferated. 
This project investigates slug baits 
and endeavours to produce an 
environmentally friendly slug catcher.
School: St Mary’s College
County: londonderry
Teacher: Mrs ann blanking
Student(s): Justine Munoz

Stand no: 1102
Title: Spice up your diet: an 
investigation into the use of spices 
as effective food preservatives and in 
medicinal use
Overview: How 15 spices affect bacterial 
growth. an experiment concluding; 
whether spices act as antibiotics or not, 
properties of spices, origin and their 
history of acting as food preservatives 
and medicinal components.
School: loreto Secondary School - 
balbriggan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Dr niamh Mcnally
Student(s): Renuka Chintapalli

Stand no: 1103
Title: an féidir planda uisciúil eile a úsáid 
seachas Elodea chun Ráta Fótasintéis a 
Thaispeáint?
Overview: Úsáidtear Elodea chun ráta 
fótasintéis a thaispeáint. baineann alán 
míbhuntáistí leis an bplanda seo. Táim 
chun thaispeáint go bhfuil liamhógach 
Éireannach chomh héifeacht l’Elodea?
School: Gaelcholáiste luimnigh
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms aingeal ní hÉalaithe
Student(s): Séamas bulaeir

Stand no: 1104
Title: investigating changes in air 
pollution since 1988 using lichens as an 
indicator
Overview: investigating the presence 
of lichens on trees as an indicator of air 
pollution in Dublin and comparing it to a 
project done 24 years ago.
School: newpark Comprehensive School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Karen Clarke
Student(s): anna Porter

Stand no: 1105
Title: The effect a change of 
environment has on hen eggs
Overview: The project is investigating 
the effect that a number of 
environmental factors have on hens 
eggs. i am examining temperature, light 
feed and length of time outside, on the 
quality of the eggs.
School: Causeway Comprehensive 
School
County: Kerry
Teacher: Mrs Jennifer barry
Student(s): Jack nolan

Stand no: 1106
Title: Come dine with our feathered 
friends: which seed do birds prefer to 
eat?
Overview: There is a huge variety of bird 
seed on the market. My project aim is to 
find	out	which	seed	is	the	most	and	least	
popular.
School: lanesboro Community College
County: longford
Teacher: Mr Michael lyons
Student(s): Evan Tynan

Stand no: 1107
Title: investigating the effect of green 
tea on the action of antibiotics
Overview: Evidence suggests that 
green tea can have a positive effect on 
the action of antibiotics. This project 
investigates the effects of green tea on 
antibiotics.
School: St Mary’s College
County: londonderry
Teacher: Mrs ann blanking
Student(s): Chelsey barrowman

Stand no: 1108
Title: is it possible to use the heat 
by-product of compost to increase the 
germination rate of plants?
Overview: I	am	trying	to	find	out	
whether the heat that compost 
generates is enough to heighten 
germination speed in rocket and 
calendula.
School: St andrew’s College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Hilary Rimbi
Student(s): Molly O’Gorman

Stand no: 1109
Title: How big a factor are the heart rate 
and oxygen levels in the success of a 
race horse?
Overview: To investigate if the bPM 
and Oxygen levels play any part in the 
success of a racehorse and if recording 
them is helpful to trainers.
School: loreto Secondary School - 
balbriggan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Dr niamh Mcnally
Student(s): lorna McGuinness

Stand no: 1110
Title: Cén t-eifeacht atá ag nochtadh 
aeir agus teocht ar an méid vitamin C a 
ata i su oráiste
Overview: The aim of my project was to 
determine how the ascorbic acid content 
of pure orange juice is affected by air 
exposure and temperature
School: Coláiste ailigh
County: Donegal
Teacher: Mr Micheál Ó Giobúin
Student(s): Josh Pond

INTErmEDIaTE INDIVIDUal

Stand no: 1201
Title: Medicinal safety
Overview: This project concerns the safe 
measurement and storage of medicines. 
it involves developing and testing 
devices for the safe storage of medicine 
sachets.
School: St Mary’s College
County: londonderry
Teacher: Mrs ann blanking
Student(s): lavina blanking

Stand no: 1202
Title: are there morphological 
differences in the leaf of Geranium 
sanguineum that are separated 
geographically?
Overview: i am looking to see if there are 
morphological differences in the leaf of 
Geranium sanguineum between those in 
the burren and the aran islands.
School: Mary immaculate Secondary 
School - lisdoonvarna
County: Clare
Teacher: Mr John Sims
Student(s): aisling O’Rourke

Stand no: 1203
Title: Enhanced grooming characteristics 
of apis mellifera mellifera (The irish 
native dark honeybee) to combat varroa 
destructor
Overview: i am going to identify 
behavioural traits in apis mellifera 
mellifera (the irish native dark 
honeybee) to control the varroa mite.
School: Meánscoil San nioclás
County: Waterford
Teacher: Dr Colette ní nuanáin
Student(s): Dominique ní Mhathúna

Stand no: 1204
Title: a bioinformatic study of the 
genomes of MRSa and other superbugs
Overview: a study comparing genomes 
of antibiotic resistant strains of 
Staphylococcus aureus and other 
bacterial genomes using bioinformatic 
tools. i’ll focus on antibiotic resistance 
and virulence.
School: loreto Secondary School - 
balbriggan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Dr niamh Mcnally
Student(s): alice O’neill

Stand no: 1205
Title: investigating differences in sensory 
perception while hearing is impaired
Overview: i will gather volunteers and 
temporarily impair their hearing, then 
perform tests on them, compare the 
results to tests performed prior, and note 
any differences.
School: newpark Comprehensive School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Joan Hannan
Student(s): alice Hamman

Stand no: 1206
Title: Rainwater conversion to potable 
water - electro-coagulation and ultra 
violet treatment
Overview: Design and testing of the 
application of a modular integrated 
electro-coagulation treatment, ultra 
violet disinfection technology for the 
treatment of rainwater to potable water.
School: St Mary’s Secondary School - 
Macroom
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Mary Kelleher
Student(s): Caoimhe lynch

Stand no: 1207
Title: investigating if exposure to 
sunlight (uV) in northern ireland can be 
used to sterilise water
Overview: This project investigates if the 
amount of uV in sunlight in northern 
Ireland	is	sufficient	to	sterilise	water.
School: St Mary’s College
County: londonderry
Teacher: Mrs ann blanking
Student(s): aoife bolster

Stand no: 1208
Title: To investigate the effects of 
varying concentrations of vitamin C on a 
paper white seedling
Overview: using the paper white 
plants i will investigate the effects of 
supplementing their water with various 
concentrations of vitamin C
School: Presentation Secondary School
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms Triona Murray
Student(s): Roisin Hogan

Stand no: 1209
Title: an investigation to determine the 
implications of adding the bacteriocin, 
lacticin 3147, to Milk, with a view to 
decrease spoilage and wastage
Overview: The aims of my investigation 
are to determinate the effects of adding 
lacticin 3147, in powder form, to milk, 
with a view to decreasing spoilage
School: Coláiste Choilm
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Karina lyne
Student(s): Clíodhna Dineen

Stand no: 1210
Title: Mastitis in cows: old cure versus 
antibiotic cure
Overview: My project is to investigate 
whether the old cure from years ago or 
the antibiotic cure works better to cure 
Mastitis.
School: Scoil Muire gan Smál - 
Roscommon
County: Roscommon
Teacher: Mr Padraig Harlow
Student(s): Rachel Hastings

Stand no: 1211
Title: Regional variation in birdsong - do 
robins have dialects?
Overview: Recording and analysis of 
robin birdsong from different locations 
across ireland to establish whether 
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regional variations exist or not.
School: loreto abbey Secondary School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Tim Page
Student(s): Siún Hickey

Stand no: 1212
Title: using beetles as an indicator to 
test the biodiversity of hedgerows
Overview: i am using the Carabidae 
beetle as an indicator to test the 
biodiversity of three various hedgerows; 
overgrown, regularly cut and irregularly 
cut.
School: Coláiste Choilm
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Hugh O’Callaghan
Student(s): Jack lyons

Stand no: 1213
Title: Smugairle an tseoil
Overview: Tá an tionscnamh seo faoi 
shaol smugairle an tseoil,an saolré atá 
aige,a structúr,an ghnáthóg agus conas 
a tháinig sé in uiscí na hÉireann le gairid.
School: Scoil Chuimsitheach Chiaráin
County: Galway
Teacher: Mrs neasa Mhic Dhonncha
Student(s): Cliona ní bhriain

Stand no: 1214
Title: a project on which feeders birds 
are attracted to and which birdfeed do 
birds prefer?
Overview: 
School: Castlerea Community School
County: Roscommon
Teacher: Ms Pauline Dervin
Student(s): Darren O’ Connor

Stand no: 1215
Title: a study of the quality of brown 
crab (Cancer pagurus) caught off the 
north Clare coast
Overview: i am looking to see how many 
brown crab (Cancer pagurus) that are 
caught in north Clare are unsuitable 
for sale.
School: Mary immaculate Secondary 
School - lisdoonvarna
County: Clare
Teacher: Mr John Sims
Student(s): Stephen O’Connell

sENIOr INDIVIDUal

Stand no: 1301
Title: an investigation into contaminants 
present in soy milk and cow’s milk
Overview: using atomic absorption 
spectroscopy i will investigate the 
possible presence of heavy metals in soy 
milk and cows milk in ireland.
School: Our lady’s bower - athlone
County: Westmeath
Teacher: Mrs Ethna benson
Student(s): Máirín Ryan

Stand no: 1302
Title: an analysis of the management of 
hypotonia between DCD and improved 
sporting performance

Overview: The aim of my project is to 
research if the sporting performance in 
those with DCD may be improved by the 
management of muscle tone.
School: Coláiste Choilm
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Julie Gleeson
Student(s): lydia O’Connor

Stand no: 1303
Title: investigating the sensitivity of the 
Honey bee to acids and bases
Overview: investigating if honey bees 
can react to acids and bases without 
touching, tasting, hearing, seeing or 
smelling them.
School: Christian brothers College
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Frank Cotter
Student(s): James Heffernan

Stand no: 1304
Title: The weight of the school bags 
of secondary school students and its 
effects
Overview: My project is about the 
weight of students school bags in 
secondary school. How it effects certain 
areas of their body, like their back, 
spine and shoulders and the long term 
damage that may be caused by such 
weight on these areas of the body.
School: Colaiste Pobail Setanta
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Caroline Mitchell
Student(s): Raehel andoh

Stand no: 1305
Title: The occurrence and distribution 
of ulva lactuca and Enteromorpha 
intestinalis in relation to water quality
Overview: i’m looking to see if the 
occurrence of ulva lactuca and 
Enteromorpha intestinalis is related to 
the levels of nitrates and phosphorus in 
the water.
School: Mary immaculate Secondary 
School - lisdoonvarna
County: Clare
Teacher: Mr John Sims
Student(s): David Sims

Stand no: 1306
Title: an analysis of the pulmonary 
volumes of Heywood Community 
School’s juvenile football teams
Overview: To compare pulmonary 
volumes of physically active and less 
active boys with each other to determine 
if	regular	physical	activity	influences	
lung performance.
School: Heywood Community School
County: laois
Teacher: Mr aodhagan O Suilleabhain
Student(s): Cormac McGowan

Stand no: 1307
Title: The effects of environmental 
factors on wood decay
Overview: My experiment is to 
investigate the effect of environmental 
factors on wood decay by immersing the 

wood in different substances.
School: Rice College
County: Clare
Teacher: Ms Danelle Fitzpatrick
Student(s): Sarah Cullinan

Stand no: 1308
Title: Can an exposure to a direct electric 
current, of increasing voltage, applied 
to a solution of rennet and milk change 
the yield of milk curd produced by this 
enzyme?
Overview: an investigation concerning 
the effect of direct electric current 
on a milk-curdling enzyme complex 
effectiveness. Study involving various 
voltages of electric current.
School: St andrew’s College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Hilary Rimbi
Student(s): Jan Plesniar

Stand no: 1309
Title: biotechnological procedures for 
animals	-	do	the	benefits	outweigh	the	
risks?
Overview: a study of bionic limbs/
implants in animals and investigating if 
the	benefits	of	the	procedure	outweigh	
the risks.
School: Choláiste Cholmcille
County: Donegal
Teacher: Ms Caitriona O’Donnell
Student(s): Ellen nugent

JUNIOr GrOUP

Stand no: 1401
Title: Could a sudden stop in a high 
intensity exercise cause the athlete 
to	become	unwell,	A	Scientific	
investigation
Overview: We test the hypothesis 
that having athletes stop and remain 
stationary for a length of time while 
racing is contrary to advised cooling 
down period.
School: ardgillan Community College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mrs Theresa Gannon
Student(s): luke O’neill 
bill Harris 
Jamie Fennell

Stand no: 1402
Title: Factors affecting how slugs sense 
food
Overview: We are looking at how slugs 
sense where food is located and what 
factors could affect this.
School: Mary immaculate Secondary 
School - lisdoonvarna
County: Clare
Teacher: Mr John Sims
Student(s): Katie Flanagan 
Dílse Guerin 

Stand no: 1403
Title: an investigation into the effect of 
microwave radiation on plants
Overview: We wish to investigate 
whether exposure to different levels 

of microwave radiation affect the 
germination of different seeds.
School: Magh Ene College
County: Donegal
Teacher: Ms yvonne Higgins
Student(s): Kerri McGloin 
Caoimhe Page 
aisling McSharry

Stand no: 1404
Title: To investigate the effect of 
microwaved water on the germination 
and growth of broad bean seeds
Overview: We hope to determine 
whether or not microwaved water has a 
negative effect on the germination and 
initial growth of broad bean seeds.
School: Tallaght Community School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Mairead Glynn
Student(s): Jakub Kluza 
adam Carr 
Garrett yeates

Stand no: 1405
Title: The effectiveness of recycled 
coffee grounds as an organic gastropod 
(slug/snail) deterrent
Overview: Effectiveness of recycled 
coffee grounds as an organic gastropod 
deterrent,	to	find	out	whether	different	
types of coffee with rainwater would 
make a good deterrent.
School: Scoil Muire gan Smál - 
Roscommon
County: Roscommon
Teacher: Mr Padraig Harlow
Student(s): Genevieve Harlow 
Sinead Harrington 
Kara Gilleran

Stand no: 1406
Title: Does the lunar cycle affect the 
yield of a cow?
Overview: We	want	to	find	out	if	the	
different phases of the moon have any 
impact on the milk yield of a cow.
School: St Patrick’s Classical School
County: Meath
Teacher: Mr Martin Cunniffe
Student(s): Fiachra Finegan 
Harry Dunne 

Stand no: 1407
Title: an investigation of ways of 
reducing	fruit	flies	in	compost	bins
Overview: We are using temperature 
reduction	and	a	natural	fly	repellent	
device	to	reduce	the	fruit	fly	population	
of compost bins which are collected 
fortnightly
School: Sutton Park School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Catherine Tattersall
Student(s): Sophie Hunter 
Rose Ward 

Stand no: 1408
Title: Cé acu a oibríonn níos fearr steintín 
nocht nó stentin brataithe?
Overview: Táimid	ag	fiosrú	cé	acu	a	
oibríonn níos fearr,steintín nocht nó 
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steintín brataithe tríd statistí a scrudú.
School: Coláiste Oiriall
County: Monaghan
Teacher: Ms blaithin ní Mhathúna
Student(s): Rhea nic luain 
Eimear nic Cionna 

Stand no: 1409
Title: Does a predator affect the 
clumping behaviour of Mytilus edulis
Overview: We are looking at the 
clumping behaviour of mussels and if 
the presence of the scent of a predator 
affects this behaviour.
School: Mary immaculate Secondary 
School - lisdoonvarna
County: Clare
Teacher: Mr John Sims
Student(s): Martyna bujnowska 
Orlaith bowen 

Stand no: 1410
Title: Ginéiteachí “Cluas le Ceol”:an 
tréith oidhreachtúil é cumas tuinairde a 
mheas go cruinn.
Overview: Tá ar tionscanmh faoi an 
faigheann páistí buanna ceoil go 
géiniteach nó go randamach.
School: Coláiste Pobal Osraí - Kilkenny
County: Kilkenny
Teacher: Dr lughaidh Ó néill
Student(s): liza ní hurthuile 
Cáit nic Craith 
Kayleigh ní nhualláin

Stand no: 1411
Title: an investigation into the use of 
infrared to make the watering of plants 
more	efficient
Overview: We hope to make the 
irrigation	of	plants	more	efficient	and	
more environmentally friendly by using 
an infrared thermometer to measure the 
temperature of plants.
School: Skerries Community College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Dr Katie Corbett
Student(s): Daniel Carey Keatings 
Des Cooke 
luke breen

Stand no: 1412
Title: The amount of lead in drinking 
water in ballincollig and the surrounding 
waterfall area
Overview: We will examine the amount 
of lead in drinking water by seeing if the 
ages of houses and pipes in estates have 
any effect whatsoever.
School: Coláiste Choilm
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Julie Gleeson
Student(s): aodhán Keegan 
Daniel Sweeney 

Stand no: 1413
Title: natural dyes for staining cells
Overview: We’ll be testing natural 
staining dyes to see if we can make and 
find	one	better	than	those	currently	
used in schools
School: St aloysius School

County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Padraig Hegarty
Student(s): Paulina Sadowska 
Kim buckley 

Stand no: 1414
Title: Mussels: and indicator of water 
quality
Overview: We aim to use fresh water and 
salt water mussels to determine water 
quality based on the rate at which the 
open and close their shells.
School: Dominican College - Galway
County: Galway
Teacher: Ms Patricia Carroll
Student(s): Etornam Glavee 
anna illyuk 
Kila Vallely

Stand no: 1415
Title: The effects of geological substrates 
on the trophic state of lakes in north 
Clare
Overview: Carry out measurements in 
lakes situated on different geological 
substrates	to	find	how	different	rock	
types affect water quality and the ability 
to support life.
School: Mary immaculate Secondary 
School - lisdoonvarna
County: Clare
Teacher: Mr John Sims
Student(s): ben Kenneally 
Maghnus Hartigan 

Stand no: 1416
Title: Does the use of salt and electrolyte 
feed supplements effect a horses water 
intake and cooling down time?
Overview: Our project aims to test the 
effects salt/electrolyte feed supplements 
has on a horses water intake and cooling 
down time.
School: Jesus & Mary Secondary School
County: Sligo
Teacher: Ms Helena Ryder
Student(s): Clodagh Sweeney 
Orlagh O’Dowd 
Sofia	Scott

Stand no: 1417
Title: an investigation of the impact 
of human activity on water quality in 
various coastal locations around Dundalk
Overview: Our project aims to examine 
water quality standards of three beaches 
in Co. louth, focusing on the human 
impact.
School: St louis Secondary School
County: louth
Teacher: Ms amanda Duggan
Student(s): aine Grennan 
Eimear Shine 

Stand no: 1418
Title: How symmetric is your face and 
what does it tell?
Overview: Our project is to examine the 
correlation between facial symmetry and 
ambidexterity.
School: Donabate Community College,
County: Dublin

Teacher: Mr Peter Cummins
Student(s): Shane Dowling 
alex argue 

Stand no: 1419
Title: Frogs in the bog: what degree 
of	fluctuation	In	barometric	pressure	
causes a colour change in frogs?
Overview: We wish to investigate 
barometric pressure and colour change 
of frogs and develop a colour chart 
to show the change. We will also 
investigate if the gender/size of frogs 
influence	the	rate	of	colour	change.
School: Portumna Community School
County: Galway
Teacher: Ms Fiona Kenny
Student(s): Shauna Meevoy 
laoise Conroy 

Stand no: 1420
Title: Junior	cup	fitness
Overview: This project is about trying to 
see	how	much	fitter	a	junior	cup	player	is	
compared to an average rugby player.
School: newbridge College
County: Kildare
Teacher: Mr Dermot Walsh
Student(s): Molly Cassidy 
Cian Mahon 
Kevin Kyne

Stand no: 1421
Title: Sounds and colours that affect 
cows
Overview: it is a project to see if cows 
can react to the colours and sounds to 
make hunting them easier around the 
farm	and	fields.
School: John The baptist Community 
School
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms Michelle buckley
Student(s): Fearghal Cooke 
Tadhg leddin 

Stand no: 1422
Title: Why did our Palm Trees (cordylines) 
die?
Overview: in the winter of 2010/11 
many palm trees died but a sizeable 
number	survived.	We	wanted	to	find	out	
what environmental factor(s) caused 
the death.
School: Rathmore GS
County: antrim
Teacher: Mr Gerald McShane
Student(s): aisling Murray 
Ruairi O’Hare
Kevin	Pourmostofi

Stand no: 1423
Title: The use of ‘corporate colours’ and 
data logging to improve the accuracy of 
glucose and protein tests in Junior Cert 
Science
Overview: We intend to improve the 
accuracy and improve on the vague 
English in junior cert glucose and protein 
tests by designing easily reproducible 
colour scales which can be matched to 
the concentrations of these foods.

School: St Vincent’s Secondary School
County: louth
Teacher: Mr John White
Student(s): Hilary McCahill 
Joy Quigley 
anna Gilgunn

Stand no: 1424
Title: Developing methods to harvest 
seeds from crops for replanting by 
farmers in developing countries
Overview: We want to encourage 
farmers to learn how to harvest seeds 
from their crops for replanting annually, 
making	them	more	self	sufficient.
School: Oakgrove integrated College
County: londonderry
Teacher: Mrs Christine Gilmore
Student(s): Megan Duffy 
Zoe McGirr 

Stand no: 1425
Title: a study of catalase a cosmetic 
enzyme
Overview: We intend to investigate the 
catalase activity in fresh versus cooked 
foods and compare it with catalase 
extracts.
School: Coláiste Pobal bheanntrai
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Hazel Jennings
Student(s): leah Murphy 
Fiona Cronin 
louise burke

Stand no: 1426
Title: Do urchins risk been eaten by 
predators to reach food?
Overview: We are looking to see if sea 
urchins will go to get food if there is a 
predator nearby.
School: Mary immaculate Secondary 
School - lisdoonvarna
County: Clare
Teacher: Mr John Sims
Student(s): Claire Costello 
Ellen O’loughlin 

Stand no: 1427
Title: an bhfuil éifeacht ag ceannasacht 
súil/lámh trasnaithe ar chéatadán 
chaithimh cispheile?
Overview: if the dominant eye and 
the dominant hand were on opposite 
sides of the body, does this give you an 
advantage in basketball?
School: Coláiste ailigh
County: Donegal
Teacher: Mr Shane Ó breacáin
Student(s): Fionn Ó Cléirigh 
Oisín Muilleoir 

Stand no: 1428
Title: Studying the effects of barley malt 
vinegar in lactating cows
Overview: Major development on 2008 
winning project that allowed farmers to 
test Somatic Cell Count (SCC) in cows. 
We have established a method that 
lowers SCC.
School: Patrician academy
County: Cork
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Teacher: Mr John O’Flynn
Student(s): Padraic O’Driscoll 
alan Murphy 
Paul O’Sullivan

Stand no: 1429
Title: investigation of peripheral vision 
in humans
Overview: This investigates what angles 
can our peripheral vision stretch to. We 
also investigate the effect of factors 
such as colour of object, gender and 
age.
School: Mountmellick Community 
School
County: laois
Teacher: Ms louise Gallagher
Student(s): aoife Delaney 
Shannon Kavanagh 

Stand no: 1430
Title: The correct way to exercise horse 
muscles
Overview: The aim of this investigation 
is to see which method, bugee or hand 
work, is most effective at developing the 
muscles of a horse.
School: Kildare Town Community School
County: Kildare
Teacher: Ms Sinead Sheils
Student(s): Emily Cains 
Caprice Tracey 
una Higgins

Stand no: 1431
Title: an investigation into the 
effectiveness of contrast water 
immersion on the reduction of the 
delayed onset muscle soreness
Overview: Can contrast water immersion 
effect delayed onset muscle soreness 
after eccentric contraction exercises of 
the lower body?
School: St Patrick’s Classical School
County: Meath
Teacher: Mr James McHugh
Student(s): Conall Ó’Fearaigh
Tadhg Skehan 
Darren beirne 

Stand no: 1432
Title: Cad as a fhaigheann tú do tréithe? 
Staidéar ar féinitíopa. From whom 
do you get your characteristics? a 
phenotype study
Overview: We have carried out a study 
of our school community to identify the 
phenotypical characteristics passed on 
from parents to teenagers.
School: Gaelcholaiste na Mara - arklow
County: Wicklow
Teacher: Ms Rebecca ní Chonchúir
Student(s): Kate Hennessy
Medh O’Keane
Orla Hayes

INTErmEDIaTE GrOUP

Stand no: 1501
Title: Staidéar ar athrú dath duilleoige 
dair agus fuinnseoig le linn an Fhomhair
Overview: Táimid ag iarraidh 
fiosrúcháin	a	dhéanamh	ar	na	

substaintí a cruthaíonn athrú dath 
ar duilleoga le linn an Fómhair ag 
úsáid teicnící cromatografaíocht agus 
speictrimhéadracht.
School: Gaelcholáiste luimnigh
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms Ciara ní Dhrisceoil
Student(s): Emily Jane Waters 
Eilbhe Harrington 
nóra ní Fheargaile

Stand no: 1502
Title: a statistical analysis of people’s 
awareness to the dangers associated 
with uV rays and a further investigation 
into the effectiveness of various 
suncreams
Overview: We will test various 
suncreams to see if they work exactly 
as according to the label. We will use 
questionnaires for help.
School: Coláiste Choilm
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Karina lyne
Student(s): Cáit burns 
aoife nic a bhaird 
Orla Donnelly

Stand no: 1503
Title: Testing the validity of two common 
methods for picking watermelons
Overview: To test the ripeness of a 
watermelon by comparing its sound 
frequency, density and sugar content.
School: blackwater Community School
County: Waterford
Teacher: Ms ann-Marie lineen
Student(s): lorraine bray 
Treasa Fitzgerald 

Stand no: 1504
Title: The effect of sonic vibrations on 
the metabolism of yeast cells growing in 
liquid culture
Overview: Our project investigates 
if sound frequencies have a positive 
effect on stimulating yeast during 
fermentation and aims to identify the 
optimum frequencies for bioprocessing.
School: Moate Community School
County: Westmeath
Teacher: Ms irene O’Sullivan
Student(s): laura nugent 
laura Kealy 
alannah Reynolds

Stand no: 1505
Title: The	effects	of	ultrasonics	on	flying	
insects
Overview: We are investigating the 
effect	ultrasound	has	on	flying	insects	
at different frequencies using a signal 
generator and speaker system.
School: Scoil Muire gan Smál - 
Roscommon
County: Roscommon
Teacher: Mr Padraig Harlow
Student(s): Kate Hayden 
Megan McStay 
Phoebe O’Gara

Stand no: 1506
Title: The health effects of chemical hair 

dye - are there alternatives?
Overview: investigating the health 
effects of standard hair dyes. 
investigating natural, safe alternatives.
School: Jesus & Mary Secondary School
County: Galway
Teacher: Mrs Jane Keenan
Student(s): Katie lambe 
Phoebe Evans 

Stand no: 1507
Title: an investigation into the different 
methods used for treatment of Orf
Overview: identify remedies currently 
in use for treatment of Orf investigating 
which treatment is most effective for 
orf. Produce a new treatment method 
for Orf.
School: Cistercian College
County: Tipperary
Teacher: Ms Melissa Hoare
Student(s): Tommie Devine 
Paddy McKeon 
ignacio Soubrie

Stand no: 1508
Title: a statistical investigation of the 
effects of Diazotroph bacteria on plant 
germination
Overview: We will experimentally 
investigate	the	benefits	of	diazotrophs	
during the germination stage of plant 
growth. We will statistically analyse our 
results using the student T-test.
School: Kinsale Community School
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Shaun Holly
Student(s): Ciara Judge 
Émer Hickey 
Sophie Healy-Thow

Stand no: 1509
Title: an analysis on the development 
and enhancement of fast twitch muscles
Overview: We are investigating sports 
that naturally develop fast twitch 
muscles and the different rates of fast 
twitch muscle growth associated with 
our chosen sport.
School: Coláiste Choilm
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Karina lyne
Student(s): Colm Murphy 
Fionnan MacDermott 

Stand no: 1510
Title: an investigation into the use of 
nitrogen	fixing	bacteria	as	an	organic	
fertiliser
Overview: We want to inoculate soil 
samples with different free living 
nitrogen	fixing	bacteria	and	measure	
their effectiveness as a nitrogen 
fertilizer.
School: Clonakilty Community College
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Patrick O Keeffe
Student(s): Cathal O’ Donovan 
Seán O’Sullivan 
liam Hayes

Stand no: 1511
Title: Hill Slope: effect on cycling versus 

running up a hill?
Overview: We will investigate if there 
is a certain hill slope/angle after which 
the mechanical advantage of a bicycle is 
diminished in comparison to running.
School: Magh Ene College
County: Donegal
Teacher: Ms yvonne Higgins
Student(s): Conor Dawson 
Jamie brennan 

Stand no: 1512
Title: apples and oranges: why we 
choose
Overview: We are investigating the 
preferences of irish teenagers regarding 
apples and oranges.
School: Our lady’s bower - athlone
County: Westmeath
Teacher: Mrs Ethna benson
Student(s): Emma lydon 
Hannah Casey 

Stand no: 1513
Title: Correlation	between	critical	flicker	
frequency of the eye and reaction times
Overview: investigating if there is a 
correlation between reaction times and 
the	critical	flicker	frequency	(CFF)	of	the	
eye to motion.
School: St aloysius School
County: Cork
Teacher: Mrs Sarah O’Donovan
Student(s): Maria Cordero 
angeline D. lagali 
aisling O’Sullivan

Stand no: 1514
Title: Magnit Green, Magnit Grow: 
an investigation into the magnetic 
influence	on	plant	germination	and	
growth.
Overview: This project investigates 
how	magnetic	fields	effect	plants	from	
germination through to growth, and 
monitors the differences between a 
plant	with	and	without	a	field.
School: Scoil Muire gan Smál - 
Roscommon
County: Roscommon
Teacher: Mr Padraig Harlow
Student(s): Katie Clark 
Ceara McDonnell 

Stand no: 1515
Title: To investigate the levels of bacteria 
circulated in air conditioners
Overview: in this project we are 
investigating the spread of micro-
organisms by air conditioners.
School: Coláiste Choilm
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms lorraine Marron
Student(s): Orla O’Shea 
niamh Gleeson 
niamh Hogan

Stand no: 1516
Title: a comparative study of the 
nutritional content of milk
Overview: The nutritional content of 
milk will be examined and compared 
between two groups of cows of varying 
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diet.	Additionally	the	profitability	of	
milking will be examined.
School: Presentation Secondary School 
- Thurles
County: Tipperary
Teacher: Ms Olivia O’brien
Student(s): Mary O’Connor 
Sarah Purcell 

Stand no: 1517
Title: an investigation to establish if 
feeding eggshells to hens improves the 
quality and thickness of their eggshells
Overview: investigate if adding 
eggshells to hen feed enhances the 
quality and thickness of the hens’ laid 
eggshells, by measuring their eggshell 
thickness and CaCO3 content.
School: Our lady’s bower - athlone
County: Westmeath
Teacher: Mrs Ethna benson
Student(s): Fiona Clear 
Caitríona Clear 
Fionnuala Moody

Stand no: 1518
Title: Liver	fluke	in	cattle
Overview: We	are	finding	the	most	cost	
effective	treatment	for	liver	fluke	in	
cattle and it’s impact on the animal’s 
milk and meat production.
School: Midleton College
County: Cork
Teacher: Mrs louise Curtin
Student(s): Ellen Ryall 
Kate Fleming 
Eva bourke

Stand no: 1519
Title: using Daphnia to monitor water 
toxicity
Overview: We will be using Daphnia 
Magna to test Water samples from 
land both, treated and untreated with 
fertiliser to test water toxicity levels.
School: ardscoil Ris
County: limerick
Teacher: Mr Jack Corrigan
Student(s): adam Collins 
Paul Gallagher 
Gavin Hickey

Stand no: 1520
Title: Effect of electric current on 
nitrogen	fixation	in	soil
Overview: We will mimic the effect of 
lightening by using an electrical current 
to	cause	nitrogen	fixation	in	soil	and	
measure the increased growth in grass.
School: St Mary’s Secondary School - 
Macroom
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Mary Kelleher
Student(s): Claire Murphy 
Vera O Riardon 

Stand no: 1521
Title: Effects of carbonated drinks on 
teeth,	bones	and	fingernails
Overview: We are testing the effects of 
carbonated drinks on the teeth, bones 
and	fingernails.

School: Regina Mundi College
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Jemima Cassidy
Student(s): alison Peard 
alex Whelan 
aoife Teegan

Stand no: 1522
Title: a study into how echinoderms (sea 
urchins) help the survival of marine life
Overview: Our project looks at how Sea 
urchins remove carbon as part of the 
marine carbon cycle and how this helps 
the survival of other marine life.
School: blackrock College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Sinead nolan
Student(s): William britton 
Christopher Collins 

Stand no: 1523
Title: Kinesiology tape - a simple method 
to enhance sports performance
Overview: as part of our project, we 
hope to discover whether kinesiology 
tape can enhance a person’s sports 
performance and/or aid their recovery 
from injury.
School: ardscoil uí urmoltaigh
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr John O’Sullivan
Student(s): Eoin O’Reilly 
Tadhg O’Sullivan 
Colm Minihane

Stand no: 1524
Title: Horse chestnut trees under attack
Overview: This	study	aims	to	confirm	
the presence of and determine the 
extent of a disease known as bleeding 
canker on horse chestnut trees (aesculuc 
Hippocastanum) and propose some 
means to counter it.
School: Our ladys College - Drogheda
County: louth
Teacher: Miss Frances O’Regan
Student(s): Helen Cunningham 
anna McEvoy 

Stand no: 1525
Title: The effects of 100% whey protein 
on muscle development and recovery
Overview: We are going to test if 100% 
whey protein aids muscle development 
and growth.
School: Cistercian College
County: Tipperary
Teacher: Ms Melissa Hoare
Student(s): Rody Ryan 
Thomas Waters 
Matty Keane

Stand no: 1526
Title: Development of a nutritional 
product using natural marine calcium
Overview: Development of a natural 
source of calcium extracted from sea 
shells and use in the formulation of a 
healthy nutritional product.
School: Clonakilty Community College
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Patrick O Keeffe

Student(s): Sean Holland 
Jack Cahalane 
Killian lawton

Stand no: 1527
Title: a study on methods to decelerate 
or temporarily cease cell multiplication 
in plants
Overview: We will research the processes 
of plant cell multiplication, and 
investigate a method of decelerating 
cell multiplication and therefore slowing 
down plant growth.
School: Dominican College - 
Drumcondra
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Áine McKeon
Student(s): niamh Gartland 
adina Cornea 
amy Wilson

Stand no: 1528
Title: investigating factors that effect 
total bacterial count in milk
Overview: We will investigate where in 
the milking process are bacteria entering 
the milk. We will investigate other 
factors that might effect TbC in Milk.
School: ursuline Secondary School - 
Thurles
County: Tipperary
Teacher: Ms anne Molony
Student(s): Martha Kirwin 
aoife Phelan 

Stand no: 1529
Title: an investigation into the potential 
anti-inflammatory	properties	of	North	
Clare seaweed extracts on intestinal 
inflammation
Overview: We are investigating the 
potential	anti-inflammatory	properties	
of north Clare seaweed extracts on a 
human intestinal cell line Caco-2.
School: Scoil Mhuire
County: Clare
Teacher: Ms Sue-ann Sheridan
Student(s): lynn O’Doherty 
Sarah leigh 
Sinead Shannon

Stand no: 1530
Title: Protection glove for the scaphoid 
bone
Overview: Create	a	flexible	protection	
glove for the scaphoid bone in the 
wrist, which is a commonly injured bone 
especially during motorcycle accidents.
School: Scoil Muire gan Smál - 
Roscommon
County: Roscommon
Teacher: Mr Padraig Harlow
Student(s): Tania Ferguson 
aoife McDermott 

Stand no: 1531
Title: is bMi a good enough predictor for 
body	fitness?
Overview: With this project we plan to 
determine whether bMi is an accurate 
indicator	of	fitness	compared	to	the	
‘beep’ test.

School: St Vincent’s Secondary School
County: louth
Teacher: Mr John White
Student(s): Sarah Finnegan 
Emma Connolly 
Sarah Flanagan

Stand no: 1532
Title: Musical	influence	on	milk	
production by dairy cows
Overview: We are going to investigate 
the effect of music on the milk 
production by dairy cows, using classical 
and rock music to add interesting 
contrast.
School: Castlecomer Community School
County: Kilkenny
Teacher: Ms nora Henderson
Student(s): amy-Rose Holden  
Helen O’Shea 

Stand no: 1533
Title: Does a cats gender and age have 
any effect on its response to catmint
Overview: Our project aims to see if 
physical aspects of the cat are in any way 
connected to the cats response to plants 
such as catmint.
School: St aloysius College
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms aine Hyland
Student(s): Gráinne O Shea 
niamh O Reilly 
Claire Piggott

Stand no: 1534
Title: an investigation into the water 
quality of lough leane, Killarney; 10 
years on
Overview: it involves reviewing the 
progress of the water quality of lough 
leane by comparing our results (2012) 
to the same respective results ten years 
ago (2002).
School: St. brigid’s Secondary School
County: Kerry
Teacher: Ms Elaine Daly
Student(s): Chloe Enright 
niamh Hickey 
Eimear Courtney

Stand no: 1535
Title: Studying wildlife in kilkenny and 
our local area
Overview: To help people understand 
wildlife in there local area. For people 
to be able to enjoy themselves outside 
while not disturbing the wildlife.
School: Meánscoil na mbráithre Criostaí
County: Kilkenny
Teacher: Mrs Mary bridget lenane
Student(s): Darragh O’byrne 
Joe neill 
David O’Gorman

Stand no: 1536
Title: To investigate if climatic conditions 
affects orb spiders webs
Overview: For our project we intend to 
investigate if climatic conditions affect 
orb spider’s webs. We’ll observe the orb 
spider’s web-patterns when we change 
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climatic conditions.
School: Sacred Heart Secondary School
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Claire Holland
Student(s): Rochelle Scannell 
Melissa Duggan 

Stand no: 1537
Title: The effects of incubation and 
hatching of eggs
Overview: Our	project	is	to	find	out	the	
factors which determine whether the 
chick will grow better in an incubator or 
under the clocking hen.
School: ballybay Community College
County: Monaghan
Teacher: Mr Martin Molloy
Student(s): Catherine Markey 
Chloe McMahon 
Gemma Traynor

Stand no: 1538
Title: is 3D vision/depth perception 
better with glasses or contact lenses?
Overview: To investigate whether 3D 
vision is better with glasses or contact 
lenses. Establish two subject groups. 
Perform standard stereoacuity testing to 
establish any statistical difference.
School: Coláiste iognáid S.J.
County: Galway
Teacher: Mr brian Stewart
Student(s): Ruth Keogh 
niamh Cunningham 
Katie McKnight

Stand no: 1539
Title: Hot irish whiskey versus bacteria
Overview: Our experiment tests 
the	relative	efficiencies	of	various	
components of a ‘hot toddy’ to see 
which is most effective in killing 
bacteria.
School: blackwater Community School
County: Waterford
Teacher: Mrs bridget Taaffe
Student(s): Sarah Coughlan 
liz O Donnell 

Stand no: 1540
Title: a study into the ability of spices to 
counteract the effect of perchlorate on 
heart rate in Daphnia
Overview: We wish to investigate if 
turmeric can counteract the effects of 
perchlorate on the heart rate of Daphnia 
specimens.
School: Magh Ene College
County: Donegal
Teacher: Ms yvonne Higgins
Student(s): Darren Oates 
Chris Woods 

Stand no: 1541
Title: Soil types preferred by earth 
worms
Overview: as worms are worth so 
much to the government each year, we 
decided to do a project on which soil 
worms prefer to inhabit.
School: St brigids Vocational School

County: Galway
Teacher: Ms lorraine Treacy
Student(s): Katelyn Egan 
Shane Finn 
Sarah Gallagher

Stand no: 1542
Title: is there a correlation between the 
size of the Hiatella’s shell and the holes 
that they bore in limestone rock?
Overview: To investigate if the size of 
the Hiatella’s outer shell correlates to 
the size of the holes they bore which 
contribute to coastal erosion.
School: Scoil Mhuire
County: Clare
Teacher: Ms Sue-ann Sheridan
Student(s): aisling Talty 
Sarah Eisenberg 

Stand no: 1543
Title: Are	birds	influenced	by	colour?
Overview: Male birds are attracted to 
dull coloured females and female birds 
are attracted to bright coloured males. 
Are	birds	influenced	by	the	colour	of	
their food?
School: loreto Secondary School
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms aine McCarthy
Student(s): Jemma Dearden 
Gill blackburn 

Stand no: 1544
Title: The effect household detergents 
have on the photosynthesis rate of 
aquatic plants
Overview: as a group we intend to 
investigate the effect of biological 
and non biological detergents on the 
photosynthetic rate of an invasive 
pondweed.
School: St Vincent’s Secondary School
County: louth
Teacher: Mr John White
Student(s): Ciara logan 
Claire Kelly 
ayla laverty

Stand no: 1545
Title: investigating the possible 
antibiotic effects of the water soluble b 
vitamins and vitamin C
Overview: Recent media articles have 
cited vitamin b3 as useful in killing 
superbugs. This project investigates the 
possible antibiotic effects of b Vitamins 
and Vitamin C.
School: St Mary’s College
County: londonderry
Teacher: Mrs ann blanking
Student(s): Kaylan barrowman 
Emer Traynor 

Stand no: 1546
Title: Raising awareness of the 
importance	of	the	co-efficient	of	
inbreeding in the Connemara pony
Overview: Our project aims to develop 
online resources to encourage breeders 
to easily calculate the level of inbreeding 
when selecting stallions for their mares
School: Moate Community School

County: Westmeath
Teacher: Ms irene O’Sullivan
Student(s): amber Hennessy 
Kate bracken 

Stand no: 1547
Title: Does graduated compression 
sportwear enhance the blood pressure 
lowering the effects of exercise
Overview: in this study we will test if 
the wearing of lower body compression 
sportswear enhances blood pressure, 
lowering the effects of regular exercise
School: loreto Secondary School - 
navan
County: Meath
Teacher: Ms Dara Rigney
Student(s): Molly brennan 
Charlotte O’Donnell 

Stand no: 1548
Title: Which vitamin will enhance plant 
growth the most?
Overview: We want to see which vitamin 
and in what concentration will enhance 
plant growth the most.
School: Kildare Town Community School
County: Kildare
Teacher: Ms Sinead Sheils
Student(s): Michaela Delaney 
Sabrina Kennedy
Charlotte Scully

Stand no: 1549
Title: Dancing	your	way	to	fitness
Overview: using accelerometers 
which measure energy expenditure 
and calories burned, we will compare 
dancing to competitive sports training 
to establish their relative ranking and 
thus	efficacy.
School: loreto Secondary School - 
Kilkenny
County: Kilkenny
Teacher: Mr brendan Williams
Student(s): Margaret Caldbeck 
nicola Murphy 
aoibhe Richardson

Stand no: 1550
Title: a comparative ecological study of 
Reendonegan lake due to the collapse of 
the tidal outlet structure
Overview: To carry out a comparative 
ecological study of Reendonegan lake 
following the collapse of the tidal outlet 
structure and compare to other lakes.
School: Coláiste Pobal bheanntrai
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Hazel Jennings
Student(s): aoife Wiseman 
Emilie Murphy 

Stand no: 1551
Title: The effects of catechol oxidase in 
potato extract
Overview: This project looks at the 
enzyme catechol oxidase and its action 
in speeding up the browning process in 
foods such as apples or potatoes.
School: lumen Christi College
County: londonderry
Teacher: Mrs Mildred Gill

Student(s): Jenny Gray 
Vanessa Hutton 

Stand no: 1552
Title: The amplitude of accommodation 
of students eyes
Overview: an investigation into the 
amplitude of accommodation of 
students, how it affects learning, and a 
simple way of self testing.
School: Presentation Secondary School 
- Thurles
County: Tipperary
Teacher: Ms aine Fahy
Student(s): Rachel byrne 
aoife Ryan 

Stand no: 1553
Title: The most effective way of 
controlling ragwort after germination
Overview: We wish to investigate which 
is	the	most	effective	and	efficient	way	to	
eliminate ragwort immediately after the 
germination process.
School: St. Mel’s College
County: longford
Teacher: Ms Fiona noone
Student(s): Mark Mulleady 
Jack Kelly 

Stand no: 1554
Title: Closed	landfill	sites:	an	analysis
Overview: Analysing	gases	from	landfill	
sites. analysing water from sources bear 
landfill	sites.	Sampling	flora	and	fauna.	
interviewing past workers and analysing 
data from county council
School: Scoil Mhuire
County: Roscommon
Teacher: Mr. Eoin lynch
Student(s): Denise bennett 
aoife Sheil 
Triona Kelly

Stand no: 1555
Title: Why are my teeth sensitive?
Overview: One of the factors in tooth 
sensitivity is acid erosion. To investigate 
the acid levels in modern foods and their 
effect on salivary ph levels .
School: Mount Sackville Secondary 
School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Miss Jennifer Simmons
Student(s): aoife Sullivan 
Caoimhe Dalton 
Hannah barr

Stand no: 1556
Title: Sheep; the existence, management 
and treatment of disease
Overview: Having observed sheep foot 
rot frequently in august we will identify 
type and frequency of all diseases and 
investigate traditional and current 
treatment practices.
School: borris Vocational School
County: Carlow
Teacher: Ms bernie atkinson
Student(s): Muireann Murphy 
aoife Drennan 
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Stand no: 1557
Title: Effects of school bags on the spine, 
shoulders, and neck
Overview: To investigate the effects of 
school bags on the spine, shoulders and 
neck.
School: St Wolstan’s Community School
County: Kildare
Teacher: Ms louise Ward
Student(s): lauren burke 
aisling Grimes 
Corrie bowes

Stand no: 1558
Title: are creameries causing lactose 
intolerance?
Overview: We will investigate whether 
the lactose that is added during milk 
processing negatively affects people 
who are lactose intolerant versus 
straight from the cow milk
School: borrisokane Community College
County: Tipperary
Teacher: Ms Rachel ahern
Student(s): Melissa Mooney 
Ellen Ducie 

Stand no: 1559
Title: The growth of brine shrimp in 
changing environmental conditions
Overview: To investigate how 
changing environmental conditions eg 
temperature, pH, oxygen levels and 
turbidity affect the growth of brine 
shrimp.
School: Wellington College
County: antrim
Teacher: Mrs yvonne Johnston
Student(s): Kyle Graham 
Hannah Cordner 

Stand no: 1560
Title: On target: a bioinformatics 
investigation of potential drug targets 
for cancer
Overview: investigation into how 
drugs that are being developed to treat 
different types of cancer might affect 
protein function and unintentionally 
interfere with other biological processes.
School: loreto Secondary School - 
balbriggan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Dr niamh Mcnally
Student(s): Victoria Fitzsimons 
laura Hennelly McCarthy 

Stand no: 1561
Title: Electricity and plant growth
Overview: in this experiment we are 
going to examine what effect electric 
current has on plant growth.
School: Kildare Town Community School
County: Kildare
Teacher: Ms Sinead Sheils
Student(s): Sarah brady 
Conor Vaughan 
Sinead Hagney

Stand no: 1562
Title: investigating the protective effects 
of self produced chitosan from locally 
sourced crustaceans on the tomato fruit
Overview: We plan to investigate the 
protective effects of chitosan, derived 
from crustaceans on tomatoes. 3 
experimental methods will be used to 
test it’s protective qualities.
School: loreto Secondary School - 
balbriggan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Dr niamh Mcnally
Student(s): Roisin lacey 
Megan Freeman 

Stand no: 1563
Title: na hÉifeachtaí ag bróga éagsúla a 
chaitheamh ar chosaíocht i ndaoine óga.
Overview: is nós é do dhaoine óga bróga 
a	chaitheamh	gan	fios	cén	éifeacht	a	
bhíonn aige ar chosaíocht. Táimid chun 
an t-éifeacht seo a fhiosrú.
School: Ennis Community College
County: Clare
Teacher: bn Deirdre uí liatháin
Student(s): Áine Mhaoir 
Dearbhla ní uallacháin 

Stand no: 1564
Title: Plants and the rate of 
photosynthesis: does age matter?
Overview: Does age matter? 
investigating if the age of a plant affects 
its rate of photosynthesis and growth or 
are other factors more important?
School: Wellington College
County: antrim
Teacher: Mrs yvonne Johnston
Student(s): Olivia McCulla 
amy Mcnamarah 
aimee Flanagan

Stand no: 1565
Title: Can iron enriched mustard greens 
replace iron supplements tablets?
Overview: We know that mustard greens 
can accommodate iron from soil. if we 
can control the level of soluble iron 
available then we should be able to 
control the iron content of the plant.
School: loreto GS - Omagh
County: Tyrone
Teacher: Dr Kevin Gallagher
Student(s): Eva McElroy 
Elizabeth McSorley 
Eadaoin Devlin

Stand no: 1566
Title: What is the most effective 
prevention method for mould on bread?
Overview: My project is based on 
the concept of food spoilage by 
microorganisms called rhizopus 
stolonifer. i’m looking for a prevention 
method for mould on bread.
School: Scoil Muire gan Smál - 
Roscommon
County: Roscommon
Teacher: Mr Padraig Harlow
Student(s): Deolinda Gill
Tamara Doran

sENIOr GrOUP

Stand no: 1601
Title: Does musical instrument playing 
or intense sport among male teenagers 
effect spirometric lung indices compared 
with their sedentary counterparts?
Overview: To compare the lung 
spirometric function in male teenagers 
who regularly play musical instruments 
(wind/brass) versus those participating 
in regular sport and their sedentary 
counterparts
School: belvedere College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Stephen Carey
Student(s): Pádraig buggy 
Jack Doyle 

Stand no: 1602
Title: an investigation into the lifecyle, 
behaviour and intelligience of crows
Overview: an investigation into the life 
cycle, behavior, intelligence and myths 
surrounding the hooded crow, Corvus 
Cornix
School: Desmond College - limerick
County: limerick
Teacher: Mr Donal Enright
Student(s): lisa barrow 
Orla Condon 

Stand no: 1603
Title: Where did you get that voice?
Overview: We are going to investigate 
whether your voice is hereditary.
School: Coláiste an Chraoibhin
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Simon Hill
Student(s): Rose Twomey 
aisling Kearney 

Stand no: 1604
Title: Spent coffee grounds as a 
nutritious plant potting medium - 
promoting a circular economy through 
scientific	research
Overview: The utilisation of spent 
coffee grounds to promote the circular 
economy concept, while investigating 
the	efficiency	of	coffee	grounds	as	a	
nutritious plant potting medium.
School: St Joseph’s College - lucan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Michelle Dunne
Student(s): aoife Clancy 
Gemma lyons 

Stand no: 1605
Title: How relaxing is yoga?
Overview: This project will aim to 
evaluate	the	cardiovascular	benefits	of	
yoga compared to traditional forms of 
exercise.
School: Kildare Town Community School
County: Kildare
Teacher: Ms Sinead Sheils
Student(s): Hayley Whelan 
Hannah Mulcahay 

Stand no: 1606
Title: The future of growing Oxalis 

tuberosa in ireland
Overview: Exploring the viability 
of introducing Oxalis Tuberosa, 
investigating which variety does best in 
the irish climate and which genes may 
have an effect on this.
School: Skerries Community College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Dr Katie Corbett
Student(s): Oisín Roche-lancaster 
Cian Smullen 

Stand no: 1607
Title: Do antioxidants in fruit/berries 
affect	the	life	span	of	drosophila	fruit	fly
Overview: Our	project	is	about	finding	
the best anti-ageing fruit that prolong 
the	life	of	a	drosophila	fruit	fly	and	
seeing if antioxidants play a part.
School: Dominican College - Galway
County: Galway
Teacher: Ms laura Thornton
Student(s): Maeve Garrity 
Siobhan Carr 

Stand no: 1608
Title: an investigation into enterococci 
bacteria in hen and duck uropygial 
glands
Overview: We will extract enterococcal 
bacteria from hen and duck uropygial 
glands and test their ability to produce 
bacteriocins to kill competing bacteria 
such as Micrococcus luteus.
School: Magh Ene College
County: Donegal
Teacher: Ms yvonne Higgins
Student(s): Julian Pawlowski 
Jack Roden 
niall McSharry

Stand no: 1609
Title: Foster ewe!
Overview: a device will be designed to 
be placed over a ewes nose to help in 
the fostering of lambs.
School: avondale Community College
County: Wicklow
Teacher: Miss Michelle Finnegan
Student(s): Robin Mooney 
Gavin Staunton 

Stand no: 1610
Title: Prolonging the life of fruit juice 
once opened and exploring existing 
preservation methods
Overview: Our project aims to look 
into how commercial fruit juices are 
preserved, seeing how each of the 
preservatives contribute to making 
the juice last longer and seeking out 
alternative methods of preservatives.
School: Christ King Girls Sec. School
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Denise Quilter
Student(s): Ellen atkinson 
lia Coffey 

Stand no: 1611
Title: Mapping rookeries in the Kanturk 
area
Overview: Our project will identify 
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rookeries in the Kanturk area. in the 
end we will see if this has do with the 
damage to bails.
School: Colaiste Treasa
County: Cork
Teacher: Mrs Maighread O leary
Student(s): Sarah O’Connor 
Shannen Carroll 
bridget Withers

Stand no: 1612
Title: an ghlantach buan
Overview: Táimid ag moladh bealaí nua 
chun athchúrsáil a fhobairt a bhéas 
níos fearr don timpeallacht chun éadaí 
a níochán ag baint úsáid as einsím 
díluailithe.
School: Coláiste naomh Eoin
County: Galway
Teacher: Mr Cormac Coyne
Student(s): nora ní Cathasaigh 
Joy Flaherty 

Stand no: 1613
Title: Caffeine - the placebo effect
Overview: To evaluate the placebo effect 
of caffeine.
School: Kildare Town Community School
County: Kildare
Teacher: Ms Sinead Sheils
Student(s): J.J. Kelly 
Jack Kennedy

Visit us on Facebook

Facebook.com/bTySTE

Follow us on Twitter 

twitter.com/bTySTE
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JUNIOr INDIVIDUal

Stand no: 2101
Title: Our perception of those hot 
summer days of the past: a meteorology 
study
Overview: This study statistically 
analyses the weather for the summer 
months over the past thirty years and 
considers a possible change worthy of 
note.
School: ardgillan Community College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mrs Theresa Gannon
Student(s): Rachel Metcalfe

Stand no: 2102
Title: Smartphones: smart by name, 
smart by nature?
Overview: Smart phones help us connect 
with millions of people but are they 
distracting us from our face to face 
social interaction?
School: St aloysius School
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Padraig Hegarty
Student(s): laura O’ Sullivan

Stand no: 2103
Title: Does the weather in letterkenny 
prevent outdoor activities?
Overview: This project looks at the type 
of weather conditions we encounter 
during our outdoor activities, and 
how often the weather prevents these 
activities.
School: St Eunan’s College
County: Donegal
Teacher: Mrs Triona O’Donnell
Student(s): Conor Farrell

Stand no: 2104
Title: an analysis of attitudes across 
three generations towards physical and 
intellectual disabilities
Overview: My project aims to investigate 
what the current attitudes are across 
three generations towards physical and 
intellectual disabilities.
School: loreto College - Foxrock
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Helen Hennessy
Student(s): Eimear Murphy

Stand no: 2105
Title: Hemispherical dominance and its 
effect on visuospatial ability
Overview: i want to investigate what 
the current attitudes are across three 
generations towards physical and 
intellectual disabilities.
School: Coláiste Phádraig - lucan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Kevin Carey
Student(s): Jemin Joseph

Stand no: 2106
Title: A	scientific	study	of	public	
attitudes to and awareness of generic 
medications
Overview: My	project	aims	to	find	out	
people’s attitudes, awareness and the  
 

financial	side	to	generic	drugs.	I	will	get	
a sample population of more than 250 
people.
School: Kinsale Community School
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Shaun Holly
Student(s): Michaella O Driscoll

Stand no: 2107
Title: The scattering behaviour in sheep
Overview: My project will be an analysis 
of how the scattering behaviour in 
sheep is dependent on familiarity and 
proximity of the breeder.
School: St Colman’s College
County: Down
Teacher: Miss Pauline Chambers
Student(s): Fergal Mcnally

Stand no: 2108
Title: The irish election predictor
Overview: To investigate the socio-
economic factors on the island of ireland 
that best predict the outcomes of the 
general and constituency elections.
School: Patrician academy
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Marion Gillman Coughan
Student(s): Sean Clarke

Stand no: 2109
Title: Clash of the ash
Overview: The aim of my project is to 
investigate the differences between 
modern	carbon-fibre	hurls	versus	
traditional ash hurls.
School: Scoil Mhuire Community School
County: Kildare
Teacher: Ms una buggy
Student(s): brian Giffney

Stand no: 2110
Title: Dyslexia or misdiagnosed Genius?
Overview: I	would	like	to	find	out	
if people who have dyslexia have 
unrecognised higher mental abilities 
in certain areas compared to people 
without dyslexia.
School: St Colmcille’s Community School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Tom Foyle
Student(s): Kate McConnell

Stand no: 2111
Title: a statistical analysis of the public’s 
awareness of blood sugar levels and 
their implications on health
Overview: In	my	project	I	aim	to	find	out	
how aware people are of Diabetes, blood 
sugar levels and their impact on health.
School: Kinsale Community School
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Shaun Holly
Student(s): James barry

Stand no: 2112
Title: Sun light toys
Overview: My project is to create toys for 
children with autism.
School: Davitt College
County: Mayo
Teacher: Mr aaron Tonry
Student(s): andrey Connolly

Stand no: 2113
Title: The role of music and sport in the 
development of hand eye coordination
Overview: My projects aims to assess 
the relationship between hand eye 
coordination and the amount of musical 
and sporting experience of teenage girls.
School: loreto Secondary School - 
balbriggan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Dr niamh Mcnally
Student(s): Meaghan Dinsmore

INTErmEDIaTE INDIVIDUal

Stand no: 2201
Title: Mind over matter: investigation 
into alpha, beta and theta brain waves 
as an indicator of emotional experience 
derived from listening to music
Overview: investigation into whether 
enjoyment of music can have an effect 
in relation to neural oscillations, heart 
rate, blood pressure and academic ability 
in human subjects.
School: Scoil Muire gan Smál - 
Roscommon
County: Roscommon
Teacher: Mr Padraig Harlow
Student(s): Della McGuinness

Stand no: 2202
Title: Southill, a nice place to live?
Overview: an insight into the positive 
aspects of living in Southill in limerick
School: Presentation Secondary School
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms Triona Murray
Student(s): nicola bennett

Stand no: 2203
Title: attitudes of irish people towards 
the legalisation of cannabis for medical 
use
Overview: i want to see if irish attitudes 
towards cannabis extend to its use as a 
medicinal drug for the treatment of MS.
School: Coláiste Phádraig - lucan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Kevin Carey
Student(s): Cavin O’Sullivan

Stand no: 2204
Title: a study on attitudes towards 
people with an intellectual disability
Overview: i intend to evaluate what 
causes people to view someone with an 
intellectual disability in either a positive 
or negative way.
School: St Vincent’s Secondary School
County: louth
Teacher: Ms Eileen Murphy
Student(s): aoibheann McKeown

Stand no: 2205
Title: Money matters: does the economy 
have an effect on teenagers?
Overview: in my project i intend to 
survey secondary school students to 
investigate the effect that the economy 
has on them.
School: St Mary’s Secondary School - 

Macroom
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Mary Kelleher
Student(s): Eibhlín Kelleher

Stand no: 2206
Title: Computer and internet usage 
among adults in north Clare
Overview: i am looking at the extent of 
computer and internet usage among 
adults in north Clare and their attitudes 
to computers and the internet.
School: Mary immaculate Secondary 
School - lisdoonvarna
County: Clare
Teacher: Mr John Sims
Student(s): Deirdre O’Connell

Stand no: 2207
Title: Triskaidekaphobia - real or 
imaginary: an investigative study
Overview: i will test the hypothesis that 
Triskaidekaphobia can determine the 
outcome	of	important	life	and	financial	
decisions for people.
School: ardgillan Community College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mrs Theresa Gannon
Student(s): nicole ivory-Rogan

Stand no: 2208
Title: liar! liar! - Can we really tell?
Overview: i will investigate students’ 
abilities to detect lies by giving them 
various truths and lies before asking 
them to determine when they were 
lied to.
School: Jesus & Mary Secondary School
County: Sligo
Teacher: Ms Helena Ryder
Student(s): James Hannan

Stand no: 2209
Title: Cad a cheapann tú?
Overview: This project will examine 
perceptions of the irish language, 
exploring the role of home, school and 
community, measuring the factors which 
contribute to peoples opinions.
School: laurel Hill Secondary School FCJ
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms andrea Enright
Student(s): Shannon Grimes

Stand no: 2210
Title: How music affects student 
concentration
Overview: This project studies the 
positive	impact	of	tempo-modified	
modern music on student concentration 
and i have proved this works.
School: Christian brothers College
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Frank Cotter
Student(s): James Keaveney-Jimenez

Stand no: 2211
Title: island life and place identity: 
perceptions versus reality
Overview: This project proposes an 
investigation into the link between 
teenage personal identity and place 
identity	with	specific	reference	to	some	
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of irelands islands.
School: beara Community School
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Pauline Hurley
Student(s): Sadhbh Sullivan

Stand no: 2212
Title: To investigate the relationship 
between a higher physical activity level 
to your memory, iQ and concentration
Overview: To investigate if a higher 
level	of	fitness	and	regular	physical	
activity will effect your iQ, memory and 
concentration levels in a positive way.
School: St Vincent’s Secondary School
County: louth
Teacher: Ms Eileen Murphy
Student(s): aoife Tonna-barthet

Stand no: 2213
Title: First impressions
Overview: First impressions that people 
of various age, groups, have on a 
teenage girl in different images
School: Presentation Secondary School
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms Triona Murray
Student(s): Sarah little

Stand no: 2214
Title: Will humans respond to the effects 
of	artificial	scrutiny	in	the	completion	
of a task?
Overview: i would like to see if humans 
are more likely to do a task if they feel 
they are being watched.
School: loreto abbey Secondary School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Miss Ellen Shiel
Student(s): Jane Cassidy

Stand no: 2215
Title: a comparative analysis of 
telepathy and perception in twins
Overview: To examine the theory of 
telepathy in twins and to investigate the 
perception of fraternal and non fraternal 
twins through online surveys.
School: John The baptist Community 
School
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms Marian O’Gorman
Student(s): Kate Passmore

Stand no: 2216
Title: Can technology help connect 
young people to charity?
Overview: An	attempt	to	find	out	
if technology can aid charities in 
connecting with young people through 
the creation of an iPhone application for 
Western Care.
School: Sacred Heart School
County: Mayo
Teacher: Ms aveen Gibbons
Student(s): annie O’Regan

Stand no: 2217
Title: Eyes reaction
Overview: investigating how eye colour 
effects reaction times; Dark eyed people 
perform better at fast reaction tasks, 
light eyed people perform better at self 

paced tasks.
School: Presentation Secondary School 
- Milltown
County: Kerry
Teacher: Mr Denis Maguire
Student(s): Gabriel Galway

Stand no: 2218
Title: Connections between scent and 
memory
Overview: Discovering if there is a 
link between distinctive scents and 
memories. if so, how can we use this to 
our advantage?
School: Coláiste Muire - Crosshaven
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Mary O’Dowd
Student(s): Caoimhe Gethings

Stand no: 2219
Title: How the decisions of consumers 
are	influenced
Overview: an investigation into what 
extent the decisions of consumers are 
influenced	without	their	knowledge	due	
to irrationality and susceptibility
School: Gonzaga College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Joe Ó briain
Student(s): alan Hickey

Stand no: 2220
Title: an investigation into the 
development of hand-eye co-ordination 
in children
Overview: To investigate the 
development of hand-eye coordination 
in children. i will throw a ball to them 
and record their successful catches 
to see if their hand-eye coordination 
differs with age in boys and girls.
School: loreto College - St Stephens 
Green
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms yseult Whitaker
Student(s): Jane Garry

sENIOr INDIVIDUal

Stand no: 2301
Title: a study of memory with the use of 
mnemonics
Overview: i conducted the experiment 
over four weeks with three groups 
of 46 participants. The participants 
memorised a word list before and after 
mnemonic training.
School: The High School - Dublin
County: Dublin
Teacher: Dr Carol Whitford
Student(s): Donal naylor

Stand no: 2302
Title: Does the size of population of an 
area affect the ability of Gaa clubs to 
win trophies?
Overview: i am looking at the correlation 
between the population of an area and 
the success of its Gaa team.
School: Mary immaculate Secondary 
School - lisdoonvarna
County: Clare
 

Teacher: Mr John Sims
Student(s): Keelan McMahon

Stand no: 2303
Title: Reitithe disleicse ar amharcléamh 
ceoil
Overview: Tá mé ag iarraidh triail a 
bhaint as feabhsaithe léamh do dhaoine 
le disleicse a úsáid chun feabhsú ar 
chumas amharcléamh ceoil daoine le 
disleicse.
School: Coláiste ailigh
County: Donegal
Teacher: Mr Shane Ó breacáin
Student(s): Mollie nic Fionntaí

Stand no: 2304
Title: The development of racetrack 
surfaces in ireland and the uK over the 
last	25	years	and	the	benefits	that	have	
emerged from these developments
Overview: i aim to observe the 
developments of racetrack surfaces in 
England and ireland over the last 25 
years.
School: Colaiste Mhuire - askeaton
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms Susan burke
Student(s): Dearbhla Guerin

Stand no: 2305
Title: investigating if sudoku can 
improve mathematical literacy and logic 
skills
Overview: Over a three week study i 
have investigated improvements in 
numerical literacy through structured 
use of Sudoku puzzles. an iQ test will 
show improvements.
School: Regina Mundi College
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Jemima Cassidy
Student(s): Cut aina Hannisa

Stand no: 2306
Title: Efficient	economic	stimulation	
though supply
Overview: My project examines and 
redefines	the	economic	concept	of	value	
and demonstrates has this newfound 
knowledge can be used to stimulate 
an economy through the indigenous 
production and supply of elastic goods.
School: Coláiste Éinde
County: Galway
Teacher: Dr Matthew lockett
Student(s): Jeffrey lyons

Stand no: 2307
Title: Jumping off that ‘mood’ swing
Overview: i plan to test the impact of 
evidence based mood management 
strategies on the moods of a group of 
teenage students.
School: loreto Convent - letterkenny
County: Donegal
Teacher: Ms Elaine Gallagher
Student(s): Sinead Hession

Stand no: 2308
Title: The relationship between 
mathematical orientation and musical 
talent

Overview: i will be proving or disproving 
the theory that people who are naturally 
mathematically orientated also seem to 
be naturally talented in music.
School: Cistercian College
County: Tipperary
Teacher: Ms Melissa Hoare
Student(s): Daniel Ryan

Stand no: 2309
Title: Staidéar a dhéanamh ar an 
dearcadh atá ag tiomanai cairr i dtreo 
rothaí.
Overview: The aim of my project is to 
assess car drivers attitudes towards 
cyclists in ireland to see if it induces road 
accidents involving cyclist/motorist
School: Coláiste ailigh
County: Donegal
Teacher: Mr Micheál Ó Giobúin
Student(s): Sean Kilcullen

JUNIOr GrOUP

Stand no: 2401
Title: a comparative study of childhood 
overweight and obesity in ireland and 
France
Overview: Childhood overweight and 
obesity in ireland vs France. Plan to 
research the differences in approach 
to school lunch and exercise through 
surveys in the countries.
School: Kinsale Community School
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Shaun Holly
Student(s): Ciara Manning 
Finn Manning 
Molly Dunican

Stand no: 2402
Title: Sports = achievements?
Overview: This project investigates 
if playing sports either enhances or 
interferes with exam results by analysing 
current Junior Cert results.
School: Desmond College - limerick
County: limerick
Teacher: Miss Marie Corkery
Student(s): Danielle O’Connor 
Claire normoyle 
nikita Harnett

Stand no: 2403
Title: an gcuireann an slite beatha 
múinteoireachta isteach ar do shláinte?
Overview: Teastaíonn uainn a 
bhaint amach an mbíonn múinteoirí 
Éireannacha ag tógáil na 10,000 
céimeanna atá molta gach aon lá ionas 
go mbíonn corp sláintiúl acu.
School: Gaelcholáiste luimnigh
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms angela Healy
Student(s): alannah Morley 
Róisín Willis 
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Stand no: 2404
Title: a statistical analysis to investigate 
the usage of life jackets on commercial 
fishermen
Overview: This project is to statistically 
analyse	commercial	fishermen	to	find	
out their attitudes towards wearing life 
jackets, and the amount wearing them.
School: Kinsale Community School
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Shaun Holly
Student(s): Marieke buckley 
Mackenzie Cahill 

Stand no: 2405
Title: ar cheart cosc a chur ar 
chaitheamh tobac? Should smoking be 
banned?
Overview: Tá muid ag fíosrú an bhfuil 
sé ceart cosc a chur ar chaithamh tobac 
in áiteanna sa phobail agus áiteanna 
príomháideacha.
School: Coláiste Oiriall
County: Monaghan
Teacher: Ms Róisín uí Choinn
Student(s): Katie ní Chléire 
Oisín Ó’Murchú 
lúsaí ní Shiacais

Stand no: 2406
Title: an investigation into distractions 
in the classroom and there affects on 
students’ performance
Overview: We are investigating into 
distractions in the classroom and their 
affects on students performance by a 
series of tests undertaken in different 
environments.
School: Scoil Muire gan Smál - 
Roscommon
County: Roscommon
Teacher: Mr Padraig Harlow
Student(s): Aoife	Griffin 
Catherine Geoghegan 

Stand no: 2407
Title: a statistical study of peoples 
attitudes regarding recycling and if these 
views have changed since the recession
Overview: We aim to design a survey 
investigating the attitudes of the public 
of Co. Cork regarding recycling and if 
these views have changed since the 
recession.
School: Kinsale Community School
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Shaun Holly
Student(s): abigail Jeffery 
ava O’Connor 

Stand no: 2408
Title: Staidéar compraráid a dhéanamh 
ar studanna peile
Overview: We are currently investigating 
if different types of studs affect play and 
if they are more likely to cause injuries 
than others.
School: Pobalscoil Ghaoth Dobhair
County: Donegal
Teacher: Mrs Siobhan ni Shearcaigh
Student(s): Cian Mac Gabhann 
Fionán laighneach 
Michéal Ó Cathasaigh

Stand no: 2409
Title: Flat or not? - a statistical study 
towards the public’s awareness of tyre 
pressure in a motor vehicle
Overview: Our	project	aims	to	find	out	
how aware people are of the correct tyre 
pressure in a motor vehicle.
School: Kinsale Community School
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Shaun Holly
Student(s): luke Henderson 
Paul O’Donovan 
Tadhg McCarthy

Stand no: 2410
Title: Feiceann muncaí, déanann muncaí 
- taighde ar an slí a leanann daoine 
nósanna sóisialta daoine eile
Overview: Taighde a dhéanamh ar na 
cúiseanna a léanann daoine nósanna 
sóisialta daoine eile agus tuirgnimh a 
dhéaneamh chun é a fháil amach.
School: Coláiste Pobal Osraí - Kilkenny
County: Kilkenny
Teacher: Dr lughaidh Ó néill
Student(s): Sara brabazon 
Rachel ní Dhorchaide 
Moya Millie

Stand no: 2411
Title: Slurry pits - are farmers really 
aware of the dangers?
Overview: a questionnaire will be 
presented to 50 farmers asking 
questions	on	slurry	safety	to	find	out	
how aware they are of the dangers of 
slurry.
School: bandon Grammar School
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Wendy White
Student(s): Stephanie French 
Rebecca Draper 

Stand no: 2412
Title: The friends paradox applied to 
Twitter and Facebook. are you less 
popular than you think?
Overview: We investigate the friends 
paradox as applied to Twitter and 
Facebook. Do your friends have more 
friends than you?
School: Dominican College - Wicklow
County: Wicklow
Teacher: Mr John O’brien
Student(s): bronwyn Hogan 
Carrie Corkish 
Erika Dunne

Stand no: 2413
Title: Why people pursue different goals
Overview: Our project looks at why 
people pursue different goals and what 
is their motivation. it compares and 
contrasts this in different categories, e.g. 
genders, activities.
School: Meánscoil iognáid Ris
County: Kildare
Teacher: Mr larry Maguire
Student(s): Conor bergin 
Seán behan 

Stand no: 2414
Title: Capturing student health and 

lifestyle information on facebook
Overview: The aim of this project is to 
determine what health and lifestyle 
information is captured on a students 
individual facebook page.
School: The Kings Hospital
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Jane Salter
Student(s): louise Watson 
Sophie Thompson 

Stand no: 2415
Title: Test your dominant side
Overview: This project is about 
investigating whether people have a 
dominant side. We will investigating this 
by doing tests on which body side you 
use most.
School: St Dominic’s High School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms audrey Carty
Student(s): alison Hughes 
amy lindsay 

Stand no: 2416
Title: Wii practice! Can a computer game 
act as a substitute for real practice
Overview: To establish if virtual practice 
is as good as real practice in a sport.
School: Kildare Town Community School
County: Kildare
Teacher: Ms Sinead Sheils
Student(s): Jean Miller 
Orla O’Donovan 
noelle Kelly

Stand no: 2417
Title: Just because i am a girl – a 
comparison of the daily lives and rights 
of sixteen year old girls in ireland and 
nigeria
Overview: To compare and contrast the 
lives of sixteen year old girls in ireland, 
Malawi and nigeria.
School: Dominican College - Wicklow
County: Wicklow
Teacher: Mr John O’brien
Student(s): Eimear Geraghty 
isobel Donohoe 

Stand no: 2418
Title: Practice makes perfect: an 
investigation into the effectiveness of 
mental practice
Overview: Our project will investigate if 
combining mental practice with physical 
practice of a motor skill is more effective 
than using physical practice alone.
School: loreto Secondary School - 
balbriggan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Dr niamh Mcnally
Student(s): Tess O’neill 
lauren Murphy 

Stand no: 2419
Title: is a virtual smile contagious? :)
Overview: Our project will involve 
testing to see if a virtual smiley face 
prompts a smiley face reply and if a 
virtual smiley face can transmit real 
emotion. We will use texting and 
facebook as out medium for these tests.

School: St Vincent’s Secondary School
County: louth
Teacher: Ms laura McGrory
Student(s): Sarah Englishby 
Victoria Kelly 
Eimear Curtin

Stand no: 2420
Title: Does music help or hinder you 
while completing cognitive tasks?
Overview: We wanted to see if pupils 
performed better with or without 
music, so we carried out a trial test in 
mathematics and English to see.
School: belfast Model School For Girls
County: antrim
Teacher: Mr Peter Johnston
Student(s): Rebecca blair 
Sarah Osborne 
brittani brown

Stand no: 2421
Title: Ebooks vs. Treebooks: a statistical 
study of people’s attitudes regarding 
ebooks versus paper-made books
Overview: Our project aims to discover 
whether peoples attitudes differ 
between electronic books and paper 
books as well as reviewing the pro’s and 
con’s of both.
School: Kinsale Community School
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Shaun Holly
Student(s): alannah Humphreys 
Marie O’leary 

Stand no: 2422
Title: Can you bribe a student to do 
better in school?
Overview: an investigation to see if 
financial	incentives	will	result	in	an	
improvement for the test scores of a 
mixed ability class.
School: Ratoath College
County: Meath
Teacher: Ms amanda Mcnally
Student(s): Stephen Fowler 
Taylor Quinn 

Stand no: 2423
Title: The Olympic effect and sports 
participation in Co. Wicklow
Overview: in this project we will 
investigate the effect the london 2012 
Olympics had on sports participation 
in Co. Wicklow using questionnaires, 
interviews and focus group.
School: arklow Community College
County: Wicklow
Teacher: Ms Helen Corbett
Student(s): Matthew O’Gorman 
Reece young 

Stand no: 2424
Title: Old school versus new school: a 
study of the use of tablet technology in 
the modern classroom
Overview: Our	project	aims	to	find	out	
what students today would think of 
having iPads instead of heavy bags full 
of books to use in school.
School: Kinsale Community School
County: Cork
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Teacher: Mr Shaun Holly
Student(s): Rachel lysaght 
Sophie lisson 

Stand no: 2425
Title: Do e-readers impact the brains 
ability to absorb information better than 
books?
Overview:	Our	project	aims	to	find	
which is more effective on retaining 
information in a person’s memory,  
books or  e-readers, and also  which 
is more Eco-friendly and would that 
affect a person’s decision on which to 
purchase!
School: Kinsale Community School
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Shaun Holly
Student(s): Jessica Sheehan
amy Max Shanahan

Stand no: 2426
Title: an investigation into pupils’ 
opinions of original and no added sugar 
dilutable orange
Overview: To gather pupils opinion 
on original and no added sugar 
orange drinks and to raise awareness 
of the dangers of added sugars and 
sweeteners.
School: belfast Model School For Girls
County: antrim
Teacher: Mr Peter Johnston
Student(s): Morgan Taggart 
Zoe Whiteside 

Stand no: 2427
Title: Swagger walkers
Overview: We intend to examine how 
people walk depending on what music 
they are listening to.
School: balbriggan Community College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr barry Heffernan
Student(s): Kellie McDonnell 
Kerrie-ann Grant 
Megan Carson

Stand no: 2428
Title: anailís ar chomall comharthaí 
tráchta ag trasrianta coisithe i gCathair 
Chorcaí
Overview: Sonraí a sholáthar a 
thabharfaidh léargas ar iompar coisithe 
ag trasrianta coisithe i gcúinsí éagsúla i 
gCathair Chorcaí.
School: Coláiste Íde
County: Kerry
Teacher: Mr Gearoid O beaglaoich
Student(s): Thea ni Cheallaigh 
Soomi ní Dhúláin 

Stand no: 2429
Title: Why girls prefer to shake it and 
boys prefer to break it
Overview: We wish to conduct a project 
on why girls prefer calm activities and 
boys prefer boisterous ones. We will 
research differences in their brains and 
behaviours.
School: Scoil Mhuire Gan Smál - blarney
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Sean Foley

Student(s): Hannah Keohane 
aoife Murphy 
Carol Donavan

Stand no: 2430
Title: Why is it so easy to trick your 
mind?
Overview: The investigation of how/why 
optical illusions and mind tricks work the 
way they do.
School: St Conleth’s College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Miss Gobnait ní aonghusa
Student(s): Oscar Harley Monks 
Oisín Herbots 
Jamie lawless

Stand no: 2431
Title: The affect of diet on physical 
activity on sleeping patterns of adults 
and teenagers
Overview: The aim is to investigate 
the affect of diet on physical activity 
on sleeping patterns of adults and 
teenagers
School: Our ladys School - Templeogue
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Ruth Kelly
Student(s): Tara Frehill 
Claire O’Mahony 

Stand no: 2432
Title: it looks like we could be friends!
Overview: We will examine the 
influence	of	facial	appearance	on	social	
attractiveness and dependability among 
secondary school students.
School: bandon Grammar School
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Paula McGrath
Student(s): aoibh Cassidy 
Grace Rowe 

Stand no: 2433
Title: Vegetarianism - a statistical study
Overview: Our intention is to investigate 
the general public’s knowledge of 
vegetarianism and to identify whether 
or not individuals have a correct 
knowledge of vegetarianism.
School: Kinsale Community School
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Shaun Holly
Student(s): Mia Kovacs 
Frank Curtin 
Kane Curtin

Stand no: 2434
Title: The downside of high heels!
Overview: The wearing of high heel 
shoes over the years and especially by 
teenage girls, together with the damage 
caused, is investigated.
School: St nathy’s College
County: Roscommon
Teacher: Ms Oonagh Redmond
Student(s): Kinza Tabassum 
Preethi ann Varughese 

Stand no: 2435
Title: Does getting older slow you down? 
an investigation into the effect of age 
on	reflexes	and	caffeine	as	a	stimulant.

Overview: The aim is to test whether 
different	age	groups	reflexes	vary,	if	
reflexes	of	different	genders	vary	and	to	
see	if	caffeine	levels	test	your	reflexes.
School: St louis Secondary School
County: louth
Teacher: Ms amanda Duggan
Student(s): Eimer Magee 
Melissa lawrence 
Caoimhe Kerley

Stand no: 2436
Title: a social study of the effect of 
the recession on the social, religious 
and political habits of the people of 
ballinasloe
Overview: The purpose of our project 
is to gather data and statistics on 
how the recession has changed how 
people interact with each other, how 
their religious and political views have 
changed and if an increase in crime is 
apparent.
School: Garbally College
County: Galway
Teacher: Mr Cathal Reilly
Student(s): Michael Dolan 
Daniel Potter 

Stand no: 2437
Title: Speed roulette
Overview: Virtual reality learning 
program on the consequences of 
speeding, delivered though a computer 
program adaptable to cinema or 
ultimately a mobile teaching simulator.
School: St Oliver Post Primary
County: Meath
Teacher: Ms Caroline austin
Student(s): Morgan Hole 
Killian Smith 
ben brunton

Stand no: 2438
Title: a statistical study into the impact 
of using music and rhythm to memorise 
academic content
Overview: Our	project	aims	to	find	out	if	
there is a correlation between music and 
rhythm to memorise academic content.
School: Kinsale Community School
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Shaun Holly
Student(s): Emily Kellett 
Jenny Walsh 

Stand no: 2439
Title: as radharc, as aigne?
Overview: Performing a series of tests 
using audio, written and pictorial 
material on groups of students to 
statistically measure which result has the 
most accurate recollection.
School: Coláiste Raithín
County: Wicklow
Teacher: Ms. lís ni Chiobhain
Student(s): luke De barra 
Rebbeca Spencer 
Sadhbh ní bhroin

Stand no: 2440
Title: The “X” Factor - have you got it?
Overview: Our project is about 
investigating exactly what makes 

an act or performance connect with 
an audience. We want to measure 
individual responses to performance 
acts.
School: St louis Secondary School
County: louth
Teacher: Ms Siobhán Greer
Student(s): Kim Dullaghan 
Jessica Murphy 
Kelly Renaghan

Stand no: 2441
Title: an athraíonn méid bia próiseáilte 
le breis saille, siúcra agus salainne a itear 
le haois?
Overview: Táimid	chun	fiosrú	cé	mhéid	
bia próiseáilte le breis saille, siúcra agus 
salainne a itheann páistí, déagóirí agus 
daoine fásta agus an bfuil difríocht 
eatarthú.
School: Coláiste iosagáin
County: Dublin
Teacher: Miss Fionnuala McElwaine
Student(s): Áine De Spáinn 
Muirne Seaghach 

Stand no: 2442
Title: an exploratory study of the 
attitudes and perceptions of primary 
school students in comparison to post 
primary students towards science in 
County limerick
Overview: Is	to	find	out	the	viewpoints	
of students about science in primary and 
secondary school and see does it change 
as they progress through education.
School: Hazelwood College
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms Michelle Herbert
Student(s): Jamie Singleton 
Paul Power 
andy Quaid

Stand no: 2443
Title: How diet affects the brain
Overview: Survey students in school 
and does what they eat affect their 
concentration in class and their grades. 
Many of our friends don’t eat breakfast 
or lunch. We want to show them the 
hazardous consequences of this - if any.
School: Colaiste Mhuire
County: Sligo
Teacher: Ms Kathy McMorrow
Student(s): Eimear Henry 
Sinead Flynn
Eilish O’Connor

Stand no: 2444
Title: To investigate the incidence of 
thyroid conditions inherited from one 
generation to the next
Overview: We want to establish how 
many people inherit thyroid conditions 
by completing an international survey 
to raise awareness in our school and 
local area.
School: Coláiste Choilm
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms lorraine Marron
Student(s): Marie-Ellen O’Sullivan 
Maeve Cusack 
Daniel Healy
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Stand no: 2501
Title: Tuiscint déagóirí ar dheontas orgán 
agus fuil
Overview: Fiosrúcháin ar an eolas atá ag 
deagóirí maidir le deontas orgán agus 
fúil. Táimid ag iarraidh níos mó eolas ar 
roinnt le déagóirí.
School: Gaelcholáiste luimnigh
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms Ciara ní Dhrisceoil
Student(s): aisling Sargent 
Sinéad long 
Ellen Henkenborg

Stand no: 2502
Title: Driven to distraction
Overview: This experiment will 
investigate the various distractions 
drivers face on a daily basis when 
travelling around the country.
School: Salesian College - Celbridge
County: Kildare
Teacher: Mr Jorge andres
Student(s): Philip Markey 
Sean O’Sullivan 

Stand no: 2503
Title: Why so many teenage girls don’t 
play organised sport
Overview: a survey on how many girls 
play organised sport. Why so many 
girls don’t play it and at what age they 
dropped out of sport.
School: largy College
County: Monaghan
Teacher: Mrs Clare Ó Grianna
Student(s): Dáiríne Morgan 
beth Connolly 
Radvile Stamburaite

Stand no: 2504
Title: The	influence	of	commercialism	in	
society on young people
Overview: We intend to investigate 
the effects that brand names have on 
people’s daily choices and if this choice 
is solely image-based or if actually 
quality-factored.
School: Cistercian College
County: Tipperary
Teacher: Mr Jim McManus
Student(s): adam Flaherty 
Tiarnan boylan 
Joseph Kavanagh

Stand no: 2505
Title: Seeing is believing?
Overview: To investigate the accuracy 
of eyewitness accounts and ascertain 
whether eyewitness accounts are a 
valuable or damaging tool in assessing 
what occurred during an incident.
School: loreto College - Crumlin Road
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Carol Higgins
Student(s): Ciana brady 
Mariam ibrahim 

Stand no: 2506
Title: How consistent is the bouba/Kiki 
effect
Overview: Our project was investigating 
‘The bouba Kiki Effect’. This is 
onomatopoeic word association in which 
you associate images with sounds.
School: Scoil Muire gan Smál - 
Roscommon
County: Roscommon
Teacher: Mr Padraig Harlow
Student(s): Claire Keenan 
Jazmin neary 
aoife beades

Stand no: 2507
Title: The perfect CV: a study of the 
elements of a curriculum vitae and their 
impact on employability
Overview: in our project we intend to 
investigate what employers today are 
looking for in an applicant’s CV.
School: Kinsale Community School
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Shaun Holly
Student(s): Eoin Hurley 
Emily McCarthy 
Eimear nyhan

Stand no: 2508
Title: The causes of our attitude towards 
climate change
Overview: We wish to investigate how 
people	see	climate	change	and	find	out	
why.
School: Jesus and Mary Secondary 
School, Our lady’s Grove
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr niall Kelly
Student(s): lola Hourihane 
Hudaa ahmad 

Stand no: 2509
Title: Pretty packaging
Overview: Recently, diet, health and 
nutrition have been featured heavily in 
the	media.	Our	project	is	to	find	out	can	
pretty packaging effect healthy eating.
School: breifne College
County: Cavan
Teacher: Mrs Carmel Mcbrien
Student(s): Ericka Smith 
Katie Reilly 
Daryl buckley

Stand no: 2510
Title: Stem cell research: an heir and a 
spare, is it fair?
Overview: Our project focuses on babies 
conceived to be genetically matched 
donors	for	a	critically	ill	sibling,	and	finds	
out if people think it’s ethical.
School: Scoil Muire gan Smál - 
Roscommon
County: Roscommon
Teacher: Mr Padraig Harlow
Student(s): narule Stewart 
Devon Mullally 
Sarah Fitzmaurice

Stand no: 2511
Title: Déagóirí piseogacha in Éirinn: 

staidéar agus comparáid
Overview: Táimid ag iarraidh piseoga 
deagóirí a fhiosrú agus an difríocht idir 
creideamh piseoga i mbuachaillí agus 
cailiní ag aoiseanna éagsúla a chur i 
gcomparáid.
School: Coláiste iosagáin
County: Dublin
Teacher: Miss Orla De bhailís
Student(s): Sadhbh ní Dhonnabháin 
Doireann ní bhriain 
Eleanor nic Gamhna

Stand no: 2512
Title: are you a bookworm or are you 
all ears?
Overview: To investigate whether 
listening or reading helps students to 
perform better and whether those who 
read for recreation can study, and read 
school textbooks better.
School: Holy Child Secondary School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Regina Greehy
Student(s): Rebecca Hackett-Delaney 
Genevieve Sanne 
Katie Mcateer

Stand no: 2513
Title: a statistical analysis of people’s 
attitude to breast feeding
Overview: a study of the publics 
attitudes to breast feeding. an analysis 
of opinions from mothers, the service 
industry and others connected to breast 
feeding.
School: Coláiste Choilm
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms lorraine Marron
Student(s): Emma black 
Carmina De’Donatis 
Molly lynch

Stand no: 2514
Title: So you think it’s only your friends? 
Think again!
Overview: Our project aims to explore 
people’s knowledge on how secure their 
information is on social media websites 
and who has access to it.
School: loreto High School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mrs Susan Keady
Student(s): naoise O’Driscoll 
Saoirse O’Reilly 
Claire Walsh

Stand no: 2515
Title: an investigation into the 
prevalence of racism and sectarianism 
among teenagers in Dundalk
Overview: We will conduct a survey into 
the prevalence of racist and sectarianist 
incidents in different schools in our town 
to discover if it still exists.
School: De la Salle College
County: louth
Teacher: Ms Cara Mcadam
Student(s): Shane McQuillan 
alex Cahill 
Philip McGuinness

Stand no: 2516
Title: Ag	fiosrú	cén	fath	nach	raibh	
an táille tí íochta ach ag fíor bheagán 
daoine i nDún na nGall
Overview: We are investigating the 
reasons behind the low uptake of the 
household charge in Donegal and 
it’s knock on affect for services in the 
county.
School: Pobalscoil Ghaoth Dobhair
County: Donegal
Teacher: Ms Susan ní loinsigh
Student(s): Jamie Mac uiginn 
Emma nic uidhir 
aodán laighneach

Stand no: 2517
Title: undercover advertising
Overview: Our project investigates 
whether or not product placement 
affects people and if it causes them to 
link particular brands with a particular 
item.
School: loreto High School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mrs Susan Keady
Student(s): Eleanor Scott 
Chloe O’Toole 

Stand no: 2518
Title: an bhfuil aon tionchar ag 
teachtaireachtaí fho-thairseachúla 
ar smaointí, tuairimí agus roghanna 
daoine?
Overview: Tá	muid	ag	fiosrú	faoin	miotas	
de teachtaireachai fho-thairseachúla 
agus ag iarraidh fáil amach an bhfuil aon 
fírinne ag bainnt leis.
School: Coláiste Oiriall
County: Monaghan
Teacher: Ms blaithin ní Mhathúna
Student(s): aindriu De buitleir 
Jamie Ó Suiligh 
Dónal McCanna

Stand no: 2519
Title: The	difficulties	that	international	
students have in the irish school system
Overview: The	difficulties	that	
international students face when 
studying in the irish school system, when 
English	is	not	their	first	language.
School: Presentation Secondary School
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms Catriona Murray
Student(s): Daria biel 
Paulina bielarska 
Rosanna Marciniak

Stand no: 2520
Title: are athletes born or built
Overview: We are investigating are 
athletes built with investment to their 
sport or born with talent. We will survey 
athletes to conclude are athletes born/
built?
School: Holy Child Secondary School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Regina Greehy
Student(s): lucy O’Connor 
Maeve McCaul 
annabel Cleere
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Stand no: 2521
Title: The pervasiveness of groupthink 
in society
Overview: We want to see whether 
people change answers and opinions, 
because	of	the	views	of	influencers	and	
leaders in their group.
School: Skerries Community College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Dr Katie Corbett
Student(s): Kevin Gilmore 
alan Wheeler 
billy Mulcahy

Stand no: 2522
Title: young people and body language: 
what are you really saying
Overview: Our project is an investigation 
into how children and adolescents 
interpret body language and how they 
interpret contrasting facial expressions 
and body posture.
School: Coláiste Choilm
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms lorraine Marron
Student(s): Suzanne Vachet 
Hannah Twomey 

Stand no: 2523
Title: The breakfast effect
Overview: We have been investigating 
the effects that having or not having 
breakfast can have on your memory and 
concentration.
School: St benildus College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Dr naomi lowe
Student(s): Enda bolger 
Jack Rice 
andrew McGowan

Stand no: 2524
Title: improving hand-eye co-ordination
Overview: We think that hand-eye co-
ordination,	reflexes	and	peripheral	vision	
can be improved quickly, easily and 
inexpensively with juggling.
School: Skerries Community College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Dr Katie Corbett
Student(s): aaron brogan 
Dara lowndes 

Stand no: 2525
Title: Does age affect driving skill?
Overview: We are investigating the 
modern stereotype of age affecting 
driving skill.
School: St. Clare’s Comprehensive School
County: leitrim
Teacher: Miss Edel McPhelim
Student(s): Sean Kilgannon 
Fearghal Ryan 
David Hacobian

Stand no: 2526
Title: Does	music	influence	our	
emotional state or heart rate while 
watching	a	scene	of	a	film?
Overview: We are examining if your 
emotional	state	is	influenced	depending	
on the music that is played during a 
scene	of	a	film.

School: Skerries Community College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Dr Katie Corbett
Student(s): ailbhe Mulhall 
Ellen Ennis 

Stand no: 2527
Title: Can multi-player gaming improve 
teamworking skills?
Overview: We wish to investigate does 
the use of multi-player gaming improve 
teamwork	skills	in	a	group	of	five	
subjects over a certain period of time.
School: Patrician High School - 
Carrickmacross
County: Monaghan
Teacher: Mr John O’Rourke
Student(s): Fintan Gallagher 
Evin nelson 
Sean Muldoon

Stand no: 2528
Title: What do yOu see?
Overview: On seeing people we make 
judgements. The aim of our project is to 
investigate whether these judgments 
towards people are affected by age or 
gender.
School: Coláiste bride
County: Wexford
Teacher: Ms Mary Kavanagh Osborne
Student(s): Róisín Owens 
laura Kinsella 
Helen Doyle

Stand no: 2529
Title: Sound Effects - How sound affects 
your perception
Overview: Our project is about how 
music affects your perception of what 
will	happen	in	certain	scenes	of	films.	
Does different music alter viewers 
expectations?
School: inver College
County: Monaghan
Teacher: Mrs Rosemary O Rourke
Student(s): Cian O’Connor 
Paul Capaldi 
Ciaran busby

Stand no: 2530
Title: The ‘Zombie Effect’: myth or 
reality?
Overview: an investigation into multi-
stimuli response times, using a simulated 
hazard environment, incorporating 
diverse sample populations.
School: ursuline College
County: Sligo
Teacher: Mr anthony Carolan
Student(s): Cliodhna Hanley 
Cara Osborne 

Stand no: 2531
Title: better deals for wheels
Overview: We are going to investigate 
the problems that wheelchair users face 
in Galway city by conducting surveys 
and by taking measurements inside 
shops in Galway
School: Dominican College - Galway
County: Galway
Teacher: Ms aoife Fallon

Student(s): Caoimhe Fitzgibbon 
Elaina Keane 

Stand no: 2532
Title: Do students actually pay attention 
in class?
Overview: Our	project	aims	to	find	out	if	
students pay attention in class by using 
a PowerPoint presentation, and what 
factor causes them to listen.
School: loreto abbey Secondary School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Tim Page
Student(s): alice Kearns 
Pearl MacMahon 
niesha Clarke

Stand no: 2533
Title: learning to lie: a study into the 
development of the ability to lie in 
children
Overview: To study the ability children 
of various age groups possess to lie 
convincingly and to see whether 
children tend to lie or tell the truth.
School: St. Gerald’s College
County: Mayo
Teacher: Mr Kieran Hall
Student(s): John armstrong 
David Glynn 
Michael loftus

Stand no: 2534
Title: Sport + Disability = Happiness?
Overview: We wish to investigate 
whether or not sport can help people, 
who have suffered from major illness or 
injury, lead a happy life
School: Dominican College - 
Drumcondra
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms lorraine McCool
Student(s): Jennifer Power 
aoife O’Rourke 
Clodagh Ellis

Stand no: 2535
Title: Skip it!
Overview: This investigation hopes to 
find	out	if	there	are	specific	reasons	why	
students fail to bring their gear to class.
School: Presentation Secondary School
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms Triona Murray
Student(s): Chelsea Mcnally 
Katelyn McMahon 

Stand no: 2536
Title: Home advantage in sports
Overview: This project examines the 
psychological effects home advantage 
has on sports.
School: Coláiste Phádraig - lucan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Kevin Carey
Student(s): Shane Mclaughlin 
andrew Eley 
ayomide Oluwaleye

Stand no: 2537
Title: Ciniochas agus na cnuthacha 
criticuil ag baint usaid as an samhail sicín
Overview: Chun fháil amach an am 

criticúil ag daoine nuair a thuileann 
siad an iompraíocht bainte le ciníochas. 
beimid ag úsáid an samhail sicín.
School: Coláiste Pobal Osraí - Kilkenny
County: Kilkenny
Teacher: Dr lughaidh Ó néill
Student(s): Judith O’Hara 
Emma ni Cheallaigh 

Stand no: 2538
Title: The greater effect of nature or 
nurture on identical and fraternal twins
Overview: a study to conclude if nature 
or nurture has a greater effect on the 
relationship of identical and fraternal 
twins.
School: Scoil Muire gan Smál - 
Roscommon
County: Roscommon
Teacher: Mr Padraig Harlow
Student(s): Sarah Keenan 
Caoimhe Shanagher 
Caoimhe McStay

Stand no: 2539
Title: Statistical analysis of bias in a line 
up
Overview: We will calculate to see if you 
can get an accurate result without being 
bias in a criminal line up.
School: blackwater Community School
County: Waterford
Teacher: Mrs bridget Taaffe
Student(s): Katie brackett 
aoife Houlihan 
Orlaith Fitzgearld

Stand no: 2540
Title: investigating the link between 
peer pressure and disobeying orders
Overview: We intend to prove that 
people will be more likely to disobey 
instructions when peer pressure is a 
factor.
School: St. Fintan’s High School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Cathy Reilly
Student(s): Peter Herbert 
Jack bracken 

Stand no: 2541
Title: Genetically	modified	crops:	
Potatoes
Overview: Our project aims to examine 
the characteristics, advantages, 
disadvantages, possible effects in future 
ireland, the public knowledge and 
opinion	of	genetically	modified	crops.
School: loreto Secondary School
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms aine McCarthy
Student(s): aine Mulcahy 
Kate Mulcahy 
Emma Spillane

Stand no: 2542
Title: Dreaming: Game over!
Overview: To investigate the link we 
have experienced between video 
gaming and dreaming. Our project will 
identify the frequency of dreams related 
to playing video games.
School: C.b.S. Thurles
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County: Tipperary
Teacher: Mr brendan Hogan
Student(s): Thomas Fogarty 
Conor Cassidy 
brian Whelan

Stand no: 2543
Title: Judging Me?
Overview: Our project, Judging me, 
is based on the visual factors that 
influence	our	perception	of	people.	
We	wish	to	find	out	this	information	by	
using surveys.
School: St Mary’s Secondary School - 
Macroom
County: Cork
Teacher: Mrs Catherine Kerrigan
Student(s): Eileen Murphy 
Mary O’Riordan 

Stand no: 2544
Title: How does mental illness in parents 
effect children in our society?
Overview: The aim of this project is 
to highlight how youth are impacted 
by parental mental health problems 
and create educational and support 
structures.
School: bandon Grammar School
County: Cork
Teacher: Dr Edward Gash
Student(s): bella Sherlock 
Ciara Guinevan
Robyn Forde

Stand no: 2545
Title: How evil are you?
Overview: Would young people in our 
school, commit seemingly extraordinary 
acts	of	brutality	under	the	influence	of	
someone wearing a white lab coat.
School: St aloysius College
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms aine Hyland
Student(s): niamh Power 
Kirsten O’Keeffe 

Stand no: 2546
Title: Differences in music taste between 
Spanish and irish teens
Overview: My	project	aims	to	find	out	
the differences in music taste between 
Spanish and irish teens.
School: St Thomas’ Community College
County: Wicklow
Teacher: Ms Helena lynn
Student(s): Manuel Garcia 
Diego bustos 

Stand no: 2547
Title: investigation on the effects of 
binaural beats on boys and girls
Overview: We will be investigating 
the effects of binaural beats on our 
serotonin levels by playing the beats 
to twenty-eight subjects daily for one 
week.
School: Castlecomer Community School
County: Kilkenny
Teacher: Ms nora Henderson
Student(s): Kevin Wilson 
Gary nolan 
Meaghan Moylan

Stand no: 2548
Title: The hunger games - a statistical 
analysis of the relationship between 
food and colour
Overview: To investigate the relationship 
between food and appetite. To see if 
certain can colours stimulate or mimic 
hunger.
School: Sacred Heart Secondary School
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Claire Holland
Student(s): Maeve O’Flynn 
Megan McCarthy 
aisling lynch

Stand no: 2549
Title: What type of music effects exercise 
performance?
Overview: Our project aims to 
investigate which music genres have the 
greatest effect on exercise performance. 
We will also apply a number of variables.
School: Coláiste iognáid S.J.
County: Galway
Teacher: Mr brian Stewart
Student(s): ailbe Keane 
Stephanie Coll 
Sophie Kinirons

Stand no: 2550
Title: Pulse pounder
Overview: Can responses to different 
horror movies be predictable? using a 
questionnaire, observation from subjects 
viewing different horror clips.
School: Schull Community College
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Padraig O’Sullivan
Student(s): bryyony Flatman 
Tricia Delaney 

Stand no: 2551
Title: a study into the impact of bullying 
on junior/senior cycle students and its 
main causes
Overview: We wish to carry out a survey 
based on people’s attitude towards 
bullying and its impact on their self 
confidence
School: Killorglin Community College
County: Kerry
Teacher: Mr Kevin Foley
Student(s): Michael O’Shea 
Tanya O’Connor 

Stand no: 2552
Title: infectious design
Overview: We aim to look at the effects 
of piercing and tattoos on the body and 
in your career choice.
School: Oaklands Community College
County: Offaly
Teacher: Ms Claire young
Student(s): Sinead Hickey 
Esther Kenny 
Kerrie Quinn

Stand no: 2554
Title: addiction in the brain: is it possible 
to stop addiction by manipulating the 
brain?
Overview: Our protect is about addiction 
and to discover the possibility to shut 

down the addictive part of the brain. if 
so how, if not why.
School: Patrician High School - 
Carrickmacross
County: Monaghan
Teacher: Mr John O’Rourke
Student(s): Jack Corr 
Paul beagan 
Steven lynagh

Stand no: 2555
Title: Having a bit of a problem: an 
investigation into the use of bits with 
horses
Overview: Our project aims to 
investigate the response of horses when 
various types of ‘’bits’’ are used and 
the	materials	that	can	influence	their	
performance.
School: Gallen Community School
County: Offaly
Teacher: Mrs Catherine Hopkins
Student(s): Celine Camon 
Emma Phelan 

Stand no: 2556
Title: Cuimhne intinn
Overview: Fáil amach na bealaí is fearr 
gur feidir le daoine staidéar a dhéanamh 
agus cé na rudaí a chuireann isteach ar 
staidéar.
School: Scoil Chuimsitheach Chiaráin
County: Galway
Teacher: Mrs neasa Mhic Dhonncha
Student(s): Caitriona ni Mhurchú 
Michelle ni Chonghaile 

Stand no: 2557
Title: a statistical analysis into the 
attitude and awareness of adolescents 
towards teenage acne
Overview: The aim of our project is to 
critically assess adolescents attitude, 
awareness and their views towards 
teenage acne through the use of 
questionnaires.
School: Castlecomer Community School
County: Kilkenny
Teacher: Ms nora Henderson
Student(s): John Joe Kelly 
lisa O’Rourke 
Eimear Rice

Stand no: 2558
Title: The perfect timetable
Overview: an investigation into the 
allocation of class periods to school 
subjects based on students’ academic 
performance in particular disciplines 
throughout the school day.
School: O Fiaich College
County: louth
Teacher: Mr Martin Coyne
Student(s): Craig Thornton 
Darren Cordail 
David Reilly

Stand no: 2559
Title: To investigate the impacts and 
efficiency	that	agri-enviromental	
schemes have on farmers attitudes 
towards the environment
Overview: To investigate if agri-

enviromental schemes eg REPS/aEOS 
make farms more conscious of the 
environment	for	financial	benefits	only
School: ursuline Secondary School - 
Thurles
County: Tipperary
Teacher: Ms anne Molony
Student(s): alexandra White 
Orla Healy 
Cait Ryan

Stand no: 2560
Title: body language: boys versus girls
Overview: To see if there is a difference 
in the ability to interpret body language 
between boys and girls.
School: Kildare Town Community School
County: Kildare
Teacher: Ms Sinead Sheils
Student(s): norah Jane Prendergast 
Ciara noonan 

Stand no: 2561
Title: Does success breed success and 
failure breed failure? – a statistical study
Overview: Our	project	aims	to	find	
out if ones historical performances 
influence	his/her	confidence	to	the	point	
where it has an effect on ones future 
performances.
School: Kinsale Community School
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Shaun Holly
Student(s): Sinead Walsh 
Micheala O Connell 
Méadhbh O’leary

Stand no: 2562
Title: an investigation into how humans 
react when a new word is introduced to 
them in their daily lives
Overview: Our project is an investigation 
into how different humans react when 
new words are introduced to them in 
their daily lives.
School: ursuline College
County: Sligo
Teacher: Mr anthony Carolan
Student(s): Rebecca lowney 
Fiona Gallagher 

Stand no: 2563
Title: a study of how environmentally 
aware and eco-friendly teenagers are
Overview: We are planning to 
conduct an investigation into how 
environmentally aware and friendly 
teenagers are. We will use a survey and 
questionnaire to do this.
School: loreto College - Foxrock
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Helen Hennessy
Student(s): Sophie lauritsch 
Oonagh Fitzgerald 
alexandra Huphries

Stand no: 2564
Title: To investigate if a pencil grip and a 
writing speed test are viable methods of 
determining if a child is exhibiting signs 
of	a	learning	difficulty
Overview: We	intend	to	find	out	if	there	
is a correlation between poor pencil grip 
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and writing speed and exhibiting signs 
of	a	learning	difficulty	such	as	dyspraxia.
School: St Vincent’s Secondary School
County: louth
Teacher: Mr John White
Student(s): Ellen McEneaney 
Clodagh McCabe 
Molly Cushnahan

Stand no: 2565
Title: The affects of divorce and 
separation on young people
Overview: We are hoping to research 
and provide information on the effects 
of divorce and separation on young 
people.
School: Coláiste Pobal bheanntrai
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Hazel Jennings
Student(s): Emma Wall 
amy boyden 
Rowan Hampton

Stand no: 2566
Title: Luck:	fact	or	fiction?
Overview: We will be attempting to 
determine if luck is simply coincidence 
or if it is actually real.
School: Deele College
County: Donegal
Teacher: Mrs Mary Gibbons
Student(s): niamh Porter 
Cara bovaird 

Stand no: 2567
Title: Perfume - sense the scent!
Overview: We plan to see if people buy 
their cologne based on the brand name 
or is it because they really like each 
perfumes scent.
School: Presentation Secondary School 
- Thurles
County: Tipperary
Teacher: Ms aine Fahy
Student(s): aoife Delaney 
Jayne Foley 
Josie Power

Stand no: 2568
Title: Teaching how to lie
Overview: The objective of our project is 
to investigate whether or not a person 
can be taught how to lie.
School: Davitt College
County: Mayo
Teacher: Mrs Fiona O’ Connor
Student(s): Féile Kilkenny-Rodgers 
Melissa Duffy 
Holly logan

Stand no: 2569
Title: The learning abilities of hamsters
Overview: To	find	out	if	hamsters	that	
are shown human affection are able to 
learn more quickly.
School: Kildare Town Community School
County: Kildare
Teacher: Ms Sinead Sheils
Student(s): Jade Coffey 
lauren Walsh 
alison behan

Stand no: 2570
Title: boost your grades by knowing 
your style
Overview: We will test and survey 300 
students to determine whether there are 
links between people’s learning styles, 
study methods and grades they can 
achieve.
School: youghal Community School
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Crona McCarthy
Student(s): Orlaith Tyrrell 
Michelle Healy 
anna Forde

Stand no: 2571
Title: nutritional knowledge and 
supplement use of athletes
Overview: We want to see what 
ergogenic aids and nutritional 
supplements athletes are using. is 
the use related to their nutritional 
knowledge.
School: De la Salle College
County: louth
Teacher: Ms Cara Mcadam
Student(s): John byrne 
niall McEnteggart 
Conor O’Kane

Stand no: 2572
Title: Text versus Type: which do you 
learn better from, a screen or paper?
Overview: In	our	project	we	aim	to	find	
out whether 1st years obtain more 
information from and iPad or book by a 
number of tests and surveys.
School: St Mary’s Secondary School - 
Macroom
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Mary Kelleher
Student(s): Rachel Horgan 
Shauna Kelly 
Grainne Masters

Stand no: 2573
Title: Do employers judge a book by its 
cover?
Overview: an investigation to 
see if appearances affect your job 
opportunities. are genders a factor to 
consider when employing someone. 
What	factors	influence	employer’s	
decisions?
School: Presentation Secondary School 
- Thurles
County: Tipperary
Teacher: Ms aine Fahy
Student(s): amy lyons 
Charlotte Hatton 
aveen O’neill

Stand no: 2574
Title: The big C: breast Cancer - what’s 
my risk?
Overview: Our project is an investigation 
of women’s perception of the risks and 
causes of breast cancer particularly 
genetic and environmental factors.
School: St. leo’s College
County: Carlow
Teacher: Ms Fiona McManus

Student(s): Ella McHugh 
Cliona O’Grady 
niamh O’Donoghue

Stand no: 2575
Title: To investigate the stimuli effecting 
learning potential
Overview: We are going to investigate 
the effects of diet, temperature, smell 
and surroundings on the learning of 
various students
School: loreto College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Joan Pawley
Student(s): Fiona Hewson 
Megan bucklewy 

Stand no: 2576
Title: is there a generation gap between 
young and old people’s views towards 
our national anthem
Overview: Our project investigates 
if there is a generation gap between 
younger and older generations in their 
views and knowledge of our national 
anthem.
School: Templeogue College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Darren O’Sullivan
Student(s): brendan Maher 
Eli McGrane Maher 
lorcan Mcivor

Stand no: 2577
Title: The bouba-Kiki effect
Overview: in this experiment you will 
investigate	the	Bouba-Kiki	effect	to	find	
out if abstract visual properties can be 
linked to sound.
School: Castlerea Community School
County: Roscommon
Teacher: Ms Pauline Dervin
Student(s): Tess Shultz 
louise Doyle 
liam Fleming

Stand no: 2578
Title: Codladh sámh? na tionchair a 
bhíonn ag gníomhaíochtaí áirithe ar 
chaighdeán do chodladh agus cén fáth.
Overview: imscrúdú ar na tionchar a 
bhíonn ag gníomhaíochtaí éagsúla ar 
fhad, doimhne agus suaimhneas do 
chodladh agus cén fáth.
School: Coláiste iosagáin
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Róise ní Fhátharta
Student(s): aoife ní Fhloinn 
Carmel ní Chomascaigh 
Shóna ní aodhagáin

Stand no: 2579
Title: The tooth fairy culture
Overview: Our project’s about the tooth 
fairy culture. We want to show how the 
money from the tooth fairy has changed 
dramatically over the years
School: Coláiste iósaef
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms ann Hickey
Student(s): Maebh ahern 
Megan O’brien 
Elen O’Riordan

Stand no: 2580
Title: The effect of the recession on 
Gardai numbers and deployment in the 
lucan area
Overview: We want to see if the 
recession has affected the numbers and 
behaviour of the Gardai in our local area 
lucan.
School: Coláiste Phádraig - lucan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Jacqueline Farrell
Student(s): adam Silver 
Darragh Twomey 
PJ Graham

Stand no: 2581
Title: Saol mar clotóg agus an difríocht 
idir daoine ciotógach agus daoine 
deaslámhach
Overview: Táimid ag féachaint ar saol 
daoine ciotógach agus an difríocht 
idir daoine ciotógagh agus daoine 
deaslmhach. beimid ag féachaint ar 
chonas atá an saol deacair do ciotógaigh
School: Gaelcholáiste Mhuire
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Claire ní Cheannabhuaidh
Student(s): Dayna ní Shíocháin 
Chloe Teale 

Stand no: 2582
Title: an analysis of the effects on 
a chess players performance on a 
computer versus a board
Overview: Our project is to see how a 
board on the computer compares to a 
real board on how chess players perform 
and react while paying.
School: Gonzaga College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Joe Ó briain
Student(s): Stephen barr 
andy Keenan 
arran bolger

Stand no: 2583
Title: To fear or not to fear?
Overview: We investigate how gender, 
age and race have an impact on the 
type of person we are intimidated by 
and	how	stereotypes	influence	our	
judgement.
School: Coláiste iósaef
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms Sharon Magner
Student(s): leanna Moloney 
anna Joy 

Stand no: 2584
Title: The emotional power of photos
Overview: To see if colour or black and 
white photos produce resonances.
School: Kildare Town Community School
County: Kildare
Teacher: Ms Sinead Sheils
Student(s): Katie Molloy 
aine Houlihan 
niamh boland

Stand no: 2585
Title: Do we eat with our eyes?
Overview: a study into if the appearance 
of food affects a person’s perception 
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of food and can the results change 
young people’s attitudes toward fruit/
vegetables.
School: Castletroy College
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms linda Hannon
Student(s): alice O’brien 
aileen O’neill 

Stand no: 2586
Title: The effect of the 2012 Olympics 
on gym membership and sports uptake 
in ireland
Overview: We want to see if the 2012 
Olympics in london has had any effect 
on the uptake of sports in ireland 
particularly gym membership
School: Coláiste Phádraig - lucan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Kevin Carey
Student(s): Daniel Farrell 
Seán Denny 

Stand no: 2587
Title: Fiosrúchán ón tuath i Dhún na 
nGall: an bhfuil córas na bpointí an 
ardteist ag déanamh leithcheala ar 
daltaí ó scoileanna poiblí
Overview: We are going to investigate 
whether	the	current	leaving	certificate	
points system is discriminating against 
some schools and how this affects the 
schools results.
School: Pobalscoil Ghaoth Dobhair
County: Donegal
Teacher: Ms Susan ní loinsigh
Student(s): Catriona ni Dhomhnaill
Sinead ni Ghallachoir 
Mairead Cutliff

Stand no: 2588
Title: Why do people conform in a world 
full of labels
Overview: Our project is based on 
conformity in society. We decided to 
explore the area of human behaviour as 
part of the competition.
School: Scoil Muire gan Smál - 
Roscommon
County: Roscommon
Teacher: Mr Padraig Harlow
Student(s): Róisín Finan 
laura Corcoran
Sinead Doolan

Stand no: 2589
Title: To investigate how reaction times 
are affected by using a hands free phone 
kit while driving
Overview: We are investigating to see if 
it is just as dangerous to use a handheld 
and a hands free phone while driving.
School: Coláiste Choilm
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms lorraine Marron
Student(s): niall Kennedy 
Ciara Murphy 

Stand no: 2590
Title: Staidéar a dhéanamh ar an 
dearcadh atá ag tiomanai cairr i dtreo 
tiomanaí gluaisróthar.
Overview: We want to assess car driver’s 

attitudes towards motorcyclists in order 
to determine whether this could be a 
factor in road accidents involving cars/ 
motorcycles
School: Coláiste ailigh
County: Donegal
Teacher: Mr Micheál Ó Giobúin
Student(s): Padráig Ó Riain 
Odhran Mac Fhionnghaile 
Caoimhin Mac lochlainn

Stand no: 2591
Title: The bimbo test
Overview: We want investigate the 
myth that blondes are less intelligent 
than other hair colours. We are going to 
achieve this by surveying a large sample 
size by giving them out a personalized iQ 
test and hopefully banish the myth.
School: borrisokane Community College
County: Tipperary
Teacher: Ms Rachel ahern
Student(s): Mida Mcloughney 
aideen Hogan 

Stand no: 2592
Title: Cén chaoi a n-athraíonn ceoil 
dochuid mothúcahan
Overview: Ta muid chun cupla daoine a 
fháil ón scoil chun na tesisteanna seo a 
deanamh buachaillí agus cailínní. Ta siad 
chun eisteachta leis an gceoil nuair atá 
siad fao go leor brú. nuair a beidh siad 
ag eisteachta leis an gceoil beigh siad i 
seomra ciún ar ead leath uair a cloig.
School: Coláiste Ghobnait
County: Galway
Teacher: Mr Cormac Coyne
Student(s): Siobhán ní Dhonncha
Danielle ní Chonghaile 
Joseph Mcnulty

Stand no: 2593
Title: an investigation into the effect of 
presentation in writing on the readers 
impression of the piece of writing and 
its writer
Overview: We are investigating whether 
subtle changes to the presentation of a 
piece of writing can effect the reader’s 
impression of the piece and its writer.
School: Templeogue College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Darren O’Sullivan
Student(s): Seán Ronayne 
Seán Mahon 
Cathal Weakliam

sENIOr GrOUP

Stand no: 2601
Title: Face types and charitable 
behaviour
Overview: We are going to present 
online	users	with	five	different	face	
types and observe whether this effects 
their interest in a charitable link.
School: Glanmire Community College
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Dan O’Sullivan
Student(s): audrey byrne 
niamh Smiddy 

Stand no: 2602
Title: Mental health: cognizant or taboo 
to young people
Overview: The aim of our project is to 
equip young people with skills to deal 
with mental health disorders and to be 
aware of such disorders.
School: Coláiste Choilm
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Julie Gleeson
Student(s): Kate Sexton 
lorraine O’Connell 
luke Gallagher

Stand no: 2603
Title: The T-Factor
Overview: an investigation into the 
effect of teacher/student relationships 
on	junior	certificate	results	of	the	class	
of 2012 in Dundalk schools.
School: De la Salle College
County: louth
Teacher: Ms Cara Mcadam
Student(s): Ciaran Sunderland 
niall O’Hanlon 

Stand no: 2604
Title: When was the last time you read 
the rules of the road?
Overview: To determine the knowledge 
of motorists on the rules of the road 
and to establish any connections 
between	this	knowledge	and	road	traffic	
accidents.
School: Tallaght Community School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Mairead Glynn
Student(s): Grace Grange 
aoife Haughton 

Stand no: 2605
Title: an timpeallacht ag fáil bháis sna 
nuachtáin? (a study on the frequency of 
environmental issues in the newspaper 
headlines)
Overview: Ag	déanamh	fiosrúcháin	ar	
an mhinicíocht d’altanna nuachta faoin 
timpeallacht sna cinnlíntí de na páipéar 
nuachtáin náisiúnta Éireannacha thar 
ceithre bhliain anuas.
School: Coláiste Oiriall
County: Monaghan
Teacher: Ms Róisín uí Choinn
Student(s): Fionnuala ní Chathmhaoil
Tara ní Raghallaigh 
Thomas De búrca

Stand no: 2606
Title: Dance/Running Fx
Overview: Our project investigates the 
effects running and dance have on the 
body.
School: avondale Community College
County: Wicklow
Teacher: Miss Michelle Finnegan
Student(s): andrea Kenny McDonald 
Ciara Mulhern 

Stand no: 2607
Title: busy bodies
Overview: We will be measuring health 
and	fitness	in	our	local	community	
and we will be surveying students and 

graphing our results.
School: De la Salle College
County: Waterford
Teacher: Ms Mary McDonagh
Student(s): ian Coady 
Josh Sorensen 
aaron Cosulich

Stand no: 2608
Title: How	can	music	influence	our	
mood?
Overview: We intend to examine how 
music	influences	our	mood	and	why!	
What is in our brain that makes us 
recognises the different styles of music?
School: Mohill Community College
County: leitrim
Teacher: Ms Jacqueline Muldowney
Student(s): Eimear Higgins 
Jasmine Reynolds 
alice Tuthill

Stand no: 2609
Title: back it up! - practical work stool
Overview: a statistical analysis on 
teenagers back problems in ireland.
School: Coláiste Choilm
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Julie Gleeson
Student(s): anna O’Sullivan 
Caoimhe O’Keeffe 
Kev O’Sullivan

Stand no: 2610
Title: an investigation into the effects of 
different genres of music on the short-
term memory of young people
Overview: Our	project	aims	to	find	
out how young peoples’ short-term 
memories are affected by different 
genres of music.
School: St. Tiernan’s Community School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Cathal Curry
Student(s): Farzana Haque 
Katie Tobin Sheridan 
Princess Hernandez

Stand no: 2611
Title: Mean Girls
Overview: a look at the types of bullying 
and the people involved, contrasting this 
on gender, social and academic factors.
School: De la Salle College
County: louth
Teacher: Ms Cara Mcadam
Student(s): ben Mulholland 
Stephen Kneel 
Fiach Murphy

Stand no: 2612
Title: a shock in time: a community 
based study of response times for each 
stage of the chain of survival model of 
cardiac resuscitation for out of hospital 
cardiac arrest
Overview: To investigate the awareness 
of our community on the chain of 
survival and to create solutions to the 
problem of SCD and help save lives.
School: Presentation Secondary School 
- Thurles
County: Tipperary
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Teacher: Ms Olivia O’brien
Student(s): Sinead lawless 
Jane-anne McKevitt 
Rachel McCormack

Stand no: 2613
Title: To investigate the affects of 
continued sleep deprivation on a 
students physical and academic 
performance
Overview: We wish to investigate if sleep 
deprivation	influences	teenager’s	ability	
to carry out a range of mental tests or 
their participation in physical activities.
School: Cistercian College
County: Tipperary
Teacher: Ms Melissa Hoare
Student(s): Carl O’Dowd 
Richard Hughes 
Matthew Kavanagh

Stand no: 2614
Title: appreciating women in “The times 
we live in”
Overview: Our project is an insight 
into “The times we live in” and if irish 
society really does acknowledge the 
contribution of women to modern 
ireland.
School: Mohill Community College
County: leitrim
Teacher: Ms una Duffy
Student(s): Patricia Forde 
niamh McHugh 
niamh McKiernan

Stand no: 2615
Title: Forget me not: can object 
association improve memory?
Overview: To test whether or not 
learning and memory can be improved 
by object association.
School: St andrew’s College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Hilary Rimbi
Student(s): amy O’Donoghue 
Rhona lonergan 
Sarah Murray

Stand no: 2616
Title: Electric cars: a reality for ireland?
Overview: To investigate how aware 
the public are of electric vehicles and 
determine the probability of 10% of all 
vehicles being electric by 2020.
School: Presentation Secondary School 
- Thurles
County: Tipperary
Teacher: Ms Olivia O’brien
Student(s): laura Jane Stapleton
Siobhán barnaville 
alicia Howe

Stand no: 2617
Title: Skin Cancer: an investigation into 
the attitudes and awareness of students
Overview: We are planning to 
investigate students understanding of 
skin cancer and how it can be improved 
to raise awareness of this topic in 
schools.
School: De la Salle College
County: Waterford

Teacher: Ms Mary McDonagh
Student(s): Peter Smyth 
Darragh O’Connor 

Stand no: 2618
Title: Colour perception – do you see 
what i see?
Overview: We investigate whether or 
not people see colours differently. is the 
colour red different for me and for you?
School: Dominican College - Wicklow
County: Wicklow
Teacher: Mr John O’brien
Student(s): Sarah Carroll 
Emily Dellow 

Stand no: 2619
Title: The next generation: are we really 
ready for the big world?
Overview: Our project will investigate 
whether teenagers today are really ready 
for life outside the family home using 
investigational surveys.
School: Meán Scoil Muire
County: longford
Teacher: Mr Padraig Mac aodha
Student(s): Shannon Halpin 
nicole Kirwan 
ashling Creighton

Stand no: 2620
Title: intuitive reasoning versus 
analytical reasoning in daily life
Overview: an investigation into which 
form	of	reasoning	is	more	beneficial	and	
efficient	for	use	when	faced	with	day	to	
day problems and decisions.
School: Summerhill College
County: Sligo
Teacher: Mr niall McDermott
Student(s): Donal lowry 
Kevin Martyn 
brian Glennon

Stand no: 2621
Title: Does music really tug at your heart 
strings	and	fill	you	with	warmth?
Overview: To investigate whether the 
heart rate and body temperature of a 
person listening to music, is affected by 
the genre and loudness of the music.
School: St Joseph’s College - lucan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Declan Doherty
Student(s): Rachael Kenny 
Shannon browne 
annabelle nwaokorie

Stand no: 2622
Title: a statistical investigation into 
consumers’ knowledge of and attitude 
towards the rights and laws in place for 
consumers in ireland today
Overview: assess rights and laws in place 
for consumers. investigate knowledge 
and attitude to rights and laws and if 
they act upon these rights and laws.
School: Kinsale Community School
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Shaun Holly
Student(s): Faye Murphy 
Fiona O’Donovan 

Stand no: 2623
Title: To investigate the most effective 
way	of	studying	leaving	certificate	
chemistry
Overview: We intend to investigate 
which is the most effective way to study 
Leaving	Certificate	chemistry.	Through	
the use of video, audio, tutoring and 
educational books.
School: De la Salle College
County: louth
Teacher: Ms Cara Mcadam
Student(s): Dylan Martin 
David lennon 

Stand no: 2624
Title: Scríobh nótaí- bac nó buntaiste?
Overview: an investigation into the 
most effective way for students to learn, 
either by conventional methods of 
learning, i.e. rote learning, or interactive 
methods.
School: Pobalscoil Ghaoth Dobhair
County: Donegal
Teacher: Mrs Siobhan ni Shearcaigh
Student(s): Rosie ní Ghairbhigh 
Ciaran Ó Ceallaigh 
Micheál Ó Gallchóir

Stand no: 2625
Title: a further study of differing social 
attitudes towards moral issues between 
bordering counties
Overview: We aim to further our 
investigation into the differing attitudes 
of 16-18 year olds towards various 
moral issues in bordering counties.
School: bush Post Primary School
County: louth
Teacher: Miss Emma McMahon
Student(s): Deirdre Ruane-Mcateer
Emma Shields

Stand no: 2626
Title: an investigation on the relative 
age effect in certain sports
Overview: To determine if your birthday 
effects your success in sports at an early 
age. a child could have up to a twelve 
month physical advantage.
School: Coláiste an Chraoibhin 
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Simon Hill
Student(s): adrian O’brien
Christopher Wheeler
adam Howard

Visit us on Facebook

Facebook.com/bTySTE

Follow us on Twitter 

twitter.com/bTySTE
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Stand no: 3101
Title: Mirror, mirror on the wall! What 
colour are you?
Overview: Some	mirrors	filter	out	some	
wavelengths, while preserving others. 
i propose to investigate the true colour 
of	a	mirror	as	opposed	to	its	reflective	
colours.
School: Desmond College - limerick
County: limerick
Teacher: Mr Donal Enright
Student(s): Emily Duffy

Stand no: 3102
Title: Will arm length affect the distance 
an archer can shoot an arrow: a 
mathematical investigation
Overview: i test the hypothesis that 
arm	length	will	significantly	impact	the	
distance the arrow will travel. i further 
investigate if speed will also be affected.
School: ardgillan Community College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mrs Theresa Gannon
Student(s): Ruaidhri Kennedy

Stand no: 3103
Title: Calcium supplements and their 
reactions in the stomach
Overview: The aim of my project 
is to investigate and compare how 
different calcium supplements react in 
the conditions of a full and an empty 
stomach.
School: newpark Comprehensive School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Joan Hannan
Student(s): Jemima Turner

Stand no: 3104
Title: Investigating	the	fluoride	content	
of shop bought drinks
Overview: This project investigates the 
amount	of	fluoride	contained	in	shop	
bought drinks and tap water.
School: St Mary’s College
County: londonderry
Teacher: Mrs ann blanking
Student(s): aoife nash

Stand no: 3105
Title: To optimise distance and rower: 
boat	efficiency	of	the	4-man	ocean	
rowing skiff: a mathematical model
Overview: i will test the hypothesis that 
to	create	a	maths	model	of	fixed	seat	
positions to match limb length ratio will 
prove effective for any skiff.
School: ardgillan Community College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mrs Theresa Gannon
Student(s): amina Ramadan

INTErmEDIaTE INDIVIDUal

Stand no: 3201
Title: biofuel production from 
lignocellulosic compounds – the irish 
story
Overview: This project aims to tell 

the irish story in relation to the use 
of lignocellulosic feedstocks in the 
production of bioethanol.
School: blackwater Community School
County: Waterford
Teacher: Mr David King
Student(s): Elaine looby

Stand no: 3202
Title: Do different branded unleaded 
petrols (bS En 228:2008) differ in 
quality	and	efficiency?
Overview: The project seeks to ascertain, 
through practical testing and chemical 
analysis, if branded petrols, which 
comply with bS:En 228:2008, are equal 
in	quality	and	efficiency.
School: largy College
County: Monaghan
Teacher: Mrs Clare Ó Grianna
Student(s): Kate Madden

Stand no: 3203
Title: Creating relaxing music to occupy 
dogs
Overview: The aim of this project is to 
create relaxing and enjoyable music for 
the	less	fine-tuned	ears	of	dogs.
School: John Scottus Secondary School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Philip brady
Student(s): isobel andrews-McCarroll

Stand no: 3204
Title: The biomechanics of a tennis serve
Overview: The project aims to outline 
the various biomechanical elements of 
the tennis serve and the importance of 
each respective element, contributing to 
the service speed.
School: De la Salle College
County: louth
Teacher: Ms Cara Mcadam
Student(s): Joseph Mullen

Stand no: 3205
Title: What not to burn? a statistical 
analysis of what people burn in 
multi-fuel stoves and a further 
investigation into their effectiveness and 
environmental effects
Overview: it’s a statistical analysis of 
what people burn in multi-fuel stoves 
and a further investigation into the 
effectiveness and environmental factors 
of the burning fuels/substances.
School: Coláiste Choilm
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Julie Gleeson
Student(s): James Harte

Stand no: 3206
Title: The development of a smartphone 
game (the role of humour)
Overview: using two computer 
languages, Java and Objective-C, i 
developed two smartphone games with 
focus on the humour element.
School: luttrellstown Community 
College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Maurice McKenna
Student(s): aron Hoffmann

Stand no: 3207
Title: To visualise winning strategies for 
the game of nim
Overview: i aim to produce a set of 
winning strategies for a nim variant 
played using images (coloured daisies) 
and write a programme to verify the 
findings.
School: Our ladys College - Drogheda
County: louth
Teacher: Miss Frances O’Regan
Student(s): Fionnuala Wright

Stand no: 3208
Title: investigation into the rate of 
decomposition of laboratory chemicals
Overview: i will study the rate of 
decomposition that occurs in a number 
of chemicals and attempt to develop an 
experiment to demonstrate le Chateliers 
principle.
School: Our lady’s bower - athlone
County: Westmeath
Teacher: Mrs Ethna benson
Student(s): Gertie O’Rourke

Stand no: 3209
Title: The Goldilocks zone: using the 
Faulkes telescope array to search for 
habitable planets
Overview: i want to search for planets 
that may be habitable by looking at 
their orbits to see do they occupy the 
theoretical Goldilocks zone
School: Coláiste Phádraig - lucan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Kevin Carey
Student(s): Mark Carroll

Stand no: 3210
Title: To examine the effect of 
magnetism	on	ferrofluids,	when	
conducted by music
Overview: i am going to connect an 
ipod to an electromagnet and place it 
underneath	a	bowl	of	ferrofluid.	I	will	
record this on a camera.
School: ballinamore Post Primary 
Schools
County: leitrim
Teacher: Mr Eamon Geoghegan
Student(s): Jack McGirl

Stand no: 3211
Title: an investigation into the graph 
theoretical construct of Hamiltonian 
cycles and paths
Overview: in this project the properties 
of Hamiltonian cycles and Hamiltonian 
graphs are examined within the 
mathematical subject of graph theory. 
it involves an interesting problem posed 
by myself that i attempt to solve through 
the use of computer programming and 
algorithm analysis.
School: St Pauls College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Dr brian Smyth
Student(s): Paul Clarke

sENIOr INDIVIDUal

Stand no: 3301
Title: The effect of static magnetic 
fields	on	molecular	and	macroscopic	
properties of water 
Overview: an investigation into the 
effect	of	an	applied	magnetic	field	
on the atomic state of water, and the 
resultant altered macroscopic properties 
of the liquid
School: Scoil Muire gan Smál - 
Roscommon
County: Roscommon
Teacher: Mr Padraig Harlow
Student(s): Shauna O’neill

Stand no: 3302
Title: Extensions to Conway’s game 
of life using biomimetic algorithms to 
produce practical uses
Overview: My project is to study various 
extensions to Conway’s game of life, 
in combination with each other and 
hopefully the practical uses resulting 
from these.
School: Cistercian College
County: Tipperary
Teacher: Ms Melissa Hoare
Student(s): Richard Tynan

Stand no: 3303
Title: investigating the ability of contact 
lens, prescription glasses and sunglasses 
to provide protection against high 
energy blue light
Overview: This project investigates the 
ability of contact lenses, prescription 
glasses and sunglasses to provide 
protection against high energy blue 
light.
School: St Mary’s College
County: londonderry
Teacher: Mrs ann blanking
Student(s): Victoria Harkin

Stand no: 3304
Title: Glitter balls
Overview: i will study water drops 
coated in hydrophobic powders 
including acrylic glitter. The resulting 
balls of liquid and powder have 
interesting and useful properties.
School: St Mary’s limavady
County: londonderry
Teacher: Ms Gerardine Kealey
Student(s): Shannon O’Doherty

Stand no: 3305
Title: Mathematical and theoretical 
proof of monopole magnets
Overview: i intend to investigate the 
existence of magnetic monopoles 
in subatomic particles using both 
mathematical and theoretical proofs. 
i will formulate a mathematical 
expression. 
School: St Joseph’s Secondary School
County: Mayo
Teacher: lorraine Carey
Student(s): Mariyah Zia Janjua
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Stand no: 3306
Title: a study of the relationship 
between square matrix determinants 
and multi-dimensional geometry
Overview: i want to explore a 
curious link that exists between the 
determinants of square matrices and 
multi-dimensional objects that they can 
be linked to.
School: Coláiste Phádraig - lucan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Kevin Carey
Student(s): Gavin Corkery

Stand no: 3307
Title: Predicting changing sands on 
skerries south strand
Overview: My project is about trying to 
predict shifting sands on my local beach 
by utilising mathematical formulae and 
field	research.
School: Skerries Community College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Dr Katie Corbett
Student(s): Tom McDonald

Stand no: 3308
Title: The development of a handy 
indicator for determining the amount of 
active ingredients in simvastatin, crestor 
and ramipril part iii
Overview: a project to develop and 
evaluate an electronic handy indicator 
for determining the amount of active 
ingredient in ramipril, crestor and 
simvastatin.
School: St Mary’s College
County: londonderry
Teacher: Mrs ann blanking
Student(s): Saoirse nash

JUNIOr GrOUP

Stand no: 3401
Title: an investigation in to the pot-in-
pot method of refrigeration with the 
aim of producing a small pouch in which 
antibiotics can be carried around while 
being kept cool
Overview: investigation to improve the 
design of the pot-in-pot refrigeration 
method with the aim of producing a 
small pouch in which antibiotics can be 
kept cool.
School: Dominican College - Wicklow
County: Wicklow
Teacher: Mr John O’brien
Student(s): aisling Murphy 
nicole Devitt 

Stand no: 3402
Title: ag tomhais taisleach ithir le 
leictreas
Overview: an féidir linn taiseachas ithir 
a mheas ag baint usáid as an cumas atá 
ag an ithir leictreachas a sheoladh agus 
bolgán a iasadh.
School: Coláiste ailigh
County: Donegal
Teacher: Mr Shane Ó breacáin
Student(s): aoibhinn Murray 
Shannon Mclaughlin 

Stand no: 3403
Title: Scrambled eggs?
Overview: This project investigates the 
calcium carbonate content and strength 
of various types of chicken and duck 
egg shells.
School: St Mary’s College
County: londonderry
Teacher: Mrs ann blanking
Student(s): Erin McPhilemy 
Caitlin Walker 

Stand no: 3404
Title: The feasibility of harvesting 
rainwater in north Clare
Overview: We are looking at how 
feasible it would be to harvest rainwater 
in north Clare and save on water 
charges.
School: Mary immaculate Secondary 
School - lisdoonvarna
County: Clare
Teacher: Mr John Sims
Student(s): Eala Mardell 
Rebecca O’Callaghan 

Stand no: 3405
Title: a comparison of the levels of 
vitamin C in unripe and ripe fruits
Overview: We wish to investigate 
whether vitamin C levels in different 
fruits declines over time to determine 
how long the fruit should be stored for 
before consumption.
School: Magh Ene College
County: Donegal
Teacher: Ms yvonne Higgins
Student(s): Megan McGee 
Rebecca Duffy 
Martha Rose Cosgrove

Stand no: 3406
Title: Odour abs: give odours the red 
card
Overview: To investigate and make 
an activated charcoal based product 
capable of absorbing perspiration type 
odours by trapping them within the 
pores of the activated charcoal.
School: Gaelcholáiste luimnigh
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms aingeal ní Héalaithe
Student(s): Daniel Enright 
brían O’Riordan 
ben Ryan

Stand no: 3407
Title: Tracking geomagnetic storms in 
the ionosphere
Overview: We want to try to track 
geomagnetic storms in the ionosphere 
to see what effect they have on GPS 
signals.
School: Coláiste Phádraig - lucan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Kevin Carey
Student(s): John Regan 
Zach Meade 
Shaun Massey

Stand no: 3408
Title: The relationship between leg 
dimensions and the mechanics of 
kicking a football
Overview: Measure the dimensions 
of a human leg and correlate what 
dimensions help a person kick a football 
with the most force.
School: St aloysius School
County: Cork
Teacher: Mrs Sarah O’Donovan
Student(s): Chyna Tubelleja 
Patricia De Jesus 

Stand no: 3409
Title: Has the sea an affect on the 
turloughs of north Clare?
Overview: We want to see if water levels 
and salinity in turloughs close to the sea 
in	North	Clare	are	influenced	by	the	sea.
School: Mary immaculate Secondary 
School - lisdoonvarna
County: Clare
Teacher: Mr John Sims
Student(s): Myra Mcnamara 
Eimear Thynne 

Stand no: 3410
Title: a comparison using chemical 
analysis of naturally occurring antiseptic 
extracts from plants
Overview: Our project will investigate 
the chemical composition of various 
natural antiseptics to identify which 
chemicals in their compositions give 
them their medicinal uses.
School: Castletroy College
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms linda Hannon
Student(s): Grainne O’Mahoney 
Kate O’brien 
Siobhán brady

Stand no: 3411
Title: Cén lí is éifeachtaí i gcill gréine 
ruaim-íograithe
Overview: We intend to isolate and test 
different pigments for the best electrical 
output on a Ti2O dye-sensitised solar 
cell.
School: Coláiste ailigh
County: Donegal
Teacher: Mr Shane Ó breacáin
Student(s): Conor Ó luadhóg 
Eoghan bradley 
Sean Farrell

Stand no: 3412
Title: Chain Reaction – an investigation 
in to the apparent randomness of a 
chain reaction involving ping pong balls 
mounted on mouse traps
Overview: We investigate the apparent 
randomness of a chain reaction involving 
mouse traps and ping pong balls and try 
to	find	order	in	the	reaction.
School: Dominican College - Wicklow
County: Wicklow
Teacher: Mr John O’brien
Student(s): Zoe byrne 
Erin O’Dwyer 

Stand no: 3413
Title: The physics of ballet
Overview: We are investigating the 
physics of ballet. as a team we have 
developed a great interest in ballet and 
wish to research even further.
School: bandon Grammar School
County: Cork
Teacher: Dr Edward Gash
Student(s): niamh Whelehan 
Julie lane 
isobel Greene

Stand no: 3414
Title: “Real Time” information?
Overview: To investigate the accuracy 
of the Real Time passenger information 
provided by Dublin bus.
School: Our ladys School - Templeogue
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Ruth Kelly
Student(s): aoibhinn Farrell 
isabel Waters 

Stand no: 3415
Title: Sustainable iodine- a natural 
Solution
Overview: This project proposes to 
investigate the viability of extracting 
iodine from seaweed in a sustainable 
and economical manner, using our local 
natural resource.
School: St. Joseph’s Secondary School
County: Kerry
Teacher: Ms Elaine O’Connell
Student(s): Cora O’Mahony 
Sarah barry 

Stand no: 3416
Title: Space-efficient	light	harvesting	
with Fibonacci patterns
Overview: We are investigating the 
use of Fibonacci spirals in nature 
and applying this concept to the 
arrangement of solar panels.
School: alexandra College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Dr Kirstie Mcadoo
Student(s): bea Jackson 
Caragh Wrynne 
Chan Mok

Stand no: 3417
Title: a quantitative analysis of 
potassium in water samples
Overview: We wish to test the potassium 
levels in various water samples including 
(i) rivers (ii) wells (iii) domestic supply 
(iv) bottled water.
School: St. anne’s Secondary School
County: Tipperary
Teacher: Mr Patrick Kivlehan
Student(s): Silvia O’Dwyer 
Tracey Hanley 

Stand no: 3418
Title: a mathematical analysis of card 
towers
Overview: This research is an analysis of 
the maximum and minimum angles that 
can be formed when a card “tower” is 
constructed by building ordinary playing 
card pairs in a vertical structure and their 
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relation to height.
School: Our ladys College - Drogheda
County: louth
Teacher: Miss Frances O’Regan
Student(s): Sally Kirk 
Kate McGloin 

Stand no: 3419
Title: an bhfuil éifeacht ag brú aer ar a 
dhinimicí liathróid ag preabadh?
Overview: Sa triail seo, baineann muid 
usáid as liathróid líonta le aer chun fáil 
amach an bhfuil éifeacht ag brú aer ar 
dinimicí liathróid a preabadh.
School: Coláiste ailigh
County: Donegal
Teacher: Mr Shane Ó breacáin
Student(s): brodie O’Toole 
Clíona ní Chonnacháin 
Paula McCusker

Stand no: 3420
Title: -x^2 hair: a study of curvature 
of hair
Overview: The curvature of hair maybe 
dependant on variables like length, 
diameter,and maybe having an -X^2 
quadratic mathematical formula. We will 
try	to	find	this	formula.
School: St John bosco Community 
College
County: Clare
Teacher: Mr leo O Donoghue
Student(s): Clare Finucane 
Mary O’Connell 

Stand no: 3421
Title: To compare ultraviolet protection 
in a variety of moisturisers
Overview: Through research we found 
out about many skin cancers. We also 
became aware of the moisturisers 
recommended by specialists. We hope to 
carry out our own research.
School: St. Catherine’s Vocational School
County: Donegal
Teacher: Ms Sharon Stevenson
Student(s): Ciara O’boyle 
Sarah Conwell 
leanne Hutchinson

Stand no: 3422
Title: How strong does a magnet need to 
be to wipe information from a memory 
stick?
Overview: We investigate how strong a 
magnet needs to be to wipe information 
from different memory sticks.
School: Dominican College - Wicklow
County: Wicklow
Teacher: Mr John O’brien
Student(s): Rachel Phillips 
aoibheann Dowd 

Stand no: 3423
Title: To investigate the use of materials 
with high iron content to reduce 
phosphate	in	wastewater	effluent
Overview: Our	aim	is	to	find	a	way	to	
reduce phosphorous from wastewater 
effluent	by	using	Wexford	Red	Silica	
Sand.
School: Presentation Secondary School

County: Wexford
Teacher: Ms Caroline Ryan
Student(s): anna Quaid 
Rachel brady 

Stand no: 3424
Title: investigating the level and nature 
of radioactive emissions from food 
products
Overview: The project will investigate 
the levels of radioactive emissions 
from different food products using a 
GM counter. The nature of radioactive 
emissions will be investigated using 
different absorber materials. The 
potential risks to public health will be 
researched.
School: St Fanchea’s College
County: Fermanagh
Teacher: Mr Maurice Collins
Student(s): anna Kellagher 
Kaylee Conlin 
Zoe beacom

Stand no: 3425
Title: a comparison of the average 
relative displacement of a group of 
people from each other over a period of 
one month
Overview: We investigate the average 
relative displacement of a group people 
from each other over the period of one 
month.
School: Dominican College - Wicklow
County: Wicklow
Teacher: Mr John O’brien
Student(s): Kasey Doyle 
alanna bolger 
Jude McGettigan

Stand no: 3426
Title: lava i gCupan
Overview: Cad iad na substainti is fearr 
le lava i gCupan a dheanamh i dtearmai 
meid na partagail agus tuaslagthacht na 
substainti.
School: Coláiste ailigh
County: Donegal
Teacher: Mr Shane Ó breacáin
Student(s): Hannah O Kane 
Cliodhna ni Dhugain 
laura Pasoma

INTErmEDIaTE GrOUP

Stand no: 3501
Title: Cracking up
Overview: a study of the effect of water 
and alcohols on the spread of cracks in 
glass.
School: St Mary’s limavady
County: londonderry
Teacher: Ms Gerardine Kealey
Student(s): Erin bennett 
Conor James 

Stand no: 3502
Title: investigating ways to prevent RFiD 
credit card fraud.
Overview: This project investigates ways 
of preventing RFiD credit card fraud by 
skimming and eavesdropping of the data 

stored on the card.
School: St Mary’s College
County: londonderry
Teacher: Mrs ann blanking
Student(s): anna O’Hara 
lauren Harkin 

Stand no: 3503
Title: How	altitude	affects	the	efficiency	
of physical measurements achieved in 
sporting activities
Overview: Our project is about how 
altitude and pressure may affect the 
performance of physical activities in 
different types of sports throughout 
ireland.
School: Scoil Muire gan Smál - 
Roscommon
County: Roscommon
Teacher: Mr Padraig Harlow
Student(s): ailbhe looby 
aileen Croghan 
Eleanor Davis

Stand no: 3504
Title: How do light curves from different 
types of variable stars differ and is it 
possible to identify a variable star type 
by its light curve
Overview: We want to produce light 
curves from different types of variable 
stars in order to see can we develop an 
identification	key	for	variable	stars.
School: Coláiste Phádraig - lucan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Kevin Carey
Student(s): Christopher Keogh 
Mark O’brien 

Stand no: 3505
Title: What has happened to our 
tomatoes?
Overview: We will investigate why 
tomatoes have become tasteless and 
whether there is a connection between 
the redness of tomatoes and the amount 
of sugar present.
School: Our lady’s bower - athlone
County: Westmeath
Teacher: Mrs Ethna benson
Student(s): Orla Mooney 
Gemma Cooney 
lauren Kennedy

Stand no: 3506
Title: algorithm for seeding Gaelic 
football teams
Overview: an algorithm for 
mathematically ranking Gaa Gaelic 
football teams for the eventuality of an 
open draw in the championship.
School: Millstreet Community School
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Shane Guerin
Student(s): nathan Harman 
Sean O’Callaghan 
Darragh Hickey

Stand no: 3507
Title: Reuleaux: 3 sided wheel
Overview: Comparison of the 
displacement of an object being carried 
on a Reuleaux wheel and a circular 

wheel while travelling up or down steps.
School: St aloysius School
County: Cork
Teacher: Mrs Sarah O’Donovan
Student(s): Molly young 
Clíona O’brien 

Stand no: 3508
Title: Sodium alginate: a non-toxic 
Flame Retardant?
Overview: We will investigate the 
effectiveness of sodium alginate as a 
natural	flame	retardant.
School: Magh Ene College
County: Donegal
Teacher: Ms yvonne Higgins
Student(s): Roisin Chapman 
Tara Fergus-Sheridan 
Sarah Van Staveren

Stand no: 3509
Title: The shock-absorbing properties of 
ooblecks
Overview: We plan on investigating 
the properties of Ooblecks (the non-
Newtonian	fluid	made	from	cornstarch	
and	water)	to	find	out	if	it	is	a	viable	
shock-absorber.
School: St. Clare’s Comprehensive School
County: leitrim
Teacher: Miss Edel McPhelim
Student(s): niamh Gallery 
naoise Callery 

Stand no: 3510
Title: a comparison of the effectiveness 
of different fat binding drugs
Overview: To discover which fat binding 
drug is the most effective under human 
body conditions.
School: St Vincent’s Secondary School
County: louth
Teacher: Mr John White
Student(s): blanaid Daly 
Claire Simms 
aine Sally

Stand no: 3511
Title: unique water collection inspired by 
the Stenocara beetle
Overview: We have designed a unique 
water collection system inspired by the 
stenocara beetle.
School: Desmond College - limerick
County: limerick
Teacher: Miss Marie Corkery
Student(s): Chris Scannell 
Declan O’Connor 

Stand no: 3512
Title: The design and development of an 
improved solar fridge
Overview: To design, build and test 
an improved solar fridge for food 
preservation in developing countries. 
Made from everyday materials, it uses 
evaporation to cool foodstuffs
School: Clonakilty Community College
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Patrick O Keeffe
Student(s): Fergus Jayes 
Darragh O Donovan 
Ciarán Crowley
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Stand no: 3513
Title: investigating the effect of different 
cooking oils on the bioavailability of 
lycopene
Overview: This project investigates 
the effect of different cooking oils on 
the bioavailability of lycopene (super 
oxidant and red colour in tomatoes).
School: St Mary’s College
County: londonderry
Teacher: Mrs ann blanking
Student(s): nicole McHugh 
Kennedy Keeney-Robinson 

Stand no: 3514
Title: Does temperature affect how long 
tennis balls last?
Overview: Our project investigates if 
certain temperatures affect the bounce 
of tennis balls and furthermore, how 
long they last, taking into account their 
pressure and elasticity.
School: Skerries Community College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Dr Katie Corbett
Student(s): Ciarán Furlong 
Shane Rice 

Stand no: 3515
Title: an investigation into the 
concentrations	of	fish	oils	in	different	
supplements and their mercury levels
Overview: We intend on comparing 
supplements to determine the 
concentration	levels	of	fish	oil,	and	to	
find	out	how	much	mercury,	if	any,	is	
present.
School: Our lady’s bower - athlone
County: Westmeath
Teacher: Mrs Ethna benson
Student(s): Maedbh Hurst 
Doireann langan 
Kayleigh McCoy

Stand no: 3516
Title: investigation into the physical 
properties in gravel traps and their 
effectiveness
Overview: Our project is about 
potentially	finding	the	best	type	of	
gravel to use in racing gravel traps for 
safety purposes.
School: Scoil Muire gan Smál - 
Roscommon
County: Roscommon
Teacher: Mr Padraig Harlow
Student(s): Elizabeth Downie 
niamh O’Donnell 

Stand no: 3517
Title: To determine the levels of 
electromagnetic and microwave 
radiation in ballymahon
Overview: We will determine the levels 
of electromagnetic and microwave 
radiation in ballymahon. We will also 
investigate methods of reducing 
electromagnetic radiation.
School: Mercy Secondary School - 
longford
County: longford
Teacher: Mr Tony O’Rourke

Student(s): Jack O’Connor 
Cathal Hughes 
Daniel Harnett

Stand no: 3518
Title: Swimming pool chemistry
Overview: looking at the chlorine 
chemistry and its use as a disinfectant 
in swimming pool water. We investigate 
the factors that affect chlorine loss from 
pool water.
School: lumen Christi College
County: londonderry
Teacher: Mrs Mildred Gill
Student(s): lauren Mclaughlin 
Conal McGinley 

Stand no: 3519
Title: an investigation of the solar 
coronal heating problem
Overview: To investigate how the Sun’s 
corona (Outer plasma atmosphere) is 
millions of Kelvin hotter than the sun’s 
surface under the solar coronal heating 
problem.
School: St. Clare’s Comprehensive School
County: leitrim
Teacher: Miss Edel McPhelim
Student(s): James Johnston 
Robbie Cunningham 
Declan byrne

Stand no: 3520
Title: Trasnamhéadracht ar airde mhór 
(High altitude interferometry)
Overview: Táimíd	ag	iarraidh	fiosrú	
faoi teiliscóip a chruthú a d’fhéadfádh 
cur ar balún aimsire (weather balloon) 
chun usáid amach as droch tionchar an 
atmaisféar.
School: Gaelcholáiste Reachrann
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Cian O Suilleabhain
Student(s): Seosamh Dairbhís 
Callum breathnach 

Stand no: 3521
Title: The best way to write
Overview: We are conducting a study 
of the dynamics of handwriting and the 
physical impact of poor handwriting 
styles.
School: Presentation College
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr ian lehane
Student(s): John Ryan-Purcell 
Colm Mcbride 
James Roche

Stand no: 3522
Title: Don’t burn: evaluating sunscreen.
Overview: We want to see how effective 
sunscreen is under both dry and wet 
conditions.
School: Kildare Town Community School
County: Kildare
Teacher: Ms Sinead Sheils
Student(s): Áine Merrins 
leighanne behan 

Stand no: 3523
Title: Going	with	the	flow
Overview: To	determine	if	the	flow	of	
grains	behaves	similar	to	the	flow	of	a	
liquid. What properties affect it? Does 
this have commercial implications?
School: Castlerea Community School
County: Roscommon
Teacher: Ms yvonne Hanbury
Student(s): nathan Cook 
Francis McElroy 
Kelvin Connell

Stand no: 3524
Title: Staidéar ar shreabadh gránach
Overview: Staidéar ar na beallaí chun 
feabhas a chur ar sreabadh gránach. 
Feicimid ar na factóirí ag cur isteach ar 
sreabadhagus conas cosc a chur ar rud a 
fháil greamaithe.
School: Coláiste iosagáin
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Róise ní Fhátharta
Student(s): niamh ní Choinneacháin 
Hannah ní Ghliasáin 
Doireann ní Shoicriú

Stand no: 3525
Title: How strong is the repulsion 
between neodymium magnets?
Overview: Our project is to test the 
strength of the repulsion force of 
neodymium magnet and how different 
weights effect it.
School: Cross and Passion College
County: Kildare
Teacher: Ms. Eleanor Higgins
Student(s): aaron Talt 
Conor McGrath 

Stand no: 3526
Title: investigating the practicality of 
the	use	of	non-newtonian	fluids	in	
packaging and protective clothing
Overview: The investigation of the 
practicality of the use of various non-
newtonian	fluids	in	the	packaging	of	
fragile goods and as a layer of protective 
clothing.
School: Presentation College
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr ian lehane
Student(s): Michael McGrath 
Sam Hudson 
Tom bond

Stand no: 3527
Title: nochtadh ultra-Violáit V an cinéal 
dromchla agus am san lá. (ultra violet 
exposure v’s type of surface and time 
of day)
Overview: Should certain surfaces 
be avoided at certain times of day to 
minimize the exposure to uVa rays?
School: Coláiste ailigh
County: Donegal
Teacher: Mr Micheál Ó Giobúin
Student(s): Deirbhile ní Chathail 
aoife nic uait 
Dearbháil ní Reannacháin

Stand no: 3528
Title: an investigation into the levels of 
cadmium in chocolate
Overview: We will investigate the 
levels of the toxic metal, cadmium in 
chocolate. if too much cadmium is 
consumed, it is poisonous to the body.
School: loreto College - St Stephens 
Green
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Jennifer Campbell
Student(s): aoife Corcoran 
ita McGennis 

Stand no: 3529
Title: a series of experiments during a 
total solar eclipse
Overview: To measure the diameter of 
the	sun	using	new	lunar	limb	profile	data	
and an observation of bailey’s beads 
during a total solar eclipse.
School: Gonzaga College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Daniel lynch
Student(s): Conor Farrell 
andrew Cleary 
alex buckley

Stand no: 3530
Title: lurking in the light - an old age 
disaster
Overview: Our project investigates the 
real life effects of cheaper CFl bulbs 
on the population, highlighting the 
need for these bulbs to be replaced 
immediately.
School: Regina Mundi College
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Jemima Cassidy
Student(s): Jennifer Chadwick
Maeve O’Sullivan
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Stand no: 3601
Title: Dendritic ammonium chloride 
snowflakes
Overview: The study of the dendritic 
crystallisation of ammonium chloride 
in 2 and 3 dimensions extending to the 
effect	of	electric	field	on	the	crystals.
School: St Mary’s limavady
County: londonderry
Teacher: Ms Gerardine Kealey
Student(s): Chloe Patton 
Jennifer Hunter 

Stand no: 3602
Title: The development and evaluation 
of a caffeine based sunscreen part ii
Overview: This project endeavours to 
develop and produce sunscreens of 
different SPFs based on caffeine as the 
principal uV absorber.
School: St Mary’s College
County: londonderry
Teacher: Mrs ann blanking
Student(s): Megan McClean 
Cara Molloy 
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Stand no: 3603
Title: art - a hidden function of 
functions
Overview: We are going to work out 
maths functions backwards i.e if we pick 
random curves can we generate the 
corresponding function.
School: Meánscoil na Mbráithre
County: Clare
Teacher: Mr Sean Murphy
Student(s): Diarmuid Ó Domhnalláin 
Mattie Kinch 

Stand no: 3604
Title: an investigation in to the 
frequency of gamma rays hitting a 
photographic plate at high altitude
Overview: We launch a weather balloon 
to high altitude to investigate the 
frequency of gamma rays at heights of 
60,000 to 90,000 feet.
School: Dominican College - Wicklow
County: Wicklow
Teacher: Mr John O’brien
Student(s): Rose Fagan 
Emily Humby 

Stand no: 3605
Title: Geothermal heat transfer 
enhancement using nano-particles
Overview: Our working geothermal 
model will examine how a range of 
nano-particles can create optimum 
heat transfer conditions for use in any 
industrial/domestic heat transfer system.
School: Salesian College - Celbridge
County: Kildare
Teacher: Mr Jorge andres
Student(s): Michael Jordan 
Darragh Mulcahy 
Rob browne

Stand no: 3606
Title: Card-Counting: a real life 
application of probability
Overview: We are going to investigate 
and display the probability involved in 
the different card-counting systems in 
blackjack
School: St. Macartan’s College
County: Monaghan
Teacher: Mr Eamonn Todd
Student(s): Michael McKenna 
Ryan Treanor 

Stand no: 3607
Title: Safreeze-indicating whether frozen 
food is safe to consume or not
Overview: a Dual-Coloured ice cube that 
will thaw and refreeze as a solid coloured 
ice cube simultaneously with frozen food 
to indicate if it’s safe to consume.
School: Coláiste na Coiribe
County: Galway
Teacher: Mr Micheál Ó Marcacháin
Student(s): Ellen leahy 
Sean Reilly

Stand no: 3608
Title: To determine the optimum 
conditions in which to store a guitar
Overview: To examine the effect of 
temperature and humidity on the tuning 
of a guitar and hence determine its 
optimum storage location.
School: St Mary’s High School
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Marguerite alley
Student(s): Kelsie Wiggins Savage 
Ciara Meikle 

Stand no: 3609
Title: laundered diesel waste, why 
export a resource?
Overview: We look at how laundered 
diesel	waste	can	be	modified	so	it	need	
not be exported for expensive disposal.
School: balbriggan Community College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Tom O’Donoghue
Student(s): Ross McGrath 
Cian Holland 
Marlena Drobniewska

Stand no: 3610
Title: Swimming: the science behind 
the suit
Overview: To study the many different 
swimsuits and to investigate how 
their shape and material affect the 
performance of the swimmer.
School: St Michaels College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Emer Fannin
Student(s): Paul Mosnier 
Eoin Healy 

Stand no: 3611
Title: Fiosrú ar an difríocht idir caighdéan 
fuaim agus cumhachta róisiní difriúla 
nuair a cuirtear é ar an bogha agus an 
fhidil é féin
Overview: Chun	fiosrú	a	dhéanamh	ar	na	
eifeachtaí difriúla atá ag róisiní difriúil ar 
fuaim	fidil	agus	cumhacht	a	bogha.
School: Coláiste ailigh
County: Donegal
Teacher: Mr Shane Ó breacáin
Student(s): Deirdre Doherty 
Seannagh Orr 

Stand no: 3612
Title: To	evaluate	the	thermal	efficiencies	
of	various	roofing	structures
Overview: To construct identical 
structures	with	various	roofing	materials	
and conducting experiments evaluating 
their	thermal	efficiency	and	comparing	
it to price and life-expectancy of given 
material.
School: blackwater Community School
County: Waterford
Teacher: Mr David King
Student(s): lucy Hartley 
Cathal lee 
Shane Moloney

CHEMiCal, PHySiCal & MaTHEMaTiCal SCiEnCES
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Stand no: 4101
Title: a study of the pouring 
characteristics of spouts
Overview: i wish to determine what 
characteristics affect the pouring quality 
of a spout so i can say which will pour 
well and which will dribble.
School: Gaelcholáiste luimnigh
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms angela Healy
Student(s): aideen Mcloughlin

Stand no: 4102
Title: How to make your own advanced 
linux custom operating system (OS)
Overview: This project is about building 
an advanced linux OS by yourself using 
various codes and debugging tools and 
compilers.
School: lucan Community College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Clare Healy
Student(s): Thomas Mortell

Stand no: 4103
Title: Energy harvesting from a PC 
microprocessor using the thermoelectric 
effect
Overview: i am using the Seebeck 
Thermoelectric effect to harvest energy 
from a PC Microprocessor.
School: Kinsale Community School
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Shaun Holly
Student(s): lorcan O’brien

Stand no: 4104
Title: libramatic: a fully automated 
cloud based library management system
Overview: a fully automated 
smartphone and cloud based library 
management system. allows librarians 
to scan a book’s iSbn and retrieves all 
information automatically from the web.
School: Terenure College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Michael Shanahan
Student(s): Shane Curran

Stand no: 4105
Title: Tractor safety: Time to brighten up!
Overview: i will investigate a way of 
improving tractor visibility at night time 
as i feel the current visibility to other 
road users is poor.
School: Davis College
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Carol O Sullivan
Student(s): Con O’Callaghan

Stand no: 4106
Title: biomass fuels: dust extraction
Overview: To design and build an 
adaptable dust extraction device for use 
with biomass fuels (i.e wood pellets) and 
produce a secondary by-product.
School: Mount St Michael
County: Mayo
Teacher: Ms Maureen Commons
Student(s): Shauna Dixon

Stand no: 4107
Title: Weight Distance and Energy used 
from a running shoe to an iPhone app.
Overview: Measure persons weight 
using piezo-electric devices embedded 
in shoe. Transmitting information to an 
iPhone app which calculated distance 
travelled to provide energy expended 
in exercise.
School: St Gerard’s
County: Wicklow
Teacher: Ms niamh aylmer
Student(s): William Moore

Stand no: 4108
Title: Robot Run
Overview: Robot Run is a platform game 
programmed in Objective-C and lua for 
iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch in Xcode 
and GameSalad.
School: Coláiste an Spioraid naoimh
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Michael Twomey
Student(s): Harry Moran

Stand no: 4109
Title: The construction of a cooking 
oil converter and the economic and 
environmental advantage of biodiesel.
Overview: To discover the economic 
and environmental advantages of using 
biodiesel and to construct a device to 
convert cooking oil into a usable fuel 
source.
School: Castleknock College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Kieran Gallagher
Student(s): Paolo Sheridan

INTErmEDIaTE INDIVIDUal

Stand no: 4201
Title: To design and manufacture a 
device to improve the timing among 
crew in a rowing boat
Overview: To develop a prototype timing 
system that can improve the timing in a 
rowing bout, by displaying the timing of 
each rower to the crew.
School: Coláiste Chiaráin
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms Edel Farrell
Student(s): Conor Foy

Stand no: 4202
Title: A	look	at	five	factors	that	influence	
the sound quality of a mandolin
Overview: i will be examining how 
different	parts	of	a	mandolin	influence	
the production of sound, and to what 
extent.
School: Mary immaculate Secondary 
School - lisdoonvarna
County: Clare
Teacher: Mr John Sims
Student(s): John Clancy

Stand no: 4203
Title: an internet protocol protecting the 
interests of its users
Overview: Designing of a new internet 
protocol based on testing of existing 

solutions to the issue of user access to, 
and privacy on, the internet.
School: newbridge College
County: Kildare
Teacher: Mr Dermot Walsh
Student(s): Rory Flynn

Stand no: 4204
Title: automatic cloud-based medical 
alert platform
Overview: a web based platform that 
contacts medical staff automatically in 
emergencies when patient is incapable 
of doing so by tracking a vital statistic of 
their body.
School: Gonzaga College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Joe Ó briain
Student(s): Rory Hughes

Stand no: 4205
Title: The write way
Overview: My project aims to design 
and manufacture an arm support which 
physically aids the writing process. This 
would be for students who have writing 
difficulties.
School: Donabate Community College,
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Peter Cummins
Student(s): amy Hollands

Stand no: 4206
Title: Games based learning versus 
traditional classroom methods: which is 
more effective?
Overview: This study compared the 
effectiveness of traditional teaching 
methods to game based learning using a 
game developed by a student to teach a 
maths concept.
School: banagher College Coláiste na 
Sionna
County: Offaly
Teacher: Dr Eve Clarke
Student(s): Jeremy Rigney

Stand no: 4207
Title: investigating methods of 
automatically classifying sheet music 
according	to	difficulty
Overview: To design an automatic 
process	to	grade	how	difficult	a	musical	
piece is by exploring the number of note 
combinations, length, key changes, 
accidental’s etc.
School: St Mary’s Secondary School - 
nenagh
County: Tipperary
Teacher: Mr Thomas O’Sullivan
Student(s): Mary Spillane

Stand no: 4208
Title: Electro-magnetic propelled 
motor-gearing hybrid system
Overview: To construct and test a 
mechanism / system that can function 
as both an electric motor and a gearing 
system for use in a vehicle.
School: St. Gerald’s College
County: Mayo
Teacher: Mr Kieran Hall
Student(s): Hugh logue

Stand no: 4209
Title: From household waste to home 
heating
Overview: Produce ethanol from 
household organic waste, purify it 
and	test	if	it	is	as	efficient	and	as	
environmentally friendly as traditional 
Kerosene.
School: Moate Community School
County: Westmeath
Teacher: Ms irene O’Sullivan
Student(s): Thomas Maguire

Stand no: 4210
Title: E.W.O.C.H2.S: early warning of 
concentrated hydrogen sulphide
Overview: The development of a system 
to alert farm workers to the presence of 
high levels of hydrogen sulphide (slurry 
gas) when agitating/spreading slurry.
School: Coláiste Rís
County: louth
Teacher: Mr Evan Markey
Student(s): Conor begley

Stand no: 4211
Title: Travel Safe
Overview: My project “Travel Safe” is 
an	electronic	system	which	notifies	
motorists of cyclists and pedestrians on 
roads with poor visibility.
School: Scoil Mhuire Gan Smál - blarney
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Sean Foley
Student(s): lisa Higgins

Stand no: 4212
Title: a portable solar panel tracker 
getting the best out of the sun
Overview: My project is a portable solar 
panel tracker. This is a solar panel that 
tracks the sun over the course of the 
day. The tracker will power 2 motors 
which rotate the solar panel as well as 
powering my battery charger from my 
2010 yS project and possibly a usb port 
to charge external devices.
School: Castletroy College
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms linda Hannon
Student(s): Ciarán O’Mara

Stand no: 4213
Title: The creation and application of a 
hydrogen fuel cell to power a bunsen 
burner
Overview: The creation and application 
of a hydrogen fuel cell to power a 
bunsen burner. in turn replacing all 
dangerous hazards associated with 
natural pressured gas in the classroom 
and also helping schools to move from 
dangerous poisonous fossil fuels to clean 
energy.
School: St. Mary’s Secondary School
County: Mayo
Teacher: Ms Roisin O’Sullivan
Student(s): Sinead Clarke

Stand no: 4214
Title: in-ear sound level warning meter
Overview: To make, using an ardino 
programmable microcontroller a device 
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to measure sound around the ear to 
warn the weather of unsafe noise levels.
School: Gonzaga College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Joe Ó briain
Student(s): Daniel Mulcahy

sENIOr INDIVIDUal

Stand no: 4301
Title: “Free Feet” a device to reduce 
freezing of gait in Parkinson’s disease
Overview: My project involves the 
development and testing of a laser light 
device to investigate the reduction of 
gait freezing in people with Parkinson’s 
Disease
School: Presentation College
County: Galway
Teacher: Mr Kenneth O’Dea
Student(s): Edel browne

Stand no: 4302
Title: Technogolf - an instructional 
aid for golfers to help them improve 
technique through a technological 
sensor feedback system
Overview: My project is designed to 
help golfers learn about their game. The 
product will tell them what mistakes 
they are making and improve their skills.
School: Glenstal abbey School
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms Mairead O’Sullivan
Student(s): Daniel Higgins

Stand no: 4303
Title: How to pass the Turing test
Overview: Programming an entity that 
will	‘live’	in	a	finite	universe	to	pass	an	
ai test, and to provide a solution for 
dynamic ai gaming.
School: Mount St Michael
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms alison McCarthy
Student(s): Quinn unger

Stand no: 4304
Title: Ellipse compass
Overview: The ellipse compass is a 
simple device which one can use to draw 
ellipses with a stylus.
School: Presentation Secondary School 
- Milltown
County: Kerry
Teacher: Mr Denis Maguire
Student(s): Robert leask

Stand no: 4305
Title: ‘Click n’ Shoot’ lense switcher - a 
lense switching solution
Overview: My aim is to produce a lense 
switching device for interchangeable 
lense camcorders. With this device i will 
be able to capture unscripted moments 
as they happen.
School: Grange Vocational School
County: Sligo
Teacher: Ms Fiona Folan
Student(s): Patrick leonard

Stand no: 4306
Title: a speech recognition aid to 
learning
Overview: an application which captures 
speech through a microphone, converts 
it into text, broadcasts it over a wireless 
network and then displays it on a screen
School: Gonzaga College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Joe Ó briain
Student(s): Eoin McMahon
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Stand no: 4401
Title: Harnessing the wind
Overview: Our project is to look at how 
different shaped sails catch the wind and 
to try and produce the optimum sail for 
harnessing the power of the wind.
School: ardgillan Community College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr David Dooley
Student(s): Killian leonard 
Sam McCurdy 
Donal boyle

Stand no: 4402
Title: Walking aid for the visually 
impaired
Overview: We have designed a device 
that will make life easier for the visually 
impaired. it incorporates a voice 
activated GPS System to make life easier.
School: Desmond College - limerick
County: limerick
Teacher: Miss Marie Corkery
Student(s): Diarmuid Curtin 
Conor leahy 
alan Curtin

Stand no: 4403
Title: Hands on!
Overview: Our project aims to prevent 
accidents on the road caused by drivers 
texting or using other devices by 
following steps using the HanDS On kit.
School: St louis GS
County: Down
Teacher: Mr Sean Donnelly
Student(s): aoife Sloan 
Ciara Keenan 

Stand no: 4404
Title: an eco-house design
Overview: We have designed an eco 
house by testing different wall insulating 
materials and using an eco friendly 
roof covering and a garden of biofuel 
Miscanthus.
School: Sutton Park School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Catherine Tattersall
Student(s): Carla Mifsud naughton 
Ellen McGrady Hogan 

Stand no: 4405
Title: Heavy duty hover pad
Overview: To design and build a hover 
pad capable of supporting three metric 
tonne tractor thus allowing you to 
service it more easily and safely.

School: Desmond College - limerick
County: limerick
Teacher: Mr Donal Enright
Student(s): Cian Cremin 
Seamus Hurley 

Stand no: 4406
Title: using lenz’s law to improve 
mountain road safety
Overview: We are designing a road 
safety system which uses lenz’s law to 
slow down vehicles descending steep 
mountain roads
School: Sutton Park School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Catherine Tattersall
Student(s): Cherie O’Keeffe 
David Joyce 
Wura arisekola

Stand no: 4407
Title: Omni directional battery holder
Overview: The “Omni Directional battery 
Holder” allows a user to place batteries 
without having to consider the polarities 
of both the battery and the holder.
School: Desmond College - limerick
County: limerick
Teacher: Mr Donal Enright
Student(s): Emma Herbert 
Eamonn browne 

Stand no: 4408
Title: Calving alarm
Overview: To alert the farmer that a cow 
is in labour
School: avondale Community College
County: Wicklow
Teacher: Miss Michelle Finnegan
Student(s): David Fleming 
Conor Windsor 

Stand no: 4409
Title: To investigate the properties of 
‘Human battery Power’
Overview: We wish to investigate the 
properties of ‘human battery power’, by 
setting up different circuits and testing 
various metals and situations.
School: St Vincent’s Secondary School
County: louth
Teacher: Ms Sarah Hunt
Student(s): Roisin Kelly 
Clodagh Kneel 
Rebecca Mcardle

Stand no: 4410
Title: Lord	of	the	virtual	flies
Overview: Do people who have some 
real life connection to each other 
cooperate more? We test this through 
two different virtual environments.
School: Sandford Park School ltd
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Keith Mcbain
Student(s): Victor Finlay 
andrew McWade 

Stand no: 4411
Title: Revision Precision - an app to 
promote productive revision techniques
Overview: To develop an app that will 
promote productive revision techniques 

by giving regular reminders to revise 
what has been learnt.
School: Coláiste Choilm
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms lorraine Marron
Student(s): Frances O’Sullivan 
alison Clarke 
bríd Holland

Stand no: 4412
Title: Everything from the kitchen sink
Overview: Our goal is to reduce the 
amount of water wasted in houses by 
redirecting	used	kitchen	water	to	flush	
toilets.
School: Willow Park School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms aoife Culhane
Student(s): Ross Phelan 
Freddie McCready 

Stand no: 4413
Title: Hyro-Cart
Overview: This project investigates a 
more	efficient	way	of	running	a	golf	cart	
and eliminate the need for recharging 
it’s battery which requires energy
School: Desmond College - limerick
County: limerick
Teacher: Miss Marie Corkery
Student(s): Sean McElligott 
Jack O’Connor 

Stand no: 4414
Title: C.F.S. (constant friction system)
Overview: in our project we are trying 
to create a new system for car tyres to 
increase friction with the road in icy 
conditions.
School: lucan Community College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Clare lamont
Student(s): Shane Kelly 
amir lanambai 
Dean Gahan-Connolly

Stand no: 4415
Title: The development evaluation of a 
translucent sun visor for automotive use
Overview: Our project aims to construct 
a car visor extension, preventing 
accidents caused by sun glare. This is a 
major driving issue especially for shorter 
drivers.
School: Kinsale Community School
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Shaun Holly
Student(s): Sophie Sinclair 
Sarah O Callaghan 
Zoe Fennell

Stand no: 4416
Title: a ‘cool’ cool box
Overview: We are designing a new ‘cool’ 
cool box using nano materials to bring 
our healthy lunches to school safe to eat, 
cool and fresh.
School: St Killian’s College
County: antrim
Teacher: Mr Sean Connolly
Student(s): Orla lemon 
laoise McKenna 
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Stand no: 4417
Title: Gaa helmet insert
Overview: it helps cool the head and 
absorb sweat when hot, and warms up 
when cold.
School: Desmond College - limerick
County: limerick
Teacher: Miss Marie Corkery
Student(s): liam Dowling 
Darren Kelly 
Graham McCoy

Stand no: 4418
Title: Magic Stick!
Overview: Our project is a walking stick 
for the visually impaired that detects 
objects at a close proximity to the user 
using ultrasonic sensors.
School: St louis GS
County: Down
Teacher: Mr Sean Donnelly
Student(s): Thomas O’Hare 
Cliodhna Grant 

Stand no: 4419
Title: The water sentinel
Overview: a cheap affordable device to 
alert householders should water taps be 
left running or dripping. an extremely 
useful device for when water metering 
becomes compulsory.
School: avondale Community College
County: Wicklow
Teacher: Ms aoife Sullivan
Student(s): Grace long 
Theresa Durkin 
Ellen Durkin

Stand no: 4420
Title: a non-electric fridge for africa
Overview: We have Designed and built a 
wet sand pot-it-pot fridge which keeps 
food cool for african townships where 
there is no electricity.
School: Sutton Park School
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Catherine Tattersall
Student(s): anna Colwell 
Daisy barron 

Stand no: 4421
Title: Key-Glow
Overview: We have designed a device 
that will help the elderly to enter their 
homes safely and easily in the dark 
without being afraid.
School: Desmond College - limerick
County: limerick
Teacher: Miss Marie Corkery
Student(s): Fiona barrow 
Caoimhe Danaher 
Sophie bridgeman

Stand no: 4422
Title: Generic battery versus brand 
battery: energy drain or energy gain
Overview: investigation comparing 
brand and generic battery performance, 
power-life. Concluding ratio of cost to 
unit of power is equal however shelf life 
discharge rates differ.
School: St. Macartan’s College
County: Monaghan
Teacher: Mr Eamonn Todd

Student(s): ultan O’Rourke 
louis Madden 

Stand no: 4423
Title: Super Grip! an aid to avoid 
smudging for left handed people.
Overview: We aim to test various 
inventions available on the market 
aimed at helping left handed writers. We 
intend to design our own device for this 
problem.
School: St louis Secondary School
County: louth
Teacher: Ms amanda Duggan
Student(s): aine Mellin 
Ellen Edwards 

Stand no: 4424
Title: brain computer interface aids in 
a.l.S
Overview: I	hope	to	use	a	modified	E.E.G	
to send signals to basic appliances to 
give people with a.l.S some limited 
environmental control
School: Gonzaga College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Joe Ó briain
Student(s): Jack Doherty 
Stephen Herlihy 

Stand no: 4425
Title: Sound proof ear protection system
Overview: Our project investigates the 
possibility of creating a more enhanced 
and effective ear protection system for 
on site workers.
School: Desmond College - limerick
County: limerick
Teacher: Miss Marie Corkery
Student(s): brian Harnett 
Patrick Moriarty 
Christian White

INTErmEDIaTE GrOUP

Stand no: 4501
Title: Sainaithint Radaimhinicíochta 
(SaRM) chun tinreamh daltaí scoile a 
thaifead
Overview: Táimid ag cur clibeanna 
SaRM (RFiD) ar gheansaithe scoile daltaí 
sa chaoi go n-aithnítear láithreacht 
daltaí nuair a théann siad isteach trí 
phríomhdhoras na scoile.
School: Gaelcholáiste luimnigh
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms Ciara ní Dhrisceoil
Student(s): Oisín Ó Morlaí 
Oisín Regan 
Cian Regan

Stand no: 4502
Title: investigation into development of 
clavicle (collar bone) protection system 
in sports
Overview: We are inventing protective 
gear to prevent and reduce the amount 
of clavicle / collar bone injuries in sports.
School: C.b.S. Roscommon
County: Roscommon
Teacher: Mrs Deirdre Feeney
Student(s): brendan Mullen 
Dean Holian 
Jack Caltagirone

Stand no: 4503
Title: The effects of glass casing on 
improving network signal in mobile 
phones
Overview: We are looking at the effects 
of various types of glass casing on 
improving the network signal of mobile 
phones.
School: Coláiste Choilm
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Hugh O’Callaghan
Student(s): Ciara O’brien 
aisling McCarthy 
Eimear Scally

Stand no: 4504
Title: Portable lifeguard!
Overview: The Portable lifeguard 
springs into action when a child is in 
danger of swimming too far from the 
shoreline, warning the parents and 
preventing accidents!
School: St louis GS
County: Down
Teacher: Mr Sean Donnelly
Student(s): Rory O’boyle 
niall Quinn 

Stand no: 4505
Title: Sunshine 3 in 1 picnic box
Overview: it is a picnic box that caters 
for hot, cold and ice cold food. it has a 
solar panel at the front.
School: borrisokane Community College
County: Tipperary
Teacher: Miss leanne yeung
Student(s): Killian Carr 
Sean Harty 

Stand no: 4506
Title: Camogie/Hurling skills developer
Overview: Design and manufacture a 
portable device that will enable young 
Camogie/Hurling players to improve 
their ground stroke in a enjoyable 
competitive manner.
School: Desmond College - limerick
County: limerick
Teacher: Mr Donal Enright
Student(s): Claire Collum 
Deborah Murphy 
Shauna Hough

Stand no: 4507
Title: Heat engines and thermoelectricity 
- Home heat recyclers
Overview: Our project aims to compare 
the	efficiencies	of	two	mechanisms	that	
recycle waste heat within the home, 
and	find	practical	uses	for	the	energy	
gathered.
School: Davitt College
County: Mayo
Teacher: Mrs Fiona O’ Connor
Student(s): Owen Higgins 
liam Higgins 

Stand no: 4508
Title: To investigate, design and create a 
temperature lowering apparatus used to 
elongate endurance during exercise
Overview: Our project aims investigate, 
design and create body temperature 

lowering apparatus that will be 
used to elongate endurance during 
cardiovascular exercise, which will 
increase athletic performance.
School: St Joseph’s College - lucan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Michelle Dunne
Student(s): Gemma Mortell 
Cisca Devereux 
Caitriona Ryan

Stand no: 4509
Title: Eye on the ball: an app to save 
a life
Overview: We are developing an 
application to raise awareness about 
testicular cancer and to raise funds for 
the irish Cancer Society.
School: ardscoil Ris
County: limerick
Teacher: Mr Jack Corrigan
Student(s): Killian Ryan 
Michael Fitzgibbon 
Emmett Ryan

Stand no: 4510
Title: Tri-Crutch: The future of 
rehabilitation
Overview: We propose to redesign the 
original crutch with interchangeable 
tri-walker heads, to make the transition 
from zimmerframe to crutch easier.
School: Regina Mundi College
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms Jemima Cassidy
Student(s): aoife Kennelly 
Orla lynch 
Sophie Collins

Stand no: 4511
Title: improving road safety through 
dashboard enhancements
Overview: We are going to modify 
car dashboards to allow easier & 
safer driving by making dashboards 
less distracting and easier to extract 
information from.
School: bandon Grammar School
County: Cork
Teacher: Dr Edward Gash
Student(s): aidan bowen 
aaron bean 
Henry love

Stand no: 4512
Title: integrating solar panels into 
manhole covers to prevent freezing 
stopcocks
Overview: Our project is to investigate 
whether there’s a way to use solar panels 
in manholes to stop the water freezing 
at the stopcock.
School: Marist College - athlone
County: Westmeath
Teacher: Mr Cian O’brien
Student(s): Shane Galvin 
ben Fallon 
adrian Garvey

Stand no: 4513
Title: using turbines behind the grills of 
electric cars to generate electricity
Overview: Placing turbines behind the 
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grills of electric cars which convert the 
kinetic	energy	of	the	airflow	when	the	
car is in motion to electromagnetic 
energy.
School: St. Gerald’s College
County: Mayo
Teacher: Mr Kieran Hall
Student(s): Conor McDonnell 
Conor ludden 
Shane McCormick

Stand no: 4514
Title: Sensor to detect treadbare tyres
Overview: To create a system in cars 
involving a chip and sensor that will alert 
drivers via text when the tread depth is 
no	longer	sufficient	to	ensure	good	grip	
and safety.
School: loreto Secondary School - 
navan
County: Meath
Teacher: Ms Dara Rigney
Student(s): Ruth Coughlan 
aine O’Connell 

Stand no: 4515
Title: The development and 
improvement of a soil moisture sensor
Overview: We aim to develop a soil 
moisture sensor to aid farmers in 
third world countries, also making 
improvements to make it suitable for 
modern use.
School: Thornhill College
County: londonderry
Teacher: Mr Michael Healy
Student(s): niamh Mulholland 
amy McGlinchey 

Stand no: 4516
Title: Conas púir éifachtach a cruthú le 
mata
Overview: Táimíd chun déan samhail 
de púir ar clár scairbhilleog, agus 
féachaint conas a aistríonn fachtóírí 
éifeachtneacht, chun triall teas a 
choimeád ón sceitheadh múcháin.
School: Coláiste Pobal Osraí - Kilkenny
County: Kilkenny
Teacher: Dr lughaidh Ó néill
Student(s): Dubhaltach Ó Maoilriada 
aoife ní Dhubhghaill 
aoise ní néill

Stand no: 4517
Title: infra-Reddy, Steady, Go!
Overview: The aims of the project are 
to design a game to develop children’s 
gross motor skills and hand eye 
coordination using infra-red motion 
detection technology.
School: Marist College - athlone
County: Westmeath
Teacher: Mr Cian O’brien
Student(s): liam leahy 
Sean Kilgarriff 
Patrick Dooner

Stand no: 4518
Title: Magno suction stopper
Overview: We hope to improve the dairy 
farmers work life with our project. it 
would prevent many issues with milking. 

It	would	save	money	and	benefit	the	
farming industry.
School: John The baptist Community 
School
County: limerick
Teacher: Ms Marian O’Gorman
Student(s): Ciaran Cooke 
Cliona McCarthy 

Stand no: 4519
Title: Protect your engine from petrol 
damage
Overview: a device for motor vehicles 
which detects by means of a pH sensor 
if the incorrect fuel is inserted into a 
fuel tank.
School: Scoil Mhuire
County: Roscommon
Teacher: Mrs Marie Kennedy
Student(s): Gráinne Geoghegan 
Caoimhe McManus 
Kevin lannon

Stand no: 4520
Title: investigating the insulating quality 
of sports thermals and how they perform 
under different circumstances
Overview: To examine how body 
warmers work in different circumstances 
and to see if claims made by the 
manufacturers.
School: St Ciaran’s Community School
County: Meath
Teacher: Mr Ciarán Dunne
Student(s): Jamie Carry 
Eoin Flanagan 
Stephen Meegan

Stand no: 4521
Title: Portable manual / automatic 
chemical sprayer
Overview: To create a manual / 
automatic chemical sprayer.
School: Presentation Secondary School 
- Thurles
County: Tipperary
Teacher: Ms Olivia O’brien
Student(s): Ceri Martin 
Marie Cooney 
Megan bailey

Stand no: 4522
Title: Easy as Pi
Overview: We are going to create a 
booklet instructing people how to use 
the Raspberry Pi to its full potential and 
give a demonstration of it.
School: ardscoil Ris
County: limerick
Teacher: Mrs Diane Condon
Student(s): David noonan  
David Connolly 

Stand no: 4523
Title: an investigation into the use of 
uVC light in a fridge to reduce food 
spoilage
Overview: an investigation into the use 
of	a	flashing	UVC	lamp/	LED	in	an	air	
filter	in	a	fridge	to	reduce	food	spoilage.
School: St. Clare’s Comprehensive School
County: leitrim
Teacher: Miss Edel McPhelim

Student(s): brian Shannon 
brendan Mc Donagh 

Stand no: 4524
Title: Driver fatigue alerter
Overview: We plan to invent a device 
which can measure fatigue levels 
of drivers and alert them if they are 
critically fatigued.
School: Coláiste Choilm
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Hugh O’Callaghan
Student(s): Colm Hannon 
Shane O’Callaghan 
adam Scott

Stand no: 4525
Title: autoSafety
Overview: Our project is designed 
to	increase	the	safety	of	a	firearm	by	
making the safety switch automatic 
when the weapon is un-holstered.
School: Desmond College - limerick
County: limerick
Teacher: Miss Marie Corkery
Student(s): Simon Geaney 
Colin Craker 

Stand no: 4526
Title: lower leg armour - the signpost 
to the future of sports technology
Overview: This is a ground-breaking 
design to replace the common shin pad 
/ sock combination. it will protect the 
whole lower leg while still allowing full 
movement.
School: Mount St Michael
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms alison McCarthy
Student(s): adam barrett  
ian lawlor

Stand no: 4527
Title: Text-temperature
Overview: To produce a temperature 
sensing device to use in early detection 
of potentially fatal diseases in 
cattle which manifest through high 
temperatures using SMS alerts.
School: bush Post Primary School
County: louth
Teacher: Miss Emma McMahon
Student(s): Megan O’Connor 
Catriona irvine 

Stand no: 4528
Title: Study of how one’s environment 
and various gaming habits impact on 
their gaming performance
Overview: an investigation into the idea 
that different habits used when gaming 
on iPods impacts on the result or if it is 
down to genuine skill.
School: St aloysius College
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms aine Hyland
Student(s): lorna Murphy 
Sinead O’Driscoll 
Rachel O’Donoghue

Stand no: 4529
Title: 2/3 versus 3/2
Overview: investigate road wear by 

five	axel	trucks,	with	two	different	
combinations, tractor unit with three 
axles and trailer with two against truck 
with the reverse.
School: boherbue Comprehensive 
School
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms lorraine Heelan
Student(s): Grace Collins 
Eimear Cronin 

Stand no: 4530
Title: Do right handed people have an 
advantage when playing x-box?
Overview: We are investigating if right 
handed people have an advantage over 
left handed people when the majority of 
buttons are on the right hand side of the 
controller.
School: Coláiste na Sceilge
County: Kerry
Teacher: Ms Jane bryan
Student(s): Pierce lynch 
Owain Humphreys 
brandon Moran

Stand no: 4531
Title: Fuel estimator and calculator
Overview: Our project determines how 
man litres of petrol or diesel your vehicle 
needs to reach your destination via a 
G.P.S device.
School: Garbally College
County: Galway
Teacher: Mr Cathal Reilly
Student(s): Donnchadh Reilly 
Mark Headd 
ian Fletcher

Stand no: 4532
Title: Snáithín carbón vs cruach do 
bhuataisí cosaint
Overview: Theastaíonn uainn fháil 
amach an bhfuil snáithin carbón níos 
fearr do bhuataisí cosaint ná cruach.
School: Gaelcholáiste Chiarraí
County: Kerry
Teacher: Ms Elaine ní Dheargáin
Student(s): Darragh Ó Seachnasaigh 
Gearóid Ó Gealbháin 

Stand no: 4533
Title: imported calf coat versus domestic 
calf coat and how it affects the young 
calf’s weight gain
Overview: Experiment to document and 
contrast the progress and weight gain 
of calves reared indoors or outside with 
or without an imported or domestic calf 
coat.
School: Marist College - athlone
County: Westmeath
Teacher: Mr Cian O’brien
Student(s): Mark Kearney 
alan Daly 

Stand no: 4534
Title: Think Fast!
Overview: in our experiment we will 
examine the reaction times of gamers 
versus non gamers. This will involve how 
quick someone reacts to a sensory event.
School: Jesus & Mary Secondary School
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County: Sligo
Teacher: Mr luke Saunders
Student(s): aimee Duffy 
Kelly Kilgannon 
Megan Wall

Stand no: 4535
Title: Heart murmur detection app
Overview: The project is to give a 
cheaper, quicker and effective way for 
a prognosis of a heart murmur that you 
may or may not have.
School: Coláiste Mhuire
County: Mayo
Teacher: Ms niamh Dé búrca
Student(s): Jason Hennigan 
Kevin lally 
Emma louise ni Dhomhnaill

Stand no: 4536
Title: bottling bull belches and collecting 
cow pats
Overview: We are attempting to 
fabricate a device that will collect the 
eructation (belcher) and excrement of 
cattle,	which	will	release	significant	
amounts of methane.
School: blackrock College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Daniel O’neill
Student(s): Joshua Gorman Climax 
Jay Dolan 

Stand no: 4537
Title: an féidir linn lasc fuinneamh 
chaoimhnithe a dhéanamh
Overview: lasc fuinnimh chaomhnithe 
a bhfuil fuinnimh chaomhnithe agus 
airgead chaomhnithe fresin. lasc solas 
agus amadóir meascaithe suas le chéile 
chun aireagán mhaith a dheanamh
School: Gaelcholáiste Mhuire
County: Cork
Teacher: Mr Damien Ó Maoldomhnaigh
Student(s): Conchúr breathnach 
antóin Ó Dúllaing 

Stand no: 4538
Title: The scent clock
Overview: This project looks to address 
the problem of not being able to sleep 
at night through the design of a scent 
clock.
School: Desmond College - limerick
County: limerick
Teacher: Miss Marie Corkery
Student(s): Tara Geary 
Steven brosnan 
Courtney Singh

Stand no: 4539
Title: The	world	at	your	fingertips
Overview: a creative, lightweight and 
responsive interface for people to 
interact with the technological world 
making their experience even more 
intriguing and interesting than ever 
before.
School: Davitt College
County: Mayo
Teacher: Mrs Fiona O’ Connor
Student(s): Jack McEllin 
Sean Murphy 
Conor Reilly

Stand no: 4540
Title: Soilse D.a.S a úsaid i gcas tine 
chun slí amach a aimsiú
Overview: We aim to demonstrate that 
the use of strategically placed lED 
lighting	is	beneficial	to	assist	a	speedier	
escape	in	the	event	of	fire.
School: Coláiste ailigh
County: Donegal
Teacher: Mr Micheál Ó Giobúin
Student(s): Pierce Gallagher 
Dermot Dunleavy 
Hughie Merlehan

Stand no: 4541
Title: The use of a greenhouse to 
contribute to the passive heating system 
of a house
Overview: We will investigate how 
a greenhouse can contribute to the 
heating of a house using the passive 
heating system whilst absorbing carbon 
dioxide from the house.
School: loreto College - St Stephens 
Green
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Jennifer Campbell
Student(s): Jennifer Harrington 
aoife Moran 

Stand no: 4542
Title: Was it a score? yes / no?
Overview: using an iPhone and ball 
tracing software, we want to detect if 
a ball has passed through the points 
scoring area of a goal.
School: C.b.S. Tramore
County: Waterford
Teacher: Mr John Hartery
Student(s): Ronan Walsh 
Cailean Finn 
lee O’Manoney

Stand no: 4543
Title: Construction of wind up phone 
charger and support of advantages
Overview: in our project we aim to 
construct a manual phone charger and 
study the major advantages that it will 
provide people with.
School: Coláiste bhríde
County: Wicklow
Teacher: Ms Claire Davey
Student(s): Jessie newsome 
Orla Cleary 

sENIOr GrOUP

Stand no: 4601
Title: Can temperature affect the self-
discharge rate of primary and secondary 
cell batteries
Overview: We are investigating the 
effect of ambient temperature of the 
self-discharge of different types of 
batteries
School: Coláiste Phádraig - lucan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Ms Jacqueline Farrell
Student(s): luke brannigan 
Dylan Rafter 
John O’Farrell 

Stand no: 4602
Title: Parking up the right line
Overview: We have added parking 
sensors to a car to alert the driver of the 
car as to their position within a parking 
space.
School: balbriggan Community College
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Emmet Sheridan
Student(s): nathan Mindomba 
Tosin Toki 
Raimond Veinbaums 

Stand no: 4603
Title: Developing a chemical sequester 
for CO2 reduction from car exhausts
Overview: We want to develop a cheap 
efficient	method	of	sequestering	carbon	
from the exhaust fumes of cars
School: Coláiste Phádraig - lucan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Kevin Carey
Student(s): Michael Wood 
aaron O’Donoghue  

Stand no: 4604
Title: i.C.E - Scan Me
Overview: We are developing a medical 
database which may be rapidly accessed 
in an emergency situation using a 
personalised QR code.
School: Scoil Chonglais
County: Wicklow
Teacher: Mr Stephen Gammell
Student(s): anna Fitzpatrick 
Paula Faulkner 
Orla Dunne 

Stand no: 4605
Title: Self levelling wheelbarrow
Overview: Design and build a superior 
wheelbarrow that will have a hand-
brake and an automatic self levelling 
system to prevent tip overs when on 
uneven ground
School: Desmond College - limerick
County: limerick
Teacher: Mr Donal Enright
Student(s): Martin Madden 
Peter Shanahan 
Conor barry 

Stand no: 4606
Title: Project S.E.R.C - turbine
Overview: Developing a device which 
derives energy from road going vehicles 
for use in variety of applications such as 
road lights and electronic road signs.
School: Glanmire Community College
County: Cork
Teacher: Ms noreen Emerson
Student(s): Michael Grimes 
Cian O’Mahony 
Kevin barry

Stand no: 4607
Title: The log table app
Overview: We want to design an app 
that incorporates all the information 
from the SEC’s Formulae and tables as 
an aid to revision.
School: Coláiste Phádraig - lucan
County: Dublin
 

Teacher: Mr Kevin Carey
Student(s): Séamus Dwyer 
luke barr 
Cillian Doyle 

Stand no: 4608
Title: Self regulating speed ramps
Overview: To design and build a speed 
ramp/bump capable of regulating itself 
in accordance with the speed of the 
oncoming vehicles.
School: Desmond College - limerick
County: limerick
Teacher: Mr Donal Enright
Student(s): Shauna Tobin 
Cormac long  

Stand no: 4609
Title: a study of the effectiveness of 
pulsed	field	gel	electrophoresis
Overview: We	want	to	see	if	pulsed	field	
gel electrophoresis should be adopted as 
the standard method of electrophoresis
School: Coláiste Phádraig - lucan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Kevin Carey
Student(s): Tony Murray 
Simon Wells  

Stand no: 4610
Title: Equine-safe shoe
Overview: The aim of my protect is to 
protect the horses shoes while they are 
pawing in transportation via lorry or 
trailer.
School: breifne College
County: Cavan
Teacher: Ms Maura Moloney
Student(s): Oisin Reilly   

Stand no: 4611
Title: Developing a foetal pacemaker 
that utilises piezoelectric energy
Overview: We want to develop a foetal 
pacemaker that runs off piezoelectric 
energy, removing the need for repeated 
procedures to re-charge it when it runs 
down.
School: Coláiste Phádraig - lucan
County: Dublin
Teacher: Mr Kevin Carey
Student(s): adam Doran 
Gary O’Flynn 
Mark lynam 

Stand no: 4612
Title: How well do you know your house 
in the dark?
Overview: We	examined	difficulties	
people may encounter exiting homes 
in	the	event	of	fire	and	created	a	model	
using lED’s that are activated by smoke 
alarms.
School: Causeway Comprehensive 
School
County: Kerry
Teacher: Mrs Jennifer barry
Student(s): Cian Dowling 
JP byrne
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How big is big? How far is far? How do scientists probe the depths of 
space and what does this tell us about our place in the universe?
This celestial journey will explore the sheer scale and size of the universe and tell of how 
we measure such great distances and the tools we use to unlock the secrets of the 
cosmos.

These live presentations will begin in orbit above our home planet. using 3D 
technology, the audience will be whisked through space and time on an impossible 
journey of discovery to the edge of the known universe, immersing viewers in the latest 
scientific findings that are giving us an insight into the incredible complexity and 
elegance of the universe.

The presentation is kindly supported by learnit3D ltd and bT.

aBOUT THE sCIENCE mUsEUm
The Science Museum’s collections form an 
enduring record of scientific, 
technological and medical change from 
the past. aiming to be the best place in 
the world for people to enjoy science, 

the Science Museum makes sense of the science 
that shapes our lives, sparking curiosity, releasing 
creativity and changing the future by engaging 
people of all generations and backgrounds in 
science, engineering, medicine, technology, 
design and enterprise.

It Takes Guts:
follow the journey of your food into your mouth, through the acid bath in 
your stomach, along metre after metre of pulsating guts, and then…  
out the other end!

This show, featuring video footage of people’s inside, is a gross,  
squirm-inducing demonstration of why exactly your poo is brown...

3D
sECrETs 
Of THE COsmOs
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W5 EXPErImENTs 
W5’s demonstrators make their way through some of 
their favourite experiments in their new science show.  
There will be flashes, bangs and some elephant’s 
toothpaste…find out what it’s all about and more in the 
hair raising astonishing Experiments

making his third appearance at the 
Exhibition this year due to incredible 
demand. a show to entertain both young 
and old alike - Titan is transported 
around the arena on a docking station 
driven by Dave the man in Black.

after some adjustments to the controls, Dave  
the Man in black ‘fires up’ the equipment and brings  
Titan to life - much to the shock of the audience around! 
This performance is not to be missed. Seeing is believing!

Titan has appeared in many European countries including 
ireland, Spain, France, Czech Republic, belgium, Sweden 
and Germany.  Titan has also appeared across the globe 
including performances in China, Hong Kong, uSa, Dubai, 
Saudi arabia, Oman and Doha.

TITAN
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world of

RObOTS
The best 100 kilo combat robots from around the Uk and Ireland  
battle out for the glory that is the robots of Destruction champion 2013! 

www.btyoungscientist.com   |   47

The sheer power of two heavyweight robots in close combat is 
nothing short of awesome. The Robots of Destruction champion 
ships combines brilliant minds with robots that are better armed 
than a Special Forces unit and hell bent on destruction. The robots 
fight each other with spinning discs, razor sharp teeth, brute 
strength and no mercy.  if you’re concerned for your own safety – 
and you should be – you can rest assured as all this metal mayhem 
takes place inside a bullet proof cage where the robots can be as 
battle it out with no holds barred.  This year we have more robots 
than ever before.  new blood this year includes Thor, Kan Opener 
and world champion Storm ii

We also have the real Real Steel! Steel robots with pneumatic fists 
box Rocky style in the Real Metal Challenge.  These are full size 
humanoid boxing robots that punch it out for three rounds or until 
we have a knockout.

but it’s not all fighting and mayhem.  you will get to meet robot 
stars from TV and Movies like Dr who and Star Wars. Can you spot 
your favourite? Skeletron, the award winning humanoid rope 
climbing robot will be driving her own car and showing her 
climbing skills in the big Top.  

Whether you’re a sports fan or techno geek, you will not  
want to miss ireland’s biggest robot event of the year.

Do you want to take part?  Do you want to 
start building robots?  Check our website at

 www.mechatrons.com 

for more information.
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Did you know that Primary schools from all over the country are given an opportunity to exhibit a class project 
at the BT Young scientist and Technology Exhibition? While not part of the main competition, the rDs Primary 
science fair provides an exciting opportunity for approximately 3,000 primary school students to showcase their 
class STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) projects, receive feedback from experts in the field 
and learn from viewing other projects at a major exhibition. The rDs Primary science fair is not a competition, the 
emphasis is to encourage child-led investigation and for students to learn how to work scientifically and develop 
practical inquiry based skills. The projects are on display in the Eco Zone. Come along and see the projects...

Why are we curious about Mars? 
antrim Primary School, antrim, County antrim

What are the odds of Planet Earth being struck by a large asteroid  
in the future? 
athea n.S., athea, County limerick

How is science used to solve crime? 
bunscoil bhríde, Kildare, County Kildare

How do glasses or contact lenses help people see better? 
Castleblakeney n.S., ballinasloe, County Galway

bright Sparks - how does electricity work? 
Drumphea n.S., Muine bheag, County Carlow

Which brand of battery lasts the longest in a simple circuit? 
Gaelscoil an bhradáin Feasa, Drogheda, County Meath

If	a	person’s	ring	finger	is	longer	than	their	index	finger,	are	they	 
inclined to be more athletic? 
Gaelscoil Charman, loch Garman , County Wexford

nuair a theilgíonn tú roicéad cén difríocht a dhéanann an uillinn 
ar an bplean eitilte? 
Gaelscoil Chill Dara, an Currach, County Kildare

What do i have in common with a banana? 
Harold boys’ n.S., Dalkey, County Dublin

Can you use a broken ruler to measure accurately? 
Holy Family b.n.S., Carlow, County Carlow

What does the biggest organ in my body do? 
Kilbride n.S., Trim, County Meath

How are science and sport connected? 
Kilmeen n.S., Clonakilty, County Cork

Our experiences of science at the Science Hub limerick 
learning Hub limerick, Thomondgate, County limerick

is it an optical illusion or our imagination? 
Midleton Educate Together n.S., Midleton, County Cork

What	is	the	best	water	filter	we	can	find?	
Mol an Oige Steiner n.S., Ennistymon, County Clare

How do natural disasters affect our environment? 
Our lady immaculate S.n.S., Darndale, Dublin 17

Why does the Earth orbit the Sun? 
Robinstown n.S., navan, County Meath

Fairground physics - how do fairground attractions work? 
Scoil an Chroí Ró naofa Íosa, Huntstown, Dublin 15

What is energy? 
Scoil Chiaráin naofa, Cinn Mhara, County Galway

is it possible to construct a polytunnel to grow vegetables using  
recycled materials? 
Scoil Eoin naofa, Roscrea, County Tipperary

What are we drinking? 
Scoil ide, Clondalkin, Dublin 22

 are you looking for a unique way to get your class excited about science?
 The RDS Primary Science Fair is an opportunity for Primary Schools to exhibit a 

class project on one day of the bT young Scientist and Technology Exhibition.
 Open to 4th, 5th, 6th class and Key Stage 2.
 Dates: Thursday, January 9 or Friday, January 10 or Saturday, January 11, 

2014.
 To add your school to our mailing list, and make sure you receive all important 

updates, don’t hesitate to contact us!

Email: primarysciencefair@rds.ie
Web: www.rds.ie/primarysciencefair
Twitter: www.twitter.com/TheRDS 
facebook: www.facebook.com/RDSdublin
Call: 01 240 7990

The RDS Primary Science Fair 
is part of the RDS Foundation’s 
Science programme which aims 
to encourage the development 
of science and mathematical 
skills in primary school aged 
children by fostering education 
innovation. Further details are 
available at www.rds.ie/science. 

THUrsDaY 10 JaNUarY 2013
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How do i make a light bulb light? 
Scoil iósaif naofa, Oranmore, County Galway

How can we ‘limit the load’ of heavy schoolbags? 
Scoil Róis, Taylor’s Hill, County Galway

Does food colour affect the shelf life of food? 
Scoil Samhthann n.S., ballinalee, County longford

What type of hurling ball will travel furthest and why? 
Scoil San Treasa, Mount Merrion, County Dublin

CSi Scoil Treasa naofa 
Scoil Treasa naofa, Donore avenue, Dublin 8

Can food help to explain science? 
St Clare’s n.S., athlone, County Westmeath

Watts the problem? 
St Conaire’s n.S., Shannon, County Clare

How can we show that static electricity exists? 
St Joseph’s Primary School, Dungarvan, County Waterford

How did we make our rockets go? 
St louis S.P.S., Rathmines, Dublin 6

Why did that onion make me cry? 
St Manchan’s n.S., Moate, County Westmeath

Multi-colour madness! What is the purpose of colour in our  
environment? 
St Mary’s n.S, ashbourne, County Meath

What conditions affect the production of gas in different reactions? 
St Mary’s n.S., Fingal, County Dublin

Will fracking destroy our environment? 
St Mary’s Primary School, Enniskillen, County Fermanagh

How does the weather change with the different seasons? 
St Mochulla’s n.S., Tulla, County Clare

Homemade versus shop bought - which is best? 
St Patrick’s G.n.S., limerick City, County limerick

Which toothpaste keeps teeth in the best condition? 
St Patrick’s n.S., Stamullen, County Meath

Why does my heart beat faster when i run? 
St Paul’s Primary School, navan, County Meath

Who nose what’s up there, what is snot? 
St Tolas n.S., Delvin, County Westmeath

What types of soil encourage the best growth of seeds? 
Sutton Park School, Sutton, Dublin 13

Do TV and videos games affect sleep and concentration? 
ardnagrath n.S., athlone, County Westmeath

What contribution do mini-beasts make to our environment? 
aston Village Educate Together n.S., Drogheda, County louth

How can we learn maths from our environment? 
balscadden n.S., Fingal, County Dublin

Where have all the daddy-long-legs gone? 
belgrove Senior Girls n.S., Clonarf, Dublin 3

Why do we need bees and what will happen if they continue to  
decrease in number? 
Catherine Mcauley n.S., 59 lower baggot Street, Dublin 2

From rockets to amphibious vehicles! How do these modes of  
transport move around the way they do? 
Corrandulla n.S., Corrandulla, County Galway

Why	has	Clonakilty	flooded	three	times	since	2009?	
Darrara n.S., Clonakilty, County Cork

an féidir linn fuinneamh eile a úsáid chun bréagáin a bhogann  
a chruthú? 
Gaelscoil aonach urmhumhan, nenagh, County Tipperary

Does the weight of an object affect how fast it will reach the 
ground? 
Gaelscoil uileog de búrca, Claremorris, County Mayo

How could you turn your kitchen into a science lab? 
Glenageary Killiney n.S., Killiney , County Dublin

What would happen if earthworms didn’t exist? 
Greenlanes n.S., Clontarf, Dublin 3

What is force? 
Headfort School, Kells, County Meath

We eat to live not live to eat! How does the digestive system work? 
Kildangan n.S., nenagh, County Tipperary

Does compost affect the growth of plants? 
lusk n.S., lusk, County Dublin

What	is	the	cheapest	and	most	efficient	form	of	domestic	lighting?	
Mercy Moyderwell Primary School, Tralee, County Kerry

 

How can you run in a straight line if you cannot see where you  
are going? 
notre Dame Junior School, Dundrum, Dublin 14

Are	fingerprint	patterns	inherited?	
Our lady of the Wayside n.S., Kilternan, Dublin 18

The wonders of honey - is it an effective preservative? 
Presentation Primary School, Halston St, Dublin 7

Who stole the secretary’s mobile phone? 
Primrose Hill n.S., Celbridge, County Kildare

How can i make my snowman last longer? 
Ranelagh Multi Denominational School, Ranelagh, Dublin 6

What can we expect when substances are mixed? 
Scoil assaim, Raheny, Dublin 5

How accurate is the weather forecast for Dublin? 
Scoil bhride Cailini, blanchardstown, Dublin 15

Can we have a ferry using renewable energy? 
Scoil Mhichil naofa, beara, County Cork

What makes a cake rise? 
Scoil Mhuire G.n.S., lucan, County Dublin

How does sugar affect my body? 
Scoil Mochua, Celbridge, County Kildare

Which is the most effective organic fertiliser? 
Scoil na Maighdine Mhuire, newmarket on Fergus, County Clare

Which drink rots teeth the fastest? 
Sherkin island n.S., Skibbereen, County Cork

Do	fizzy	drinks	affect	the	human	body?	
St aidan’s n.S., Shannon, County Clare

The central nervous system - how is it connected? 
St andrews n.S., lucan, County Dublin

How can we improve and care for our environment and  
community better? 
St brigid’s n.S., Greystones, County Wicklow

How to design a pulley system and investigate the force required  
to move objects using it 
St Clare’s Primary School, Harold’s Cross Rd, Dublin 6

frIDaY 11 JaNUarY 2013

THUrsDaY 10 JaNUarY 2013 (CONTINUED)
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frIDaY 11 JaNUarY 2013 (CONTINUED)

Can magnets lift me up? 
St David’s b.n.S., artane, Dublin 5

How healthy is your lunch? 
St ibars n.S., bunclody, County Wexford

How do they get oil out of the sea after an oil spillage? 
St John the baptist n.S., Midleton, County Cork

Will our new school be more environmentally friendly? 
St laurence’s n.S., ballitore, County Kildare

Can we improve biodiversity? 
St Mary’s n.S., athlone, County Westmeath

boisterous bags v’s irresistible iPad! How does carrying a bag affect  
our back health? 
St Pius X, G.n.S., Terenure, Dublin 6

butt out - what effect does tobacco have on living things? 
St Thomas the apostle n.S., Cashel, County Tipperary

Can Planet Mars support life? 
Timolin n.S., athy, County Kildare

Does practice make perfect? 
Wicklow Montessori, Wicklow, County Wicklow

saTUrDaY 12 JaNUarY 2013

How do we make our homes eco-friendly? 
alexandra College Junior School, Milltown, Dublin 6

What are the key conditions necessary for producing compost? 
belgrove Senior boys n.S., Clontarf, Dublin 3

Which	form	of	renewable	energy	is	most	efficient	for	the	future	in	 
ireland? 
belmayne Educate Together n.S., belmayne north, Dublin 13

Does being a member of birr coderdojo improve numeracy, literacy  
and knowledge of Science? 
birr Coderdojo, birr, County Offaly

Can we programme microcontrollers to control motors? 
Carrick n.S., ballinlough, County Roscommon

How does the type of hockey ball affect its rolling distance on  
different playing surfaces? 
Castle Park School, Dalkey, County Dublin

What are the necessary wind conditions and turbine size to  
power a kitchen in Dunboyne? 
Dunboyne S.P.S., Dunboyne, County Meath

How	much	is	tooth	decay	influenced	by	hidden	sugars	in	snacks?	
Fairgreen n.S., belturbet, County Cavan

What can our class design and build using lego mindstorm nXT  
technology? 
Gaelscoil an Eiscir Riada, an Tulach Mhor, County Offaly

Hand-washing - why is it so important? 
Holy Family n.S., Westport, County Mayo

Why are there no snakes in ireland? 
Home Education network, ballyroan, County laois

How can methane gas be harnessed as a source of energy? 
Kilcolman n.S., ardagh, County limerick

Why are there no pillars holding up the roof of the aviva Stadium? 
Kill O’The Grange n.S., blackrock, County Dublin

What	forces	influence	flight?	
lanesborough Primary School, lanesborough, County longford

How does our daily routine affect our eyesight? 
Mount anville Montessori Junior School, Goatstown, Dublin 14

What gives perfume its smell?  
Pipers Hill Community n.S., naas, County Kildare

an investigation of newton’s laws of Motion using smart phones  
and crash test vehicles 
Sacred Heart n.S., arklow, County Wicklow

Environment and learning - does the school environment affect  
how we learn? 
Scoil an Cheathrair Álainn, Mulhuddart, Dublin 15

Can renewable energy sources be as effective as their  
non-renewable counterparts? 
Scoil bhailenóra, Waterfall, County Cork

Eye can see it - how does the eye work? 
Scoil bhride, Midleton, County Cork

How is water cleaned for drinking? 
Scoil bhríde, naas, County Kildare

Esker or sandpit? Who’s heard of Timahoe Esker? 
Scoil Mhuire Fatima, Timahoe, County laois

What is a force? 
Scoil Mhuire lourdes, Carrigaline, County Cork

How do lenses, both natural and man-made, work? 
Scoil Mhuire Mount Sackville, Chapelizod, Dublin 20

investigating the ecosystem and environment of Sandymount 
Strand 
Scoil Mhuire, lakelands, Sandymount, Dublin 4

na bealaí Éagsúla a Fhoghlaimíonn Páistí 
Scoil Oilibheir Pluincéid naofa, Rann na Feirsde, County Donegal

How do parachutes work? 
St anne’s n.S., bailieborough, County Cavan

How strong is concrete? 
St Fintan’s n.S., Sutton, Dublin 13

is there an effective way to ensure a good night’s sleep?  
St Joseph of Cluny Junior School, Killiney, County Dublin

Could simple machines have been used to build a dolmen? 
St Joseph’s n.S., Hacketstown, County Carlow

How	can	you	make	paper	fly?	
St Kilian’s German School, Clonskeagh, Dublin 14

is there really metal in my breakfast cereal? 
St Michael’s College, ailesbury Road, Dublin 4

is honey good for our health? 
St Mochuo’s n.S., Rathcoffey, County Kildare

at what time of the day are a) our reactions and b) concentration  
at their peak? 
St Patrick’s b.n.S., blackrock, County Dublin

Why is sweet and sour chicken sweet and sour? 
St Patrick’s G.n.S., Foxrock ave, Dublin 18

How can our knowledge of science help our understanding  
of illusions? 
St Peter’s b.n.S., bray, County Wicklow

To cut or not to cut - should we continue turf cutting in ireland? 
St Philomena’s n.S., Tullamore, County Offaly

What can space do for us? 
St Sinneach’s n.S., Colehill, County longford

H2O, is that all it is? 
The Children’s House Thornhill Montessori Primary,  
Stillorgan, County Dublin

What is ‘healthy eating’? 
The Teresian Junior School, Stillorgan Road, Dublin 4
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VNE Logistics has invested in it’s fleet 
of equipment and vehicles and now has 
over 40 owned plant items and access 
to over 100 support vehicles for special 
access and installation. Above all we 
have the staff to plan, manage and 
safely implement your projects.

 
Services that VNE can provide: -
 

 Van, Truck, Hi-ab and Articulated Support 
and Delivery Vehicles

 MEWP Access, including the largest reach 
vehicle in Ireland

 Contract Hire Crane Support, Planning 
and Management [25T to 1000T 
machines]

 Special 4x4 and All Terrain heavy lift and 
deployment vehicles

 Stair Walkers, Cradles, Derricks and other 
specialist installation equipment

  Tel +353 (0) 1 25 73 111
  Fax +353 (0) 1 25 73 112

  Email info@vne-logistics.com
  Web www.vne-logistics.com

www.vne-logistics.com
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Ireland’s Institutes of Technology are flexible 
and dynamic university-level institutions 
focused on teaching/learning, purpose-
driven research and public service. They 
are recognised as a major success story in 
Irish education and provide education from 
Certificate/Diploma level through to PhD. 

WWW.IOTI.IE

IOTI-A4.indd   1 06/12/2011   16:41
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stand 1: IBEC

Experience the excitement of science in the world around us at the ibEC stand where 
PharmaChemical ireland and iMDa the sectors of ibEC that representative life science 
sectors have come together to showcase a variety of interactive science and engineering 
activities. The aim of the stand is to encourage an interest in science and engineering and to 
understand their importance to these sectors. Visitors to the stand will have the opportunity 
to get involved in a range of interactive science activities and also receive a range of 
publications that are available for students, parents and teachers. PharmaChemical ireland 
represents pharmaceutical and chemical manufactures in ireland. 9 of the top 10 global 
pharmaceutical companies are based in ireland employing 24,500; over half of the employee 
is third level graduates in science and engineering. iMDa represent the medical device and 
diagnostic industry in ireland. There are 200+ medical technology companies in ireland, 
half of which are irish owned. The industry employs 25,000, the highest number of people 
working in the industry across Europe per head of population. The industry exported E7.3bn 
worth	of	products	out	of	Ireland	in	2010,	up	14%	on	2008	figures.

stand 2: The Institution of structural Engineers

[Joe Ryan] The institution of Structural Engineers is the world’s largest membership 
organisation dedicated to the art and science of Structural Engineering. Structural Engineers 
combine expertise with innovation to meet any building challenge. [Joe Ryan] Structural 
Engineers are Key creative members of every design team [Joe Ryan] around the world, are 
committed to sustainably [Joe Ryan] and to developing a safer built environment [Joe Ryan]  
for everyone.

Why not come along to our stand and have a go at building your own structure and learn 
more about Structural Engineering.

stand 3: Irish Centre for High-End Computing  ICHEC

Want	to	find	out	what	F1	racing,	Disney/Pixar,	and	Facebook	all	have	in	common?	If	so,	
then	visit	Stand	3	to	find	out!	ICHEC	operates	the	national	High	Performance	Computing	
(HPC) service for ireland, providing compute resources and software expertise for research 
communities across all the main science disciplines. This is achieved through collaborative 
partnerships and programmes of education. iCHEC is also an active participant in Eu-wide 
HPC consortia allowing irelands scientists access to world-class computing resources. at 
our stand we will be giving presentations every half hour on all things HPC, along with 3D 
demonstrations of weather and climate models. The presentations will give an historical 
perspective of computing, outline the need and use of HPC, plus introduce the latest in 
new software and hardware technologies including the intel Xeon Phi, and nViDia Kepler 
acceleration devices. in addition, we will have two state-of-the-art systems on display. The 
first	display	is	an	operational	mini	supercomputer	built	using	several	individual	Raspberry	Pi	
computers, with the internal workings of a parallel machine clearly visualised. The second 
uses the new nViDia K20 Graphical Processing unit to demonstrate a truly amazing Galaxy 
Collision visualisation. We hope these demos provide a springboard for discussions, so please 
take	five	minutes	and	visit	our	booth	to	hear	more.	 
http://www.ichec.ie Follow on Twitter: @ichec

Stand 5: Patents Office

Patents Office  
The	role	of	the	Patents	Office	is	to	provide	an	efficient	and	effective	system	of	industrial	
property protection that will encourage technological progress and promote enterprise 
through	the	implementation	by	the	Office	of	the	relevant	legislation.	This	is	to	be	achieved	
through	the	protection	of	industrial	property	rights	in	the	fields	of	patents,	trademarks	and	
designs, and the dissemination of relevant information in conjunction with each of these 
activities.

stand 6: foras Na Gaeilge

Foras na Gaeilge is the all island body for the promotion of the irish language. Foras na 
Gaeilge has a role in advising administrations, north and South, as well as public bodies and 
other groups in the private and voluntary sectors in all matters relating to the irish language. 
They also undertake supportive projects and grant-aid bodies and groups throughout the 
island of ireland. Foras na Gaeilge aims to promote the use of irish as a living language, not 
just for the classroom.

stand 8: marie keating foundation

Following their mother Marie’s death in 1998 from breast cancer, the Keating family 
promised to try to provide all women and their families with vital information which could 
help them to prevent cancer or detect it at its earliest stages.  Their collective aim was to 
“enlighten not frighten”.  The Marie Keating Foundation is now a leading voice in cancer 
awareness and information for both men and women in ireland. The Foundation does not 
receive any Government funding and all of our services are provided free of charge. Without 
the support of our wonderful fundraisers and volunteers across ireland, we simply could not 
continue to provide these vital services and make one family’s promise of making cancer less 
frightening by enlightening a reality.

stand 9: mathsTutor.ie

Ireland’s leading Online support for Project maths

Want to improve your maths?  Confused by all this Project Maths stuff? We can help! We 
specialise in Project maths support, and we’ll help you to get on top of it, one topic at a 
time. We provide you with Video lessons, Interactive Exercises, and Online support, all 
specially designed for irish secondary school students.  no need to waste time going to 
expensive grinds anymore – get support from home or on the move, any time of the day, 
on your laptop, tablet or smartphone. You can try out the system with no obligation - all 
of algebra, trigonometry and probability are free of charge!  you can choose to upgrade 
to Full Membership at any time.  Try it out for yourself! Would you like to win a year’s full 
membership for everyone in your maths class - and €100 for yourself?  Come and say hello 
and we’ll show you how to enter our fun competition! and don’t forget to pick up your free 
copy of our ‘maximise Your maths Grade’ booklet.  looking forward to meeting you!

 

stand 10: myTY & myschoolyear.ie

“They’ve got their heads in the clouds”...  
Yes,	well	that’s	definitely	the	right	place	to	be	right	now!

Welcome to the next generation of schooling - cloud computing!

myty.ie is a Clare/Galway based business making an environmentally and user friendly 
specifically	tailored	online	programme	that	facilitates	transition	year	students,	teachers	and	
schools across ireland to upload their modules, information, assignments, etc. . Great way to 
prepare for university. another incentive for transition year students, enter your portfolio and 
if	you	win	have	your	registration	fees	paid	for	the	first	year	of	college!	

For teachers, no more hours spent trawling through tons of paperwork, students, no more 
excuses; “the dog ate my homework”... one click and its right there! 

myschoolyear.ie, as the name suggests, works on the same concept but is tailored to suit 
each academic year. 

www.myty.ie and/or www.myschoolyear.ie

SO lET ME DRaW yOu baCK DOWn FROM THE ClOuDS FOR a MOMEnT OR TWO & COME 
ViSiT OuR STanD... iF yOuR QuESTiOnS Can’T bE anSWERED yOu MiGHT JuST Win 
yOuRSElF a STaTE OF THE aRT 2Gb uSb WRiSTbanD! 

THE CHallEnGE iS yOuRS... HOPE TO SEE yOu HERE!
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stand 11: DCU Centre for Talented Youth

CTy ireland runs university style courses for primary and secondary school students. Classes 
are run on Saturdays and in the summer. Subjects that can be studied include: Forensics, 
Veterinary Science, legal Studies, architecture, Psychology and much more. There are centres 
in Dublin, Cork, limerick, Wexford, athlone, Galway, letterkenny and Tralee. Correspondence 
courses and other special events are also organised. For more information contact CTy ireland 
at Tel: 01 7005634, www.dcu.ie/ctyi or email: ctyi@dcu.ie

stand 12: Institute of Physics in Ireland

Come to the institute of Physics in ireland stand and get your hands on intriguing demos 
from the world of physics. around the displays is a dramatic and beautiful poster, six metres 
in	length,	called	Physics	in	Time	which	charts	significant	physics	discoveries	since	the	
15th Century in the context and time-frame of other major milestones from the worlds of 
exploration, art, history, sport and politics. at the same time the poster highlights some of the 
major irish contributions on the world stage. and you won’t leave empty handed as you can 
pick up some colourful posters with information about the poster Physics in Time, hundreds of 
physics career options and a guide to everywhere you can study physics in ireland.

stand 14: Irish science Teachers’ association

IsTa

The irish Science Teachers’ association is the largest subject association in the country.  it was 
founded in 1961 and has 1200 members from all sectors of education. The iSTa functions as 
a body dedicated to the professional development of its members and the advancement of 
science teaching. The iSTa maintains links with other bodies involved in science education in 
ireland and associations for science education in other countries.

Members may join the association online via its website at www.ista.ie. The website provides 
members with details of local branch meetings and national events as well as allowing 
communication between members via the forum facility. all members receive three issues of 
the iSTa journal Science during the year. 

PharmaChemical ireland sponsor the annual Senior Science Quiz Final, which is held annually 
in november. They also sponsor Science Educator of the year award and Science Teaching 
awards, which are presented at the annual Conference. The next conference will be held in 
Gorey Community School in Co Wexford on 12th-14th april 2013. Full details of this and 
other iSTa activities may be obtained from the iSTa desk or www.ista.ie

Follow on twitter: @irsh@irishSciTeach

stand 15: NUI, Galway

Researchers in the College of Science at nui Galway conduct active and productive original 
research	to	push	forward	the	frontiers	of	knowledge.	The	range	of	research	projects	reflects	
the Schools and the Research institutes within the College the Schools of Chemistry, 
Mathematics, natural Sciences and Physics and the national Centre for biomedical 
Engineering Science (nCbES), the Ryan institute for Environmental, Marine and Energy 
Research and the Regenerative Medicine institute (REMEDi). Co-operation between the 
College of Science, industry and the surrounding community at regional, national and 
international	levels	is	leading	to	scientific	solutions	to	the	problems	mankind	faces.	The	
cutting edge, innovative research feeds into teaching, giving students the best possible 
learning experience for a career on science. For example, biopharmaceutical Chemistry, 
Financial Mathematics and Economics, Physics and Environmental Science are just some of 
the topics that can be studied in undergraduate courses at nui, Galway. www.nuigalway.ie

stand 16: University College Cork 

University College Cork and the Eureka Institute for Inquiry-based Education in science and 
mathematics

Visit the exhibition of the College of Science, Engineering and Food Science, uCC, and the 
Eureka institute for inquiry-based Education in Science and Mathematics, uCC, to experience 
the latest breakthroughs and amazing discoveries of our world-renowned Research Scientists. 
There is something of interest for children, students and adults alike, from the latest advances 

in Dna research to specimens recovered from the recent “VEnTuRE” exploration 3,000 m 
below	sea	level	on	the	Mid-Atlantic	ridge.	Be	one	of	the	first	to	learn	about	the	exciting	new	
food products under development in the School of Food and nutritional Sciences, uCC, while 
experiencing some of the latest advancements in technology, and taking a virtual trip through 
the Solar System with the Magic Planet! Come along to the uCC stand, meet our Scientists and 
Students and be astounded by the marvels of the science of tomorrow....

http://www.ucc.ie/en/sefs/

stand 17: Trinity College Dublin

Trinity College Dublin is recognised internationally as ireland’s premier university offering 
a unique educational experience across a range of disciplines in the arts, humanities, 
engineering, science, human, social and health sciences. located in the heart of irelands busy 
capital city, the state-of-the-art facilities include the Science Gallery, a modern Sports Centre, 
and the Trinity College library, the largest research library in the country. Trinity has a vibrant 
community of 16,800 students representing every county in ireland and 118 nationalities and 
a wide range of social backgrounds and age-groups. Committed to excellence in teaching, 
research and innovation, Trinity guarantees a distinctive all round undergraduate experience 
that will change your life forever. Trinitys Faculty of Engineering, Mathematics and Science 
offers world class teaching. are you interesting in studying astrophysics, biochemistry, 
botany, Chemistry, Computer Science, Engineering, Genetics, Geography, Geology, 
immunology, Mathematics, Microbiology, neuroscience, Physics, Physiology, Science, 
Statistics	or	Zoology?	Visit	the	TCD	stand	in	the	World	of	Science	&	Technology	to	find	out	
more about these exciting courses. Drop by and see our demonstrations and meet our unusual 
friends. Why not cuddle a cockroach or charm our snakes! We look forward to meeting you!

stand 18: University of limerick

University of limerick (Ul)  www.ul.ie

The Faculty of Science & Engineering, university of limerick with the ul www.scienceg.ul.ie 
Mathematics applications Consortium for Science and industry www.macsi.ie provide you the 
opportunity to experience interactive activities in Engineering, Physics, Chemistry, biology, 
Equine Science, Electronics, architecture, Design, Mathematics, Computer Science. Gaming 
and much more.

The national Centre for Excellence in Mathematics and Science Teaching and learning aims to 
enhance the teaching and learning of Science and Mathematics at all levels with the objective 
to increase the achievement levels in mathematics and science and increase the uptake in the 
higher levels of these subjects. The nCE-MSTl resources are accessible nationally at   
www.nce-mstl.ie

The university of limerick invites you to share in the experience of our progressive and 
exciting	facilities	on	campus.		The	fields	of	Science,	Engineering	and	Technology	are	wide	and	
varied, offering many unique and sustainable careers essential to the growth of our economy.  
Whether it’s the study of engineering, the pursuit of renewable energy technologies, the 
development	of	innovative	computing	solutions	or	pioneering	scientific	research,	the	study	
options within Science and Engineering at the university of limerick are extensive.   
www.scienceg.ul.ie

stand 19: Coláiste UIsCE

is é Coláiste uiSCE an t-aon Coláiste Samhraidh atá aitheantas faighte acu ón gCumann 
Seoltóireachta, Clársheoladh agus Tonnmharcaíochta na hÉireann. Múineann muid Gaeilge ar 
bhealach spraoiúl trí ghníomhaíochtaí eachtraíochta ar mhuir is ar tír. Ritheann muid 6 chúrsa 
Samhraidh gach bliain anuas ar chúrsa Cásca agus Cúrsa Ceannaireachta don Áos Óg. is féidir 
scoláireacht a bhua ar ár suíomh www.uisce.ie. is féidir leat muid a aimsiú ag seastán 16. Tá 
scoláireachtaí le bronnadh againn agus fíríní le tabhairt amach.

Coláiste uiSCE, situated in Elly bay in Mayo’s Gaeltacht area, is the only Gaeltacht college 
accredited	by	the	Irish	Sailing,	Windsurfing	and	Surfing	Associations.	We	make	learning	Irish	
fun and easy at Coláiste uiSCE through adventure activities on water and on land. We run 6 
summer Gaeltacht courses, an Easter course and a youth leadership course in October. you 
can win a scholarship to one of our courses by logging on to www.uisce.ie . Come visit us at 
stand 16 to get your hands on a part scholarship and some uiSCE goodies. 
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stand 20: Derry~londonDerry

Derry-londonderry made history in July 2010 when it was awarded the inaugural uK City of 
Culture designation for 2013. From January to December 2013, art and event and spectacle 
will spill out of every corner. The whole city is the canvas. There are hundreds of free events, 
thousands of tickets and endless ways to participate. it’s one party where everyone is invited. 
The	world-class	programme	includes	the	Turner	Prize	presented	outside	England	for	the	first	
time; a new commission by the london Symphony Orchestra; award-winning choreographer 
Hofesh Shechter; the return of Field Day; a new play by american playwright Sam Shepard; 
local	Nobel	Prize-winning	poet	Seamus	Heaney;	the	first	visit	to	Northern	Ireland	of	the	Royal	
ballet for over a decade; and the fantastic lumiere, festival of light which will illuminate the 
city for four days at the end of november. We invite you to join us and bear witness to the 
transformation as our small city on the periphery of Europe presents a huge programme of art, 
music, dance, literature, sport and creative conversation. Join us for the art and the cultural 
experience, but also to witness the beauty of the place. To see the full programme of events 
visit www.cityofculture2013.com 

Facebook.com/cityofculture2013

Twitter.com/derry2013

stand 21: Young Innovators- sentinus

Join us on the Sentinus stand and discover the impact science and technology have on our 
lives, how we are surrounded by micro computers in our everyday lives and even try your hand 
at real computer programming.  Can you get the robot to complete the challenge?

Sentinus is the largest provider of STEM (Science, Technology, and Engineering & 
Mathematics) outreach activities for schools in northern ireland.  We provide a wide range 
of programmes designed to support the teaching and learning of these subjects particularly 
within a real world context.

Find out more about our activities and what they could offer your school and learn how you 
can enter you science or technology projects for Sentinus young innovators in June 2013 to 
compete for a wide range of awards, including all expenses paid trips to the uSa.

stand 22: European Union

The European union stand in the World of Science and Technology (industries Hall) has a 
special	focus	on	biodiversity	and	maritime	affairs.	Visitors	can	play	the	interactive	fishing	
game	“ecoOcean”	to	learn	about	sustainable	fishing	and	how	to	avoid	the	depletion	of	our	
fish	stocks.	Anyone	thinking	about	a	career	or	studies	in	the	fields	of	science	or	research	can	
speak to young researchers who will be on hand to answer your questions from 11am to 1pm 
every day and from 3pm to 5pm on Thursday and Friday. Free resources on the themes of 
biodiversity and maritime affairs and on the European union are available. The stand is jointly 
staffed by the European Commission Representation in ireland, the Joint Research Centre (the 
European Commission’s in-house science service) and the European Parliament information 
Office	in	Ireland.

stand 23: ComrEG

The Commission for Communications Regulations (ComREG) is the statutory body responsible 
for the regulation of the electronic communications sector (telecommunications, radio 
communications and broadcasting transmission) and the postal sector. We are the national 
regulatory authority for these sectors in accordance with Eu law which is subsequently 
transposed into irish legislation.

 Our remit covers all kind of transmissions networks including:

•	 Traditional	telephone	wire

•	 Traditional	television	and	radio

•	 Radio	communications	including	fixed	wireless

•	 MMDS	and	deflector	operators	providing	TV	service

•	 Mobile	operators	providing	voice	and	data	services

•	 Licensing	framework	for	satellite	serviced	in	Ireland

•	 Postal	delivery	network

•	 Premium	Rate	Services

Our activities are geared towards operators and business & residential users of 
communications	services.	Visit	ComREg’s	stand	in	the	Industries	hall	to	find	out	more	about	
use of the radio spectrum in ireland, to experience live demonstrations and to get advice from 
our Consumer Team on Telecommunication issues.

stand 24: EmC

Do you have a natural talent or a passion for maths, science and technology? Do you want 
to be involved in the next big wave in information technology; storing and analysing huge 
volumes of structured and unstructured data? Well, so do we. Come along to the EMC stand 
to learn more about the future of Cloud Technology and big Data analytics. Talk to our 
employees about the unique culture and working environment that has won EMC ireland a 
“Great Place to Work” award in two consecutive years. We’re waiting to meet you.

EMC, the world’s leading developer and provider of information infrastructure technology 
and solutions, celebrates 23 years in Cork and its second year as a Centre of Excellence (COE). 
With 28 business units, it is the largest EMC manufacturing site outside of the uS and EMC 
now employs over 2,500 people in ireland between all EMC sites, including VMware, RSa, and 
Mozy

stand 25: Bells lab

bell labs special award Scientists at bell labs are transforming the way in which we connect to 
one another and with the information around us. Since 1925, its scientists have been leaders 
in	the	fields	of	Information	Technologies	and	Communications		pioneering	technologies	such	
as the transistor, laser, uniX, digital imaging, the concept for cellular networks, and optical 
networking technologies at the heart of todays information society. bell labs scientists 
have been recognized by many of the world’s most prestigious technology societies for their 
contributions, and have been awarded with 7 nobel Prizes in Physics for their insights ranging 
from the nature of subatomic particles to the beginning of our universe. bell labs is the 
research organization within alcatel-lucent. Criteria: bell labs will present an award for the 
best iCT project that addresses eco-sustainability. Projects can be about the sustainability of 
ICT	itself.	A	broader	definition	would	be	ICT	projects	that	also	enable/support	sustainability	
in other areas, e.g. use of iCT for managing vehicular transport or heating systems etc.. 
Category: all. age group: all. The award: The winning student or group will be presented with 
a trophy. in addition, their class will be invited to come and spend a half day with the bell labs 
team in blanchardstown.

stand 26: Building systems Engineering @ DIT Bolton st / CIBsE

Come visit the Dublin institute of Technologys department of building Services Engineering 
stand	to	find	out	more	about	Building	Services	and	the	courses	on	offer.	The	buildings	in	
which we live and work use about half our national energy. This energy use contributes to 
the CO2 [greenhouse gas] emissions. building Services Engineers together with architects 
and	structural	engineers	design	environmentally-friendly	new	buildings	and	retrofit	existing	
buildings and are responsible for the many mechanical and electrical systems that make our 
buildings work including heating, ventilation, air-conditioning, refrigeration, water supply, 
fire	protection,	power,	lighting	and	data	communication	systems.	Creating	such	buildings	that	
function effectively makes for a challenging and rewarding career. The Chartered institution 
of building Services Engineers (CibSE), Republic of ireland, is a region of the wider CibSE 
community that includes over 18,000 members worldwide. CibSE is the professional body 
that exists to “support the science, art and practice of building services engineering, by 
providing	our	members	and	the	public	with	first	class	information	and	education	services	and	
promoting the spirit of fellowship which guides our work.

stand 27: faculty of Computing and Engineering, University of Ulster

Visit the Faculty of Computing and Engineerings stand to get information about the extensive 
range of undergraduate courses in Computing and Engineering on offer. Courses are 
designed to meet industry needs - offering a balance of theory and practice  and offering 
great employability for our graduates. Why choose the university of ulster? “ as the largest 
university in ireland, ulster offers a huge range of engineering and computing courses across 
three campuses: Jordanstown, Coleraine and Magee. “ Full-time undergraduate courses 
include a placement year or study abroad  enhancing employability. “Courses are informed by 
industry through placement, research and Knowledge Transfer Partnerships.” as appropriate, 
courses are accredited by the british Computer Society, the institution of Engineering and 
Technology or by the institution of Mechanical Engineers. For further details please email: 
compeng@ulster.ac.uk
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stand 28: IBm

Crack the Code

For more than 2000 years people have been sending messages privately and securely to each 
other. Often, in times of war, lives depended on coded messages getting to their intended 
recipient without the enemy capturing or understanding the message.

The need for privacy and security today is no different. When we share data, through e-mails, 
text messages, phone calls, on-line banking or social media, we want these messages to be 
secure and private.

This year at The bT young Scientist & Technology Exhibition, ibM will show you the ancient 
techniques used to encrypt messages and how today, cryptography helps us keep data private 
and secure.

scratch

become a computer programmer!  it’s simple with Scratch, a programming language that 
allows you to create your own interactive stories, animations, games, music and art. ibM 
employees will be on hand to help beginners or to mentor more experienced users with this 
fun and creative programming tool.

There’s something for everyone on the ibM stand, make sure to drop by!

stand 29: Institutes of Technology Ireland (IOTI)

iOTi is the representative body for 13 institutes of Technology, a number of which will 
showcase a selection of their programmes and research. Cork iT is leading an exciting initiative 
Gathering the Gathering which will result in the capture of the personalized views, reactions, 
opinions and stories of many tens of thousands of people from across the whole island of 
ireland involved in The Gathering of 2013. During the exhibition, an interactive booth will 
allow young Scientists to record their messages, views and experiences to join the other 
recordings which will stored in a cloud-based digital time capsule throughout the year. a copy 
of all the recordings will be sent to a distant extra solar planet via transmission by an array of 
radio telescopes at the end of 2013, and only at the moment when the transmission reaches 
that planet in 2023 will the full digital repository be opened to reveal its contents to the 
world, providing a unique view back into the events of this year. iT Tallaght will showcase the 
development of the Kinect2Scratch software. This very cool piece of kit allows the Microsoft 
Kinect peripheral to link to Scratch, in effect allowing the user to become a digital puppeteer 
with the ability to design their own interactive motion capture games and stories. letterkenny 
iT will have a range of miniature robots that can be controlled over bluetooth using 
Smartphones, in addition to light following robots and those that can be controlled wirelessly 
using hand movements and other devices. young Scientists will be given demos, circuit 
diagrams, software examples, android app details and supplier information which would allow 
these devices to be assembled and programmed for less than ¬35. limerick iT is showcasing 
some of its research and development in the Smart Energy area. it has recently acquired a 
range of demonstration kits to allow generation of energy from water using hydrogen cells. 
Participants at young Scientist can charge their phones from water using this technology. 
limerick iT will also demonstrate the energy use at its Thurles campus, which is heated by 
wood energy, via a live energy monitoring system. Visit our stand for demonstrations and 
information on these exciting developments. Talk to our experts about full time and part 
time courses available, about our business incubation centres or our developments in applied 
research. Visit our website at www.ioti.ie

stand 30: CWsI - managing and securing technology developments in education and 
enterprise

Visit the CWSi stand situated on stand 30 to learn about how technology is evolving in 
education	and	enterprise.	Participate	in	a	live	demonstration	of	the	first	smart	school	in	
Europe	developed	by	Samsung.	The	smart	school	solution	is	the	first	solution	bringing	
together all the key components for a digital classroom to include devices, accessories, 
learning content and the software solution. For Enterprise learn how to access all backend 
data	in	a	secure	and	managed	way	using	mobile	device	management	and	mobile	file	

management. CWSi is an irish owned company dedicated to Mobile iT integration. With 
offices	in	Dublin,	Cork	and	Limerick.	We	have	over	twenty	years’	experience	in	delivering	
mobile data solutions via traditional Mobile Operating Systems such as blackberry and 
Windows Mobile. Today we provide best in class solutions in the areas of Mobile Device 
Management, Mobile File Management and delivery of Enterprise Mobility Solutions and 
Policies.

stand 31: makeITsecure

Make iT Secure The internet continues to play an increasingly positive role in our personal 
and business lives - which is why it`s so important to be aware of the risks. makeiTsecure 
is a national campaign which seeks to educate all people about issues that they face online 
on a day to day basis such as social networking sites, emails, chat rooms, gift purchase, 
travel booking and online banking. The campaign is run by a joint government and business 
consortium that has carried out research in 2012 that reveals new and not-so-new areas of 
threat to irish internet users. For example, did you know that approximately 1 in in every 240 
emails is affected by viruses. www.makeitsecure.ie is the website for the initiative. it is broken 
down by type of internet user and has lots of helpful hints on how to stay safe online. Make iT 
safe: Make iT simple: Make iT Secure

stand 32: rTÉ

RTÉ promises to inform and entertain you at this year’s bT young Scientist & Technology 
Exhibition! you can expect lots of cameras, lights and action at the RTÉ stand for the duration 
of this fantastic event. 

RTÉ will be showcasing its broad range of online and mobile services as well as broadcasting a 
lively blend of television and radio programmes from the stand and there will also be a chance 
to meet well-known RTÉ faces and voices! Check out RTÉ Television crews in action! Two 
Tube	will	be	filming	in-situ	each	week	day,	giving	you	the	chance	to	experience	presenters,	
producers and researchers making programmes. Keep an eye out, you never know who might 
drop by the stand! 

Come hail, rain or shine, RTÉ Weather will broadcast the lunchtime weather forecast each day 
live from our purpose-built television studio. Try your hand at presenting the weather - RTÉ 
weather presenters will be there to demonstrate the tips of blue screen and the tricks of 
reading autocue. We are always looking for budding new presenters, so this is your chance to 
shine! 

Expect a constant buzz and lots of music around the RTÉ Radio section. live programmes 
will be broadcast each day from the stand. you will be able to see well-known presenters and 
their production teams busy at work. RTÉ Digital will be showcasing its stable of products and 
platforms at the stand. you’ll be able to catch up on the bits you have missed and see the day’s 
main events through RTÉ’s different digital services and platforms. 

We look forward to welcoming you at the RTÉ stand!

stand 33: Intel

intel, Sponsors of Tomorrow. We are a move-society-forward-by-quantum-leaps company. 
We	routinely	turn	science	fiction	into	science	fact.	We	are	much	more	than	a	microprocessor	
company, and we’re already working on the next century’s innovations. We believe our 
greatest strength is what’s still to come. Every day, people do amazing things using intel-
powered devices to educate, entertain, innovate, communicate and express themselves. 

Our aim with this stand is to generate excitement in technology, science and engineering 
while making a connection between doing science and mathematics in school with a career 
in innovation, technology and research & development. There is something on the intel stand 
for all ages. 

Rock out on intel Core i5 Guitar Hero or test you driving skills on our extreme gaming 
modules. nao the Robot, supported by nuiM, will be there too to talk to you and maybe 
do some other really cool stuff.  MaGiCal MaTERialS supported by CRann explores the 
properties of some of the world’s most mysterious materials, giving you an opportunity to 
investigate and experiment at the cutting edge of material science. We have a Mad Scientist 
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demonstrating some of the wonders of physics in a very entertaining way. For parents and 
students we have a “Cutting Edge Careers” area where intel engineers will chat to you about 
careers in science and engineering. if you are lucky you might catch up and maybe even get a 
photo with the intel bunnymen as they mingle with the crowd in the RDS. Enter the ultimate 
raffle	where,	if	you	are	lucky	enough,	you	can	win	an	Ultrabook.	

So the intel stand is not one to be missed!  Come along to experience the fun of science, 
innovation and technology in action.

stand 34: CoderDojo

Coderdojo the award winning global collaboration of Coding Clubs for Children, is at bT 
young scientist again this year. now in 23 countries and more than 150 locations, CoderDojo 
promises free open learning focused on technology. Children involved in the movement have 
created everything from best selling games to charitable websites. 

This year Coderdojo promises to go one better and will be holding a Hackathon event where 
children	will	be	given	a	specific	challenge	to	complete	within	a	deadline.	Children	from	
CoderDojos all over ireland will be taking part, and showing off their cool coding skills.

also at the CoderDojo stand will be: demonstrations of the renowned Raspberry Pi computer, 
a showcase of already successful projects created by CoderDojo children and an opportunity to 
chat to some of the key mentors involved in the collaboration. Come along to see how the kids 
are getting on.

stand 35: Coláistí samhraidh (Irish language Colleges)

Coláistí Samhraidh is é COnCOS an scáth-eagraíocht do formhór Choláistí Samhraidh na 
tíre. Tá na Coláistí Samhraidh lonnaithe i ngach Gaeltacht, chomh maith le roinnt Coláistí sa 
nGalltacht. Tá fíor-thábhacht ag baint le Coláistí Samhraidh chun feabhas a chur ar labhairt, 
líofacht agus saibhreas na Gaeilge do dheagóirí a bheas ag iarraidh na marcanna is mó a bhaint 
amach san Árd Teistiméireacht. Tá 50% marcanna le fáil ar an Teanga labhartha, sé sin, 40% 
don béaltriail agus 10% don cluastuiscint. bígí linn i Samhraidh 2013 chun spraoi, spórt agus 
craic a bheith agaibh agus sibh ag cur feabhas ar bhur chuid Gaeilge! irish language Colleges 
Concos is the umbrella organisation for most of the country’s irish language Colleges. irish 
language Colleges are located in all Gaeltacht regions as well as some in non-Gaeltacht 
regions.	Irish	language	Colleges	have	a	very	important	role	to	play	in	improving	fluency	and	
enriching the spoken irish language for teenagers who want to get the highest marks possible 
from	the	Leaving	Certificate.	There	is	50%	of	marks	given	for	the	spoken	language,	40%	for	
the Oral exam and 10% for the aural exam. Join us this Summer (2013) for fun, sport and craic 
while improving your irish!

stand 36: Digital skills academy

Digital Skills academy  Showcasing bT ireland’s new Mobile application for Exhibition Visitors 
Digital Skills academy is proud to showcase the new mobile application for visitors to the 
bT young Scientist & Technology Exhibition 2013, which has been developed for bT ireland, 
through the academy’s innovative WebElevate industry Partner Programme. Visit Digital 
Skills academy’s exhibition stand to meet the development team behind the mobile app and 
find	out	about	the	inner	workings	of	this	exciting	new	addition	to	the	exhibition	experience.	
also, visit the stand to be part of the new bT young Scientist & Technology Exhibition alumni 
network, currently being developed for bT ireland in partnership with Digital Skills academy. 
Digital Skills academy is the leading provider of digital technology and game development 
programmes which develops talent for employment roles in the digital sector, where there is 
strong jobs growth.

stand 37: W5

W5 is a multi-award-winning Science Centre in belfast. it is home to over 200 interactive 
exhibits	that	let	you	explore	flight,	weather,	sound,	levers	and	pulleys	and	so	much	more.	
as one of the top visitor attractions in northern ireland, W5 has been engaging visitors and 
educational groups with science, engineering and maths for over ten years. Part of their 
achievements over that time is to have developed creative demonstrations and shows that 
really bring science to life!

stand 38: Irish medicines Board

IrIsH mEDICINEs BOarD  
at the irish Medicines board (iMb) stand you will have the opportunity to witness and take 
part in an experiment that shows the difference between real and fake medicines. Plus, how 
much	do	you	really	know	about	medical	devices?	Play	our	interactive	game	to	find	out.	Our	
comic strips will provide you with lots of interesting facts about medicines, medical devices 
and career options in this area. The comic strips will also have all the answers you need to enter 
the iMb quiz. There will be lots of prizes and giveaways every day of the exhibition. about the 
iMb Our role is to protect and enhance public and animal health through the regulation of 
medicines, medical devices and healthcare products. at the iMb: “ We licence companies to 
make, to distribute and to market medicines that meet essential standards of safety, quality 
and effectiveness. “ We continuously monitor medicines, medical devices and cosmetics 
and respond quickly to any safety concerns; “ We inspect companies which test, make and 
distribute medicines to ensure that they follow good practices.

stand 39: science foundation Ireland/Discover science & Engineering

Science	Foundation	Ireland	(SFI)	is	investing	in	scientific	and	engineering	research	
underpinning the life Sciences, information and Communications Technology (iCT) and Energy 
sectors in the Higher Education institutions in ireland. Discover Science & Engineering (DSE) 
is irelands national science promotion programme, managed by SFi. DSE aims to increase 
interest in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) among students, 
teachers and members of the public. The mission is to contribute to irelands continued growth 
and development as a society  one that has an active and informed interest and involvement 
in STEM. SFi Centres for Science, Engineering & Technology (CSETs) help link scientists 
and engineers in partnerships across academia and industry to address crucial research 
questions, foster the development of new and existing irish-based technology companies, 
attract industry that could make an important contribution to ireland and its economy, and 
expand educational and career opportunities in ireland in science and engineering. SFi/DSE 
supports	the	BT	Young	Scientist	and	Technology	Exhibition	in	order	to	promote	the	benefits	
of	investing	in	scientific	and	engineering	research	to	young	people	and	the	general	public	
and to encourage young people to consider undertaking a career in science and engineering. 
Come visit our stand in The World of Science & Technology. Science Foundation ireland Wilton 
Park	House,	Wilton	Place,	Dublin	2	Website:	www.sfi.ie	Twitter:	scienceirel	Facebook:	www.
facebook.com/ScienceFoundationireland

stand 40: analog

analog Devices is a world leader in High Performance Signal Processing. Simply put, this 
involves the conversion of real-world signals (sounds, voice, temperature, etc.) into digital 
signals (i.e. computer language).at the analog Devices stand we aim to open your mind to the 
fun, interesting and downright weird applications of science and technology in everyday life. 
Come test your skills and knowledge with some of the new demos which are on display. Can 
you escape from the laser Vault and avoid breaking the laser beams? Find out who has the 
quickest	feet	on	the	PODs	challenge.	The	fastest	finger	wins	in	Laser	Shoot	Out.	Go	head-to-
head and test your skill and balance on the Wobble board. Test your brain with our interactive 
Mind boggle quiz. 

See the science behind a tornado, and take a look in the Freaky Mirrors if you dare!  
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stand 41: Bank of Ireland

Bank of Ireland: The sixth Dragon Game

as proud sponsors of the Dragons Den, we’re bringing the Den to the bT young Scientist 
Exhibition, and inviting students to become the ‘Sixth Dragon’. Students will be given 
the opportunity to enter the Den and play the Sixth Dragon game by listening to a short 
pitch from an Entrepreneur in the Den and then deciding if they are in or out, and how 
much they think the Dragons will invest in the business venture. Points are allocated 
based on players guessing what the Dragons decided to invest, and all points will be 
entered into a leaderboard. There will be some great prizes up for grabs for students 
topping the leaderboard at the event! 

We will also have experienced bank of ireland staff on the stand to talk to students about 
the great range of products and services available to them both at school and college 
and answer any queries they may have. 

For further information about bank of ireland products and services please visit  
www.bankofireland.com

stand 42: science & Technology in action

Have you ever wondered how the science taught at school really links to what is 
practised in our leading organisations? Would you like to learn more about how the 
curriculum relates to real applications of science and technology in the workplace? 
Science & Technology in action (STa) is an innovative teaching and learning resource 
which brings industry and education together. For use by second level teachers and 
students, all the resource materials across the editions are available on www.sta.ie and 
the latest 8th edition of the hard copy packs have been delivered to each school free 
of charge. Each lesson in the pack relates to the activities of one of the participating 
organisations. in this way, the lessons help to enhance the relevance of science to 
our everyday life. This grounding in reality is designed to raise awareness and engage 
students in the real world of science and technology.

stand 43: science spin

Science Spin, is ireland’s general science magazine and covers all the sciences from 
astronomy to zoology and is written in clear language and with a lively presentation. Spin 
makes the best in science available to everyone. news and features written by scientists 
and award winning journalists cover such topics as ageing, fossils, space and fusion 
power. Spin also has wildlife, news and special section for schools. annual subscription is 
€30 and the digital edition is distributed to all those who register their name and email 
address on our website: www.sciencespin.com

The digimag page-turning edition has live links is available and users can read the 
publication on line, zoom in and turn pages and download information to their desktop 
or tablet. it can be viewed on any Mac or PC with standard Flash software installed. 

Science Spin is published six times a year, and is available on subscription or through 
newsagents. Call to stand number 43 in the industries hall and pick up a free copy of the 
magazine.

stand 1: WIT

Call to the Ecozone where you can discover the wonders of science, the ingenuity of engineering 
and the magic of maths in a fun and interactive way at the Waterford stand. investigate the 
challenge of climate change and get a tree-mendous indigenous irish tree sponsored by Coillte. 
Explore microbes and macro-invertebrates, learn about the workings of the eye and meet 
bengie and other robots. you can also do some fun maths puzzles with the Maths Week ireland 
displays and meet 17th century irish scientist, Robert boyle.

Calmast from Waterford institute of Technology-WiT - ireland’s leading STEM promotion 
centre - is pleased once again to support the bT young Scientist and Technology Exhibition in 
partnership with leading Waterford based pharmaceutical and healthcare companies bausch & 
lomb and Teva. 

Calmast is spearheading the development of Waterford as an Eu Science region, working with 
Waterford County and City Councils, schools and industry. www.calmast.ie

stand 2: The Geological survey of Ireland

The GEOlOGiCal SuRVEy OF iRElanD (GSi), founded in 1845, is the national Earth Science 
agency.  it is responsible for providing geological advice and information, and for the acquisition 
of data for this purpose.  GSi produces a range of products including maps, reports and 
databases and acts as a knowledge centre and project partner in all aspects of irish geology.  it is 
a division of the Department of Communications, Energy & natural Resources (DCEnR) and has 
about 40 multi-disciplinary staff.

Geological Science is the science of the earth and geologists are those scientists who study the 
earth.  Geoscience makes a big contribution to our lives and this stand will help to promote 
knowledge of that contribution.  The partners in the stand are showcasing, earthquakes, water, 
and minerals in particular as well as ireland’s rocks. Projects highlighted include Tellus border 
and inFOMaR.  Joining the Geological Survey of ireland on the stand are the Exploration Mining 
Division also from the Department of Communications, Energy and natural Resources, and 
we are working in association with the Dublin institute for advanced Studies, natural History 
Museum, Geological Survey of northern ireland, with representatives from irish Geological 
association, institute of Geologists of ireland, and Earth Science ireland.”

stand 3: Dublin Zoo

Dublin Zoo, located in the Phoenix Park in the heart of Dublin City, is ireland’s most popular 
family attraction, and welcomed over 1 million visitors last year.  Opened in 1831, Dublin 
Zoo is one of the world’s oldest and most popular zoos and home to some 600 animals in an 
environment where education and conservation combine for an exciting and unforgettable 
experience. 

Dublin Zoo offers a series of programmes and workshops to primary and secondary schools and 
these take place in the Zoo’s education centre.  all programmes are designed to support the 
school’s curriculum and very much focused on active learning.  The zoo offers something no 
classroom can compete with- an opportunity to get up close and personal with animals; the thrill 
of seeing them in their habitats make learning much more enjoyable. So why not book onto one 
of our teaching sessions that allow students to delve into the amazing animal world!

For more information contact the Education Department.  
Tel: (01) 474 8932; Email: education@dublinzoo.ie  
www.dublinzoo.ie 
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stand 4: Irish aid & self Help africa - science for Development

irish aid irish aid, the Governments overseas aid programme, is hosting a multimedia 
exhibition, Khulungira: Harvesting Hope in an african Village, in the EcoZone at this year’s bT 
young Scientist and Technology Exhibition. The exhibition, which features video, slideshows, 
and	photographs,	introduces	small	farmers	of	Malawi	who	have	benefited	from	advances	
in agricultural research. Visitors to the irish aid/Self Help africa Stand can also sign up for 
african Drumming workshops, take part in a fun quiz and learn more about the work of the 
irish aid programme and how you and your school can get involved. Come and discover the 
valuable role science can play in development. Self Help africa Self Help africa works with 
rural communities to help them improve their farms and their livelihoods. Our mission is to 
empower rural africa to achieve economic independence and on a continent where up to 
75% of people rely on small-scale agriculture for their survival, we believe that it is only by 
tackling the challenges faced by rural farming communities that real and sustained economic 
progress can be made across sub-Saharan africa. innovation and research is a key element in 
supporting	farm	progress.	You	can	find	out	more	at	the	Self	Help	Africa	Stand	in	the	EcoZone.

stand 5: Young scientists Tanzania

young scientist Tanzania (yST) is an innovative initiative to transfer the successful bT young 
Scientist and Technology Exhibition (bTySTE) to Tanzania. yST is supported by the young 
Scientist & Technology Exhibition and the Tanzanian initiative will be based and developed on 
the irish model.

YST	was	launched	in	Tanzania	on	8th	November	2011	and	the	first	YST	Exhibition	was	held	in	
Dar-es-Salaam from 24-25th October 2012. The winning yST project will be exhibiting in the 
RDS, so do try and pay them a visit.

stand 6: Garda siochana  

The	Garda	Road	safety	Unit	was	established	in	2001	and	is	based	in	the	Regional	Traffic	
Division, Dublin Castle. The Road Safety unit’s overall aim is the reduction of road deaths and 
serious injuries and the improvement of road safety generally.

The unit delivers presentations on Road Safety to a number of groups in the community 
including:-

•	 Schools	and	colleges
•	 Youth	Clubs
•		 Senior	Citizens
•		 Local	organisations
•		 Industry	groups

The unit’s presentation for secondary schools, it won’t happen to me, is included in the 
Transition year syllabus.

The unit also provides Road safety information at major public exhibitions such as the bT 
young Scientist and Technology Exhibition, ideal Homes Exhibition, The national Ploughing 
Championships and a variety of car and motorcycle shows.

The team on the Crimecall Programme deals with road safety topics on each monthly episode. 
The unit welcomes suggestions regarding topics that should be covered or enquiries relating 
to	Road	Traffic	legislation	and	Road	Safety.	The	Unit	can	be	contacted	at	the	e-mail	address	
below or through crimecall@garda.ie

stand 7: Petroleum Infrastructure Program  

The Petroleum infrastructure Program is a government/industry/academic research initiative 
that  promotes hydrocarbon exploration and development activities offshore ireland by:

– Developing irish expertise in hydrocarbon exploration

– Funding hydrocarbon exploration research in irish universities and other third level 
institutions

– Encouraging collaboration between the hydrocarbon exploration industry and irish 
researchers

The objective of our participation in the bT young Scientist and Technology Exhibition is to 
promote the exciting activities and career opportunities in earth science, in particular in earth 
science research and the petroleum industry.

At	our	stand	you	will	find	rock	samples	recovered	from	10,000ft	below	the	seabed	offshore	
ireland; samples of crude oil and oil reservoir rocks; seismic sections of ireland’s offshore 
geology; and plate tectonic animations.

young irish graduates will be on the stand to explain why they studied geology and describe a 
typical day in the life of a petroleum exploration geologist.

stand 8: National Parks & Wildlife service

The national Parks & Wildlife Service (nPWS) is responsible for the protection of ireland’s 
natural heritage and notice nature is ireland’s public awareness campaign on biodiversity. The 
nPWS stand in the EcoZone will have exhibits, information and other materials available on 
why biodiversity is so important and why you should protect it. This will help halt the damage 
being done to our plants and animals and the landscape, waters and habitats in which they 
live. See www.noticenature.ie for more information. nPWS Education & Visitor Centres at the 
nPWS operate a number of Education & Visitor Centres around the country offering various 
activities and learning opportunities aimed at teachers and students alike. Our Education 
Officers	have	designed	a	range	of	school	programmes	aimed	at	promoting	awareness	of,	
knowledge	and	an	appreciation	of	our	native	flora,	fauna	and	their	habitats	our	biodiversity.	
Education	Officers	will	be	on	hand	to	discuss	activities	and	school	programmes	available	from	
the nPWS. Further information is also available on www.npws.ie.

stand 9: EPa

Come visit our stand and see the hover craft we use to monitor water quality.

The Environmental Protection agency protects the environment for everyone in the country. 
We regulate and police activities which might otherwise cause pollution. We ensure that there 
is solid information on environmental trends so that necessary actions are taken. Our priorities 
are protecting the irish environment and ensuring that development is sustainable.

The sTEm module

launched in 2009, the STEM Module is a mobile laboratory and workshop equipped with 
everything required to deliver a state of the art learning experience to schools. The courses 
offered augment the curriculum in STEM, providing incentives to pupils to develop their 
interest in and enthusiasm for these subjects. 

On display at the bTyS will be a selection of equipment and resources used in our courses. 

The resource was funded initially by the Department of Education and the Department of 
Enterprise, Trade and investment. it is managed by nEElb on behalf of the Education & 
library boards in n. ireland.
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➜ John monahan
newbridge College, Co Kildare

➜ mary finn
ursuline Convent, Sligo

➜ Walter Hayes
St Vincent’s CbS, Glasnevin, Co Dublin 
salmonellis in mice: a study of etiology, 
course and effect of the disease on the host

➜ George reynolds
St James CbS, Co Dublin

➜ luke Drury
Wesley College Co Dublin 
The Construction and use of a 
spectro-photometer to investigate 
complex ion formation in a transition metal

➜ maria Edgeworth
Convent of Mercy, longford

➜ richard Elliott
Portora Royal School, Enniskillen,  
Co Fermanagh
The use of computer techniques to provide 
mathematical models of biological situations

➜ Donald P mcDonnell
Crescent College Comprehensive, 
Dooradoyle, Co limerick
a study of effect of proven pollution on 
ecological balance in the Shannon at 
limerick

➜ Peter short
Presentation Convent Clane, Co Kildare

➜ Noel Boyle
Westmeath
a study of photoelectric cells and 
construction of a spectrophotometer

➜ Jervis Good
Midleton College, Cork
The concept of Ecopolemiology as 
illustrated by a Preliminary Study of the 
bionomics of the Earwig

➜ John Birmingham
Colaiste Mhuire, Dublin 

➜ mary kelly-Quinn
Our lady’s Secondary School, Castleblayney,
 Co Monaghan
To the existence of minerals by means of 
analyzing rock slides; to carry out a 
geophysical survey aimed at verifying 
direction and depth of veins and mineral 
outcrops

➜ karen ruddock
alexandra College, Milltown, Dublin
lichens in relation to their environment

➜ Tadgh Begley
north Monastery CbS, Co Cork

➜ micheal Og O’Briain
Colaiste Mhuire, Dublin
An	integrated	study	of	the	scientific	
conservation of Rogerstown Estuary  
Co Dublin

➜ Catherine Conlon
Muckross Park, Dublin

a study of physical, biochemical and 
anatomical aspects of the spider and its 
web, and its adaptation to its environment

➜ martynn sheehan
Convent of Mercy, Moate, Co Westmeath
lichens may be used for medicine

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1974

1978

1971

1975

1979

1972

1976

1980

1973

1977

1981

1982

Where smart minds meet

➜ William murphy  
➜ Gareth Clarke
➜ Turan mirza
Carrickfergus Grammar School, antrim
Microcomputer based robotics

➜ Eoin Walsh
Colaiste Choilm CbS, Swords, Co Dublin
Simulation of Drude Electron Theory and 
Kinetic Theory of Gases

➜ ronan mcNulty
St Mary’s College, Rathmines  
The Musical Typewriter (a System Which 
Prints Music as you Play)

➜ Breda maguire 
 ➜ Niamh mulvaney
Rosary College, Raheny, Dublin
Focus on the Viola Tricolour-an in-depth 
study on bull island

➜ Henry Byrne  
➜ Emma Donnellan
FCJ Secondary School, bunclody, Wexford 
Fibre Optic liquid analyser

➜ siobhan lanigan O’keeffe
navan Community College, Co Meath
Geothermal Study of the River Skane

➜ Grace O’Connor
➜ sinead finn
ursaline College, Thurles, Co Tipperary
a Study on a Crop Fractation industry

➜ anna minchin-Dalton
alexandra College, Milltown, Dublin 
Studies of the Oyster Thief

➜ Barry O’Doherty
St Patrick’s College, Maghera, Derry
Dynamics of a Two-Well Potential Oscillator

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991
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➜ shane Browne  
➜ Peter Taylor
➜ michael O’Toole
St Killian’s Community School, 
ballywaltrim, bray, Co Wicklow
investigating Symmetrical Shapes 
Formed by Polygons

➜ David michael O’Doherty
The Distribution of the Primes and the 
underlying order of chaos.

➜ adnan Osmani
St Finian’s College, Westmeath  
The graphical, technological and 
user-friendly advancement of the 
internet browser

2001

2002

2003

Where smart minds meet

➜2013 ?

➜ Elizabeth Dowling  
➜ Jean Byrne r.I.P.
St Paul’s Secondary School, Dublin 
a Picture Winged insect. Population 
Dynamics of a Thistle Predator Terellia 
Serratulae

➜ Elsie O’sullivan  
➜ rowena mooney
➜ Patricia lyle
Scoil Mhuire, Portarlington, Co laois 
(now renamed Colaiste iosagain)
The Perfect Queen bee

➜ Donal keane  
➜ rodger Toner
abbey Grammar School, newry, Co Down
assessment of Female Quality by Male 
Gammarus

➜ Ciara mcGoldrick    
➜ Emma mcQuillan
➜ fiona fraser
Dominican College, belfast, Co antrim
The preservation of biological Data in 
European bog bodies

➜ Jane feehan
St brendan’s Community School, birr, 
Co Offaly
The Secret life of the Calluna Case-Carrier

➜ raphael Hurley
Colaiste an Spoiraid naoimh, 
bishopstown, Co Cork

➜ Brian fitzpatrick 
➜ shane markey
abbey Grammar School, newry, Co Down
Factors affecting Cavitation in Whole Plants, 
leaves and Vascular bundles using acoustic 
Detection

➜ sarah flannery
Scoil Mhuire Gan Smal, blarney, Co Cork
Cryptography-a new algorism Versus 
the RSa

➜ Thomas Gernon
Colaiste Ris, Dundalk, Co louth 
The Geography and Mathematics of the 
Earths urban Centres

1992

1996

1993

1997

1994

1998

1995

1999

2000

➜ ronan larkin
CbS, Synge Street, Dublin 8
Generalised Continued fractions

➜ Patrick Collison
Castletroy College, Castletroy, Co limerick 
CROMa: a new dialect of lisp

2004

2005

➜ aisling Judge
Kinsale Community School, Co Cork 
The development and evaluation of a 
biological food spoilage indicator

2006

➜ abdusalam abubakar
CbS, Synge Street, Dublin 8
an Extension of Wiener’s attack on RSa

2007

➜ Emer Jones
Presentation School, Tralee, Co Kerry
Research and Development of 
Emergency Sandbag Shelters

2008

➜ John D. O’Callaghan  
➜ liam mcCarthy
Kinsale Community School, Co Cork
The Development of a Convenient 
Test Method for Somatic Cell Count 
and its importance in Milk Production

2009

➜ richard O’shea
Scoil Mhuire Gan Smal, blarney, Co Cork
A	biomass	fired	cooking	stove	for	
developing countries

2010

➜ alexander amini
Castleknock College, Dublin
Tennis sensor data analysis

2011

➜ Eric Doyle
➜ mark kelly
CbS, Synge Street, Dublin 8
Simulation accuracy in the gravitational 
many-body problem

2012

WINNErs

Visit us on Facebook

Facebook.com/bTySTE

Follow us on Twitter 

twitter.com/bTySTE
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Time arena show World of robots Concert Hall Concert Hall foyer

10.00 Science Museum - it Takes Guts

10.15 Drumming Workshop

10.30 3D Theatre - Secrets of the Cosmos

10.45 World of Robots

11.00 W5 - astonishing Experiments

11.15 Drumming Workshop

11.30 3D Theatre - Secrets of the Cosmos

11.45 Science Museum - it Takes Guts

12.00 World of Robots

12.15 Drumming Workshop

12.30 Titan the Robot 3D Theatre - Secrets of the Cosmos

12.45 World of Robots

13.00

13.15 Science Museum - it Takes Guts

13.30 RDS PRiMaRy SCiEnCE FaiR

13.45

14.00 Titan the Robot World of Robots

14.15 Drumming Workshop

14.30

14.45 W5 - astonishing Experiments 3D Theatre - Secrets of the Cosmos

15.00 World of Robots

15.15 Drumming Workshop

15.30 Titan the Robot

15.45 3D Theatre - Secrets of the Cosmos

16.00 World of Robots

16.15 Science Museum - it Takes Guts Drumming Workshop

16.30

schedule of Events
Thursday 10th January
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Time arena show World of robots Concert Hall Concert Hall foyer

10.00 Science Museum - it Takes Guts

10.15 Drumming Workshop

10.30 3D Theatre - Secrets of the Cosmos

10.45 World of Robots

11.00 W5 - astonishing Experiments

11.15 Drumming Workshop

11.30 3D Theatre - Secrets of the Cosmos

11.45 Science Museum - it Takes Guts

12.00 World of Robots

12.15 Drumming Workshop

12.30 Titan the Robot 3D Theatre - Secrets of the Cosmos

12.45 World of Robots

13.00

13.15 Science Museum - it Takes Guts

13.30 RDS PRiMaRy SCiEnCE FaiR

13.45

14.00 Titan the Robot World of Robots

14.15 Drumming Workshop

14.30

14.45 W5 - astonishing Experiments 3D Theatre - Secrets of the Cosmos

15.00 World of Robots

15.15 Drumming Workshop

15.30 Titan the Robot

15.45 3D Theatre - Secrets of the Cosmos

16.00 World of Robots

16.15 Science Museum - it Takes Guts Drumming Workshop

16.30

schedule of Events
Friday 11th January
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Time arena show World of robots Concert Hall Concert Hall foyer

10.00 Science Museum - it Takes Guts World of Robots

10.15 3D Theatre - Secrets of the Cosmos Drumming Workshop

10.30

10.45

11.00 W5 - astonishing Experiments World of Robots

11.15 3D Theatre - Secrets of the Cosmos Drumming Workshop

11.30

11.45 Science Museum - it Takes Guts

12.00 World of Robots

12.15 3D Theatre - Secrets of the Cosmos Drumming Workshop

12.30 Titan the Robot

12.45

13.00 World of Robots

13.15 Science Museum - it Takes Guts

13.30 RDS PRiMaRy SCiEnCE FaiR

13.45

14.00 Titan the Robot World of Robots

14.15 Drumming Workshop

14.30

14.45 W5 - astonishing Experiments 3D Theatre - Secrets of the Cosmos

15.00 World of Robots

15.15 Drumming Workshop

15.30 Titan the Robot

15.45

16.00 World of Robots

16.15 Science Museum - it Takes Guts

16.30

Time arena show World of robots Concert Hall Concert Hall foyer

10.00 Science Museum - it Takes Guts

10.15 Drumming Workshop

10.30 3D Theatre - Secrets of the Cosmos

10.45 World of Robots

11.00 W5 - astonishing Experiments

11.15 Drumming Workshop

11.30 3D Theatre - Secrets of the Cosmos

11.45 Science Museum - it Takes Guts

12.00 World of Robots

12.15 Drumming Workshop

12.30 Titan the Robot 3D Theatre - Secrets of the Cosmos

12.45 World of Robots

13.00

13.15 Science Museum - it Takes Guts

13.30 RDS PRiMaRy SCiEnCE FaiR

13.45

14.00 Titan the Robot World of Robots

14.15 Drumming Workshop

14.30

14.45 W5 - astonishing Experiments 3D Theatre - Secrets of the Cosmos

15.00 World of Robots

15.15 Drumming Workshop

15.30 Titan the Robot

15.45 3D Theatre - Secrets of the Cosmos

16.00 World of Robots

16.15 Science Museum - it Takes Guts Drumming Workshop

16.30

schedule of Events
Saturday 12th January
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Wednesday 24th October 2012 was 
a special day in Tanzania. 
That day marked the opening in Dar es Salaam’s Diamond Jubilee 
Hall of the first young Scientist Tanzania Exhibition. in many ways 
it was similar to an event held in Dublin some 48 years ago-
namely the first young Scientist Exhibition in ireland.

The fact that Tanzania is more than eleven times the size of 
ireland, with a population almost ten times greater meant that it 
presented considerable difficulties for the local organisers. in the 
event it was decided to seek entries, one per school, from schools 
in 11 of the 21 regions in the mainland and from 3 of the 5 
regions in the Pembra and Zanzibar islands. but, to achieve that, 
individual visits had to be made to the schools to seek and 
encourage applications. in the end 100 projects were accepted 
but, unlike ireland, where we started with only individual projects, 
Tanzania had only group projects with 3 students per project. 
also, because of the distances involved, some students had to 
travel over 25 hours by bus to reach Dar es Salaam.

it was truly a tremendous success. in order to help the board of 
the young Scientist and Technology Exhibition freely gave all the 
necessary documentation, rules and procedure manuals. in effect 
the exhibition itself was a mirror image of the event held each year 
in the RDS. The four main categories were present but there were 
no sub-divisions into the three age groups as is normal here. 
Despite that small modification as regards judging, prizes, special 
and category awards and the two top awards it was similar to the 
bT young Scientist and Technology Exhibition.

The overall winners were three girls from Kiboska Girls School near 
Kilimanjaro whose project was “is the increase in nitrate in water 
due to industrial fertilizers”. as part of their award they are 

coming to ireland with their project, which will be on display here 
in the RDS, so do try and pay them a visit.

i was honoured and privileged to have been present in Dar es 
Salaam for the exhibition where i managed to visit many of the 
projects and talk with the students. There certainly was a ‘buzz’ 
around the hall and the enthusiasm and excitement of the students 
was palpable. i was asked what i thought of their first exhibition 
and my reply was “if i closed my eyes i could have been in the RDS”.

a very big ‘well done’ to all the students, their teachers and parents. 
Clearly it would not have been possible without the support of the 
Minister of Science Communications and Technology and the 
Minister of Education and Vocational Training. Thanks are also due 
to the main sponsors- irish aid and the Pearson Foundation- who, 
with other sponsors made it possible for the exhibition to take 
place.

Finally acknowledgement must be given to the Combat Disease and 
Poverty Consortium in nui Maynooth and, in particular Joe Clowry, 
who have worked for nearly three years to make it all happen.

Winners of the Young scientist Tanzania 2012  

– the kIBOsHO GIrls.  as part of their prize they  

are attending the BT Young scientist & Technology 

Exhibition so pop over and congratulate them at their 

stand in the EcoZone

Dr Tony scott co-founder of BT Young scientist & 

Technology Exhibition meeting some of the students

some of the students at Young 

scientists Tanzania 2012

Ad Multos Annos

           Tony Scott



Thank you for visiting the BT Young scientist & Technology 
Exhibition 2013. We hope you can join us again next year for 
our 50th anniversary celebrations.

1 9 6 5 - 2 0 1 4

Visit us on Facebook

Facebook.com/bTySTE
Follow us on Twitter 

twitter.com/bTySTE
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bT is one of the world’s leading communications solutions and iT services companies. With close to 3,000 employees, we have significant 
local operations in northern ireland and the Republic of ireland. 

We believe that no other company has the scope, reach and capability that can help our customers succeed in work or be entertained at 
home: for business and government organisations we bring together all their communications and iT services securely and efficiently; for 
other communications providers we provide our network on an open access basis so that they can connect to their customers, and we can 
also design, build and manage their networks for them; and for our consumer customers in northern ireland we provide everything from 
phone, online and entertainment solutions in neat and great value bundles. 
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